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A hypothetical exampie assumes a cc~a Alor thlb ',m act whc'- the condition

occurs without warning. Aunother (1o,,er) cost I~s asksumed when timely warning

is given and recommenced altei'native action Is taken. A third cost Is that of

thc alternative acdon, which becomes a penalty in the event of a false alarm.

These costs are then aggregated over a year'v experience (hypothetical) at a

single location and at several levels c' oredictive performance to show the

progressive improvement in cost savrings. A miethod is then shown to extrapolate

the results firom an actual cao v ix national total.

In some operations prelimninar~y analysis may show that the total of losses

recoverable by the use of Improved prediction is small: Eitier curi at predictive

ability is high (because required w-"ning time is very short) or because technological

transportation improvements permit fle operator to disregard environmental variation,

In these Instances, particularly whey! the level of operational activity is high, exer-

cising the event-by-event techique described is not Justified. Instead, a r .ge of

potential benefits, above that possible with current predictive ,,kills but below that

requiring complete foreknowledge of the environment, can be stated. Many tr9iis-

poi atton activities faii into this category,

The quantitative results of the analysis arc presented ,, rables S-1, S-2, axw

S-3 -.ccordlng to the three major trant )ortation modes--air, ground, and marine--

discussed in Chapters 6, 7, and 8. These tables show the recoverable costs or

1osties for levels representL~ predictive improvement of 25 percent, 50 percent,

and prediction without error.
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Table S-1

ANNUAL RECOVERABLE COSTS--AmR TRANSPORTATION

Level Savings In Gener0" Commercial MilitaryToa
Aviation Carriers Tranport 

tl
I Fatalites 4 4

Aircraft Losses $22 ,000
7entOeaigCrs $4.0 million $0.4 million $4.. _millioni[att F ataities I

Aircraft Losse, -44,000
50 Percent Operatirg Costs 1  $8.0 million $0.8 million $8.8 million

Fataiities j 15 1
3 Aircraft Los ses $88,000

Operating Costh $i5.5 millioni $1.3 miulon1 $17.0 millon
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Table S-3

A'NNUAL Pt CO(RFl' \BLU COS TS- -MAn. INE 1'!NSPGjRL% IC)0N

(1985)

Level Saving's InT~'

Vesse Trinsit TimtP~ $0. 7 rntliHion
Ves e c rtagehosT $7.5 million $05mte

23~~~~ 5ecn i-l 1,,l

VeselT-ra ----4 i ITm

vese Dam"~ n15.0 ilion $20.6 1
50Pecnt Ca~ Dmaelos $4.6 million I1

Fatl 3~ 30-35 30 .5

ItI
C~~ 4rg 1.3 $9. Ijl& .' L
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A]

INTRODUCTION

Cental to any planning for a environmenta observation -and prediction system is

the iieasurement of potertial benefits that will be achieved from the .inproved en-

vironmental information. This measure of economic utility is required not only

to define optimum data requirements and to make research and budgetary decisions,

but also--in a larger sns,--to determine the optimum mix of sensors mnd plat-

forms that ,ill evolve. The task, however, is difficult. For proper coastde;

tion, essentially three distinct tasks arc necessary:

0 determine the increased volume and quality of properly spaces
data and relate it to improved levels of environmental predic-
tions and climatology:

* relate the value of imnroved environmental predictions and data
to benefits to the user; and

4 determine the appropriate Mix of sensors and platforms 11. the
optimum environmental systems.

T'his study is concerned only with part of the second task and is further limnted

to a single user class--the transportation sector of the U.S. economy. The latter

restriction eliminates a number of parameters that should be included in any gen-

eral study of environmental information benefits--underwater currents and tem-

peratures and salinity, to name a few. Instead, because of the nature of transpor-

tation operations, the emphasis falls upon the prediction of weather, including sea

state and surface currents, and disregards some very interesting elements of the

whole envircnment.

1r



A 1966 report to the Committee on Atmospheric Sciences, the National Academy

of Sciences described , e of the problems in assessing costs and benefits:

Such costs are not likely to be borne bv any country or combina-
tion of countries until becomes evident that they would be offset by
the economic benefits to be derived from an extension of forecast
range and accuracy. One is thus involved in a dilemma: until global
or hemispheric data for scientific studies and numerical prediction
experiment "on become available, no significant gains can be made

in our understanding of the global circulation and n exended-range
forecasting, and until such gains are made we are not likcly to be
supplied with the additional observations, 1

The costs referred to here were thoce that would have been involved in taking

mneasilremcrnts before the advent of an earth satellite. The report goes on to suggest

that the satellite-balloon-buoy-radiornetric system of measurements will be far less

costly. The principle in the quotation still stands, however. The new system will

not be inexpensive and it will ha-" to compete with many attractive programs in the

national budgets.

With the limitations we have described, it was not aiticipated that quantifiable

potential bencfiLs would be uncovered it) ai ounts sufficient tc justify, on a cost-

benefit comparison, any significant portion of an exiended globai observation net

work. No considerf:ion was given to the advantages of having more complete

climatological data, or of the uses to which real-time environmental information

.,,ay be pui. Neitner was it suggested that the transportation sector would provide

the most fruitful area In which to look for economic benefits. Earlier studies have

suggested that advantages to agric-Iture, construction, and the general public may

after all be n 'ich greater.

Our stud- .,ought instead to develop and demonstrate a methodology that can

be usea Lo .tify economic benfits frori improl ' prediction of varying en- a

vironiental p'trameters in any sector of the ecouomy sensitive to those varia :tons,

! J. G. Charney et al., The Feasibility of a Global Observation and An. s
Experiment, National Academy of Sciences (Washington D.C., 1966).
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and in such a way that "he results .11 be credible to those who should use the

predictions, as well as to those who make. them.

Since such a goal would appear to be obvious, an explanation may be helpful.

The favt is that, in 7e'nera., the language ar, form of vironmei;tal predictions

are not direct,, relatable to the options ,available to the user. Unless th1s gap is

bridged, improvement in predictive skills will elicit nc response from the user's

decision-makers and there will be no economic impact from the predictions, one

way or another. On the other hand, in speifJying what the predictions mnust on-

tain and how thc-c will be -resented, to give then uractical value to the ,user, we

must be aware of the effec. these :iequirements will have on the mettorologists/

ocewiographers. This is particularly i''oortant if we are also to postulate levels

of improved predictive performance. Those responsible for making the predic-

tions must eventually say what level of improvement seems attainable; to do this

they must know precisely what will De expected of them at that level, and what

information will be provided to enable them to react, it.

Although the methodology presented has general application, the report will

show that carrying it through its several steps may sometimes not he warranted.

If preliminary analysis shows that the total of potential economic benefits moving

from current predictive sldlls to perfect prediction of the enviropment is small,

there is little purpose served in computing the partial values at intermediate levels.

Such a situation can occur when current predictive p.rforman,,e is high, when

technological development has largely succeeded in neutralizng the adverse effects

of environmental phenomena, or when the environni, ntal impact is overshadowed

by other operating considerations. Onc or more of these conditions appears in a

number of the transportation operations.

3



LITERATURE REVIEW

The theory has been widely held, pacticularly aniong those engaged in environmiental

prediction, that improvement ir the reliability and ranige of ocean-atmosphere fore-

casts will generate social and economic benefits of high order, and that investnicrt

to achieve such imrnpovement will be recoveted miany timies. Optimism is a corn-

mon characteristic of rnuch that has beert written on the subject, but the claimas

are otten difficult to justity trom the evidence presenced.

Economic Benefits from Oceangaphic Research, a publication of the National

Academy of Sciences in 1964, states flatly th. '"a 50-percent improvement in the

accuracy of long-range weather forecastiig might wvell produce savings o1 two Ibillion

dollars a year. This could be accomplished in 15 Y-u, No dec ription of the

current ability in long-range forecasting is giv'en, exceopt to say that it is low, nor

is it made cleai: what a '50-percent improvement' wu~id be. Similarly, the de -

tails o!" how the benefits were computod are i sing, although hroad refierence is

made co a number of segmients of the -conromv.

Tne *V'orld Meteorological Organization Bulletin for October 1968 contains

summiaries of the presentations made at the twentieth session of its (-e eut ive

comnuittee byleading mne-eorologists from Australia, France. the United Kingdom,

the USSR, and the U nited States. Trhe commonm topic was, the economic hce, 2s of

National Meteorological Services. Again, the stated benefits wxere large: 300 mnilh.

dollars annually In Australia, 2 billion francs in F rance, 223 million -ounds In the

United Kingdom, 7 billion rubles in the USSR. There Is nlo intention here of

5



pqi~cstionjng these estim ales. except to say thatl the logic by which they were de-

rived is not presented, It should be pointed out too that these benefits are asso-

ciated with the products of the Nationz) Meteorological Services as they existed

,)t that time and not with the proynise ofl improved prediction.

Two Planning Reports of the World Weather Watch (No. 4 [1966] and No. 17

[1967]) provide a. sumnmary of ' work that has been done. Both of these reports[
were written under the directiork of Prefessor J. C. " tompson of the World
Meteorological Organiization. Planning Report No. 1, in particular, is an Ce'l

lent compendium of the types of benefits that may be deriv-d from the proper use

of environmental info rm ation. The treatment of transportation problems is limited I
:h. rationale by which potantial 1- )nefits have been computed (or estimated) is not

givei. Where reference is maide to improved forecasts, there is rio mention of

wh.c chis improvement might be, or how it could be me~asured, For example:

Improved forecasts for railroads, hignway trucks and buses in
the United States could reduce current annual losses of approxi-nacl~y
$60 million by, a maxiinuili of perhaps $15 million. 1

o L,

For co,~' and oct.an-going shipping, it has been estimated that,
fr ships of Urnited States registry, thle saving due to bectter' weather

Services could be as high as $40 ill Iion. 2

lII fAirness.,w should hasten to sa avIht these wt-Akness. s, if theNy can be

codled 'Veakness.. s, dlid not escape Professor ThomI'l)sonl and his group. lie SaYs

4 10~i his introduction to therp t

:Xt present, only order of mlagnitude accuracy can lie att ributed

IllkwT p~ecise and meaningful figures..

1. \l. E.: Senko, We,_ither Satellite --tud: A. qpca el)ort, L.S. Weather

2. 1.S. \V eather Bureau, Plart for ai National N11,rinew Weaither Service,



A report prepared for the Naticoi-al Aeronautics and Space Ami!inistratinn,

1969, lists areas in which !'substantial benefits we-ld accrue' in the fields of

transportation, movie-rnaking, recreation, agricultu re, construction, water

Management and conservation, and public utilities. IBut the report says Also:

"-'me reseatch effort has been directed at ientifying and quantifying the
benefits in a few of the areas outlined above--but without marked success
thus far. What is needed in this economic benefit area are user-oriented
case studies in selected sectors that address the specific question raised
above.

That question was: 'What are the quantifiable dollar-Ibenefits that wouild accrue to

selected industrial sectors in the United Stat: s, from ai svstem that would provide

a 5-- to 7-day weather forecast with acc'irr N' comparable to the currentlY available

1- to 2-da. forecast within a two-counts' area"'

We a,., 2ee entirely with the concept that the user's point of view must be ob-

tainod for any realistic analysis, but we stispc~t that responses to the querly ais it

is stated XVc~.1 , in turn, include a list of hard questions.

In 1964 thle L . S. W- ather Bureau prepared a report for the Interdepartmenta

Committee onl Atmiospheric Sciences (ICASi of the FedeaLO Council for Science and

Technology. (C Jied The N atioria., Research Eft'(Io t onl Im'P rov ed Wvaflher Decription

and Prediction for Social and E conom ic Purposes it '-1oconMMIend rd cont imneation of*

research onl the scientiflo aspects of the precdictio.: problems a the Ithen cur reid

level, wxith Special attention give-; to sm a] 1-5 a:le 10" we ena and e~l~ i reelt iJns.

11 as;ked that Sig~nific ant io'<rea'ses bhe ma":de in the effort to develop S-x~t ems teat

provide, the links bet we en tile nm1et eoroloiric ad oceanographic _Services and the use rs-

Of the inlforma1tilon they I prIovide. F mall,\ , in ai areai it t e ned s; etfhes i . it me-

m ended the imm d iaic estaiblishment of :i long-ralg e p o wof resear1ch ml the

econornic arid social q),wa't of -weather informiation on aisegments of soc iet~v

1. Na'tionai A\cad-mnv , C Sciefnees, i'sefu'l ;\ppliea'tions.' of Fah-4Qr01ien( 'I
Satellites lWa shington, D. C. , 1969).



This research should expiore, quantitatively, the needs of usLI1 groups
for weather information, the sensitivities of these groups to wcather
avents, wid the natx-e of the decksi i processe.s which are dependent
on weather information.

Ne-:- rtheless, no research effort in this latter area could be identified.

The report also developed and presented the chart, reproduced here as Figure I

to show the relative positions within the national ec.--omy ')f thirteen user groups

according to the economic benefits they mnight produce from the use of better en-

vironmental information. It is interesting to note that, fromn the computational

method used, the three groups that :cainprisc thne national transportation sector Ur

the economy falil colicctiveiv below the median 4n GNP and above the mnedian in en-

viron1r> ,Lnta: sansitivitv But the sen,:i7tivitN, ,rning was established by the analysts

Ohemselves, and i~rconfirmed0 by a surveyv of aprxnicl 75 experienced

nieteorologrists. The question ariscs as to whether the decision-miakers within

these user groups would also ag, ee. St' Yi, tbW teport states the probleml well;

IZ Would be hard to fault. its recommiendions.

An earlier report, in l062 ,for thei( iiedkeral Aviation Agency by E. Ioll:,'

A ssocat(es is entitled, Economie. lmt,JA of Weither Inform ')tion onl Axia'tion

cdpelationls., The technique foliox. I a tlhis studY w as first to compite [mom oper--

ating data the total weAther pel:'l tie-, to axu ation, anld holn to isolaite from tedis toal

tlio-i that couldd uO Att ributed to ideuate we at her fi rination. This ttcg re, for,

the base vemt (I 100 was then pr~ojected to rfi evo intervas to 1 97 .ipar allel

a'' dysis 'A as ma1"de to p roject "he costs of est albi shinj In(au opt- rting the C omnmon

AirwaxYs Wealther S;Ysteml ICA\VS to Show a rougil cos-t -bceeft ratio.

i'roin ai vatntage point somte nine y-ears llater, it would he unfair to Criticize

the tolle tliollns of the re'port oee :nlts some of the assumptio'ns ,jkl, pro(, -etin

b ave not be en lxine oit liv events. The aIpr->a-h was plrofes s lnai anld there is a

clredibi e dese Vitiol ofe the wuxWs illt which'1 we athe r0 Condi tions ipaijc ttioti the

ecorlotit icS 1t (eai The pot enhVt a benefits, however, arie he ved to the

5? 5Utpt ion tha C AWS would 111111m tel result inl a1 30-percenit ip "ovem c nt in 0hc
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iurnhcr of n-issed iterminal wcather forecasts, ,nlssurittion that m am;, moten no-

logists would doubht The projections are also) dis to rted hecausc A. ;nfl icr ,,I.a-

portance was giv--n t~o technological improve ments fmlat Inmi;etlvdm i he

the imP~r)ct of weather on air operations. Congestion in the ii r saico, part iCuLrI 1v

in th. 'erminai al' Ia ,s grown at such ain a-icecrated ra tha its effocrts gre~atl-

overshadow those o1 adverse weather, and it limits the abilitY to react solel v to

the for ceo st, however good. F inally, air carrier marketing poil.,gene rated

by vioosindustry c- .petlition, have fo'stered op erations to disregaird Irather

th ian, a comnodato t o the we-ather.

In 1 9C5 a studyj" for the U. S. W cathe r B nrlcan lvae the" ilnlpa!Ct (-f w te

oil tl-e U . Contrucmt ion i ndu st mx. It identified anid qa anti fled this iniow' ci ad,
more 4-mportant. quantifieo 'he amount by which the impa-ct mip-ht eedued it

,1mproN e d use of nirometi prediction. I.thalt pi0' nt the in ethodo Icg is-

aIdaptI 1)l: to the t ranlspertation indutstrmy. it consists of identifvinu-l the la~tieuiar

operaItions within h inut ththa a Oe dve rscl,. aftoci d h% ,eather (4d"-CmItI1 n e"

the oh moor ensties of these weathler phenlon enaar the frocluenwo Jron' clir mat

loil oa At wl)A Ihiclh the\ ocf andL I-tIf ]-hIhe oi t f !he (1()Te()OLro 'Ji,'o- (2v~ts to

51\ ~ ~ ~ fi see"octes 'ematvec pt-ikmI, ht,0 ' ' nire Countn

:nd orange of s -i1t 0s we- h1 -n- from 11t i < '-N " '0ta o

tto\'e~I Peon Io'iC.-d i e aI'i i iti- ' i-

c0o0[1 tltt~ T-11 0C1 iote to I-n fIo 1i, J1 ion 'I 7- ilo.. Sn 'it m

full uStl of curront forecalst aeua twsfrhres- ~oi\ thati ft trfoot

p) iatx Ct i:'n. .oi w". 1 ode, tvse f4 1 -es migh in s o ra: n c frmS ilo

to SIP ! iion. An noaeof th -sudy -Il Va 1 0 sageto :t

t o '() C 1311 tl

t o l um r v i j ,cr a c t i)e m o i o ; h } o"c o : A a \ ' , . . ' i

0 .! .S Il 111,FK uie' et I .I , hc I a S. ' , I ." eitn l P" t,; A . -Ic l,



lihe Ruisso -.tucl ppo I-r, rv''rr 111 r te po .itli 1U e Itthei i forIm I

tiori, inc'luding, 01 fdic tion s 'viti n t roe curren' ,hltxI he g t -~'o

provicied on a tiimelv n~ to i- onstcti n 0 ifldusti,'\ :mn th~it thc indmstr shoul

100 easI ing the t-Mie ri m.,e over hich "'e ior-eCdSts, w'1 Aitllt'tc n1~ '

in partial justification for 'ex-p. 'ding the obse\ 1 onnera -. !t n I0 l w

Over-All this rview, p rni tted us to re oh three concluiron to t iniu Lo d

the wayv~ e hi-ve g'onc about 110100 the

1.A mnethod need s to 'heJe i< e ic Ie ch O~ 0 t ive I'f(T r1adc "111C A!

be mea-sured q-uarnt ixv 1 :11 -,! .LiLh a N h il ! O ahlvlOf
performim-e cm,) be rela~ted to 'co i '1i ff.t

Perform nir levels should l possible b0 12' en Inm tcr~s th at dp-
scribhe to the Ill01 orIoloL 0 o 001 is' e1eIW I 5\p0C c of

hin in l ight of the tech linue -z ano in r-i n o 1v \ ili h

T he 1 user's point -) -iew .. eslti~ No 0 1 1 IVus -t'.n mlot 0-

li -s undrsa- -ot.. m w ': 1 c \y 10 r' i (ie~so

m0 P I111-it OV *h 'a n"17 it, 11'- p1 
i- n flucl- " csil

th AN!l!1
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In the course o; Jts sin dy for the National Aeronautic5; and Space Administration

on Useful APLations 01 E arth --Oriented Satellites in the- summe -r of 1967, a panel

of the National Research Council asked the Pennsylvania Power and Light Conpl~Nv

to say what eco-romic benefits to power c ompanies wo::uld result fronm an ~Icue

4 - to 14-day fort *at. Their response ft eused immediately on the definititon of

accurate:

We are interested in temperature forecasts for t!- ioliowing day
to v-re ac.rate within 1 or 2 degrees and we require tile prediction of
the time of '.he pas -age of a frontalj system to be accurate within ap-
pro-firately 1 hour.1

We should then aslt- whether these requiremnents are comnpatiblew xitL: the pros~-

pects for long-range~ prediction. Wh.,t is ieant b. long range? Our presqent

knowledge gives no indication that prediction for a period liger than approxiniately

two weeks can dernonstrate a sAMl that imiproves on climatology, despite the fact

that there are, and ha .e been, a numiher of sincere practitioners of thc art. To be

sutre, no ;%,e hais yet Iemontstr,'ted an ability to predict for as long as two weeks

athead, b-tthere is coosenflus that a lioit (ices exist, E, IN Lorenz, Professor cf

lcteorology at the Ma 3sachusotts Institute of Technejiogy, said some ~I~ars ago:.

We mw.-t distinguiish bk. 'een intrinsic predictability, which depends
upoe: the (atmospheric' flow itspif; attainable predictability, which is
limited also bv the inevitable inaccuracies in measurement; and practi-
cal pretdictability, which is further iniitod hy our ;,resent inability to
identify tho most sultabe formulas.2

lie was referring to ole nume-rical, or deterministic, prediction technique.
the thovuo hc hs techIL'que is based says that motin and cangesi

the oeeai, atruospherfa follow dynamic laws that car be expressed in i-thfematic'al

models. When measuredi valuos that deSCrit o the presevnt state of the ocean -a

1. Letter frrnm N. Curtis, Pennsylvania Power and Li~nt Company, July 1.)67.

2. Trlnsactionrsof the New York Academy of Sciene, XXV, Series 2 (lIuA3).
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atmosphere are inserted, the models can be cyercised to compute the values that

represent subsequent states. Application of this technique has been limited by a

paucity of data, both for the development of the models and for testing tXhih. it is

estimated that not more than 20 percent of the atmosphere is aow adeqately

covered by observations. A greatly expanded network of measurements will be

required, involving satellites, constant pressure balloons, and buoys. The com--

munications system necessary to assemble the information and computers that

wi-. operate at speeds a hundred times that of the fastest now available win nave

to be developed. In tho meantime, additional refinement of the technique is planned

within the Glob,- Atmospheric Research Program.

What the practical limitation of deterministic forecasting may eventually be

is still n point of argument among As j oponents, although the two-week range as

an outside limit has general agreement. The kind of prediction envisaged at this

arige, however, will not have great economic utility for short-run operating

decisions. It will project the large-scale movement of existing systems and the

genesis of new ones. It is not intended to produce the kind of accuracy demanded

by the _Iennsylrani, Power and Light Company. The previously cited letter also

pcinteJ out that forecasts could be helpful in scheduling maintenance outages for

g'enerating equipment and transmission facilities, but that reliance oi them could

be economically unsound or -ven catastrophic if they were inaccurate by a factor

of I or 2 days.

But if the promise of long-range deterministic prediction does not show direct

application to many operational problems, its impact on the accuracy of 3horter

range, more specific forecasts may be dramatic. Smagoriiks ,tys:

The feeling has . . been generMly prevalent that the limit of

skill for the 1-day forecast was essentially attained a long tir,.e ago.

1. Notional Academy of Sciences, Plsn for U. S. Participation ia the Global
Atmospheric Research 21oProgram (Washington, D. C., 1969).
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The recent experiments that were performed on the nature of the

adjustment process in assimilating initial data, however, are begin-
ning to lay questions on this conclusion. It appears that a sicnificant
portion of the remaining discrepancy between a 1-day forecast and
reality may be due to the transients which are excited by transplanting
data from the atmosphere into the more complex models. 1

Certainly, the products of deterministic prediction will enti:uc t, serve as

invaluable tools for those engaged in the traditional methods. Lorenz describes

the traditional technique as a su Jective procedure--a craft rather than a science:

The forecaster begins with the present and recent past observa-
tions; so that they will not constitute an unmanageable jumble of facts,
they are arranged as a set of weat. maps. The forecaster first
analyzes the most recent map--he or one of his colleagues will have
analyzed the earlier maps before issuing the previous forecast--iden-
tlfying such systems as high and low pressure areas, warm and cold
air masses, and fronts. He then estimates the future position, inten-
sity, and slape of each system, taking care to introduce new systems
whose formation seems to be indicated, and to remove systems which
appear to be disintegrating. From his prognosticated weather paLK rn
he ultimately deduces the weather conditions at specific points of
interest.

At times he may make use of the governing physical laws, but
ordinarily he bases his estimate on the way in which the existing sys-
tems have been behaving, and on his knowledge of how similar syems
have en,ved on previous occasions. He must be able to decide when
the present weather situation truly resembles some earlier one with
which he is imiliar, and when the resemblance is only superficial.
He must learn to recognize the various signs of storm development
anu decay, oust as the physician learns the sympt-nis of specific
Illnesses. 2

1. J. Smagorinsky, "Problems and Promises of Deterministic Extended-
Range Forecasting," Bulletin of the American Meteorological Socit_, L, No. 5
(1969).

2. E. N. Lorenz, "How Much Better Can Weather Prediction Become?"
MIT Technolog Review (July-August, 1969).
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We can identify the forecasts produced by this technique with one or another

of two categories, depending or the use _r which they are intended. F.rst there

is th general information foreu:,st distriouted to the public. It inl-udez those

atv,)spheivc and mnPAnc ftaures of general - iterest--temperatures, precipitation,

wiad, tides, and sky conditions--and describe,: them for today, tonight, and

tomorrow, in Lerms of conditions in the area o the forecast. Second therc is the

special, or operational, forecast, designed specifically to assist a particular

decision. The operational forecast will emphasize those environmental features

to which the decision is most sensitive; it will bt precise instead of general as

to intensity, time, and place, and it may even include a specific recommendation

as to which way the decision should go, if the forecaster has sufficient knowledge

of the risks involved.

The lead-time requirements for these operational forecasts are fixed by the

nature of the upc-ation they are intended to serve--specifically, the Lime required

to implement the resulting decision. In transportation operations this may of, n

bc quite short, and a. longer warning period will produce no significant additional

adeaniige. Certainly, it will not compensate for lower accuracy

In addition to the deterministic and traditional techniques, there are the

statisticoa 2ethods of predicLion. Among these is prediction by analog, in which

the historical record is searched to find a pattern Similar to that leading to the

c::rrent situation. The prediction is then made on the basis of what took place in

the case of the analog. Lorenz explains the technique's limitations as follows:

In practice the method has not been particularly d. For pre-
dicting one day in advance, it might be sufficient to have the analogue

state :esemble the current state over a rather lim itd are- for pre-
dicting several days ahead the resemblance should cover a fair portion
of he globe. Reasonably complete three-dimensioal st!, tes of the at-
mosphere have been observed on a daily basis over the northern heinis-

phere for no more than 25 years. The chances of finding a good analogue

- i
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for a given state within thi- i.er1o(: are extremely Smail. i'o he corn-
petitive with dy'-zmical forecasting as it is currently Practiced, the
analogupe mnethod would probably require many thousands of years of
recorded weather data. 1

Quite recently, tue press has given coverage to the claims of a group of

meteorottcgis*s in Newr Eaigland, led by a professor emeritus of meteorology at

MIT:

After years of re-arch the th:.--'e scientists have assembled
400,000 bits of weather information. Th- mass is fed -into electronic
computers for statistical reiationsh-1,s that become the b-asis for
forecasts up to six months ahead,

To determine what the temperature will Nbe at a given point six
months hence, for example, atmospheric p:ressure readings foi- 30
years at 1"? locations from England to Japa.jfn and ecoto the Arctic
are analyzed.

Studic '-' how' the scientists claima, 'hat atnosptieric
pressures at particular placos aLid ines a;'o related to tem-pera-
tures at other locations at later dates.

The technique is lli. W eof aii-aaher lipproach to statistical prediction.

new primarily in the size ol the data bank and in the deduced relationships between

c!'rrent observations aditu expected conditions. I'here is no reason to believe, how-

ever, th-it the weaknesses described for the analogs will not apply, Or that the six-

mronth predictions will demonstrate a skill ,above climiatology.

From this brief look at the different techniqlies emipio'ved in envi 'onnment.i,

prediction, and the tormis in which the predictions !ire stated, we cani concludle

that the operational forecast is the only one to which economic impact ma- b~e

ascribed. It may loe quite short -ranged, but itL must have bo th the dletail and do-

pendability to persuade the operators Wo use it: to convince them that I)- doing so

their operations will, ever time at least, be Tm'0re( efficient and SO f:1r, more protitah

1. Lrenz p.42.

2. Washi ton Evening Star (october 15, 1969).
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At prtscnt most opeiadional forecasts are prepared usir- ti aditional tech-

niques, with some guidance from numerical projections, analogs, or statistical

relatIonships. As we expand the syr-ptic observational network that describes

our environment, we can expect that these assisting techniques, individually or

in concert, may assume a greater portion of the task. But the relationship be-

tween the prediction and the user's decision will remain paramount.

To re-cap, the operational forecast must have the rollowing essential

charactecistic s:

* it must be decision-related--go-no-go,

* it must be delivered to the user with ample time for him to im-

plement the recommended action, aid

* performance reliabilit% must be sufficiently high to justify

responsive action, on an economic basis, at least over time.



IME SURJNG PREDICTIVE PERFORMIANCE

Our requirement to asses- .. economic impact of improved environmental

prediction sets us first to the task of finding the baseline from which improve-

ment can be measured. Unless we can dese iibe the current level of performaicee

in some 4"nite wav, \vO- cannot either describe a level of improvement or estimate

the economic impact that that level m.; produce. The Complexity can be reduced,

hco, ver, if we confine our performance evaluation to those predicetions made for

the purpose of aissisting particu. )r -perational decisions. These forecasts are

nocioliv utsieh(> scope of U. S, Weather F eau operations, although the Bureau

'srilhe, l~ of'he basic data aind preliminary analis. upon which they are

H-e. ~i 1 ar s vervict s and the injraries operate th-ir own meteorological-

0SL ar~ia~ ~'~i~ctto provide ths kindc of adice. There is a growing nun'-

her ol pri-,dr co o'log.iiF firnls whIo furniish environmentil predictions for various

comnlrn'ci..u e1ntarp- mss -10 local go)vernmsnt operations.

%,e describedcr~ ~ he operaitional 'o(recaist Lis Li special type used to piedlot

the occurrenca0 tfl O0\ 1:0 ew-roental 0. Indition, or set of conditions, which, with

proper ,1arnling, shou ld iv-Pluc e an operational decision. Tho oper.ationA fore-

caster must have deter'n, n,'' from;. thle ojerator wha critical. level of intenS~ILN the

condition niust reach Lefe e anativteor prev: ntive .ietioii will have beenl jw: fe

and he :voust know the 1, ti xquired after receipt of the warning to put this

action into operation, lHe shl uld a' so h: vc 5 1 preciation for the impact a deci-

sion bas ed onu -s pr~~ Pmay have, or the i-t-ratioii, niot to influence the it. recast



but to ensure that essential riements will be included in it, His prediction then

becomes a positive recommendation for taking one line of action or another and

his performance can be mea-ured by the number of times this recommendation

is right or wrong.

Although the fact has not been emphasized in the claims for improved predic-

tion, it is obvious that tuless the forecast aoes result in some change in thD way

the operation is conducted, it will have no economic impact at all. Accuracy, or

reliability, of prediction is only one consideration, if the condition to which an

operation is sensitive is neo expected, and it it does not occur, the prediction will

be correct but iL will have had no influence on an.- operational decision. Such pre-

dictions are excluded from our mensures of performance.

For any particular operation, there are three separate sets of costs influenced

b:! environmental conditions. First, there are the costs of delay, disruption, and

damage, when the operation is overtaken by adverse conditions wiaout warning.

Second, there are the costs that accrue when warning is given with adeouate time

;'or preventive or alternative actions--alerting emergency crews, re-routing,

postpoting. Finally, the-- are the costo of these preventive or aiternativ., actions.

How th,.se costs come into plav ir' assessing the economic impact of enviroemenlal

prediction ,ill be treated in the next chapter. They are mention-d here because

of the part i ey play in determining wha)t environmental conditions arc appropriate

for the operational forecast and what conditions should be munsiderti in measuring
predictive performance, The cost savings as a result of taking the altern tive

action in; 'st bc significant in relation to the c-ost of th"-;e ,cions or else the chace

that the prediction might be wrong creates t(o great a risk. if the pr'ventive action

has a very smiall cost coipaured with the avantage it produced, ano w,'hon ic ad -
verse condition occurs with high frequency, it Wil require no deeision pr tcess 5,

put into effect. Mani, people who once worricd whether to mnolint tire chaIns when

threatened by !co or show now put on studded tires in the autumn aind remove hetm

in the early spring.
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All of this serves further to re .duce the oppurt-unities in whecii enoviroinental1

prediction can produce economic bt-n'-fit!- But for those lituations in which such

benefits -may be generated we can demon st rate a method (A measuring predictive

performance both ait current capabilitY ,:ld postulated lev-1s of imiprovemient,

As an example, consider th.2 problemi of snow r_ ioval in a large urban area

following a sudden, seveore storm. We assumne that th-e minimum >dtime for

the highway department tc take the necessary preparatory actions has been estab-

lished at, say, two to four hours, andi that the intensity, of a snowstorm reqUiring

these actions is an aXcumulation of four or more inches in a 12-hou-rinod. %Ve

th1en look aIt the ecord, for am given vear, Luid determnine (1) bo,: n...nv timne.r- the

condition occurred , and (21, how manyv times it was predicted in tim-,e. Si-ce there

are costs involved, w e also want to know how mnany false alarmis were given.

In our exa-nple, there. are five heavY snowstorm s beotween Novembher 15th

-'Oth da ao nd M rh15th I74th dav of the new voeam. We can then rep-.eIsent

current aeori-iiauce , nerf"ct perforllmce, and one or m-ore interm eiate lkcvels

Shown oln Talee 1, Current p(. rfoiiance. fromi the record, hwstwe c o-r>

pretiictions. thire is5an two talse ai.iiins. A-\t level 1 there are three cor-

rect , two tnt sses, calT~ three false ilarms. In the next chapter we i'ill show nolW

the Jacitree oM imlprTovement, ell I conm Iic term"s, becomeIIs IfppaIVrt wncostS To -

s;uiting Irom decisio ns these, predictions leadO to are put in,

Ih current level of perforniance in :he examiple s based on statistics for- one

Year at 2 51ni 0 location. Fo r the a.n-alvsi s we av to he cea a~i n tha1t th,17r o

rears frtwihe. stti st los arc chosen I,, rep, se;Iatilve. We haealso ti,

Cover su Cl0 I tnn ero oaiost opnsatt for A-_ .nturail V:Alart tmn of

C iIt c 1 logic .1o arc etiStt

%Vc have es;tablished that n will mneAsure per1Ornmance for oporatiorai fore-

c :i'sts onlyv -i neC, iby onr definiti-on, thor alone will 1Influen0fce 170 1ions that h .itv

ecnoic~r 1't Te ph ermonal we airc i aterested in-, gene rally fall into thIe
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EXAMPLES OF PREDICTIVE PERFORNIANCEa

Day Current Leel Lel2 I o ]
o f o c c u r r e (Re o d d I P p r o e m e t ) I (I m p r o v e m e lit ) 11 M i s e

327 j Stp

3521 i P PP

363 s- P P

7 S~- P -C1

43 S-P 1 PP

6 , 1 s- I p

P -- Warning issued,

a.An 'nteresttng -eatlvce o this technique t ofo D.e ~
permiits the foreC'.aster to r'Cxa 1ine tne ana~lN -si In mxii on "!-o,; 0eCC'a~isi5

when elther he misscd or gave a false alarnn, to qse howN h -pediCtio T th

have teen changed bY thre availability of ,-,tina &servmioanal ca



jatgory k4 "bad" or "heav' weather -nri can t~t tii t(, e es r ri i )o

inust be in eacil ease? ,It~n )r alt0 rnive vaita~stl to ,iO voidl oc O o h

Costs thev ; %Cra-ld otherwise iv v

There is a pecial t~m ol ,Atiiond foreCast in xh -hth rlims
r.'~Tr col p e riodt of -;p(Vified Jur 41li, hettwC I '~f :I :111i nln

'Ahirh, toec v-ill ht, i nli-fmulr; of ~wrntnaa ime, orIn v~hi'h cert: ii

p~t~ ac m ho 1veure o rcs ntbc eh c esc ribe
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MEASURING ECONOMIC BENEFITS

This chapter presents an approach to measuring those benefits to the transporlation

industry that can be expected to result from improved environmental predictive

ability. The first section presents a sample approach to measring direct bene-

fits that b-dlds upon the opcrationaL forecast example of Chapter 4. The second

section dofinc.s in some detail those types of benefits to be measured in this study

as distinct from those not within the scope of analysis.

SAMPLE APPROACH 'PD M'"EASURING DIRECT BENEFITS

in Chapter 3 we showe-d how performance can be rneasured for the opera i-nal

forecast. Now we will x:pand the 4.lustration to demons -ate how direct economic

benefits are derived from this meas:..-ement technique. We will consider first

snow removal in a single urban area Ps an example of benefits in a micro situa--

tion where actions based on improved predictions can be related to subsequent

reductions in costs of operations. The snow removal example was selected be-

causc it is conceptually simple, data were available, and it incor7,orates all major

elements of the problem (a cost associated with an unpredicted weather event, a

cost associated with a predicted event, and a cost associated with preparatory

action).

As the methodology used here is somewhat detailed and involves considerable

effort in data collt tio and aialysis, a useful first step in all cases before apply-

ing is to determine, in a gross way, the probable magnitude of the potential benefits.
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This is done by assuming perfect prediction and perfect response by all decision-

making; if the benefits of their actions air2 fou -m to be negligible, furthe: applica-

tion of the detailed methodology is not deemed useful.

Civen that the gross benefit potr-ntial is estimated to be aon-negligible, ther

are three sets of costs that must have been obtained from opei ating experience.

V First is the cost of performing the snow removal operation when the storm has

occurred without warning and there has been no opportunity to alert and de -.oy

emergency crews and equipment. In our examole we will call this 100 cost units.

Second -- e the costs of the same operation when adequate warning has been re-

ctived and preparatory actions ha,- be - taken--75 cost units. Finally, there

are the costs gene -ted by the preparatory actions themselves--5 cost units.

Thus if stuw occurs without warning, the cost is 100 units; if snow is correctly

predicted and action is taken, the cost is 75 + 5 = 80 units; and if snow is p -

dicted and action is taken but the snowfall fails to materialize, the cost 2.* 5 units.

By totaling the annual operating costs for each array, we can see how such costs

fall with improved predictive ability, ranging frcm 470 units at the assumed

present level to 400 with perfect prediction.

If we were to reproduce Table 2 for each of the cities of the United States that

has a significant snow removal problem, we could simply add up the rosults tc

achieve a range of potential benefits for the city snow removal operation. Since

this would iave been a formidable task, we sought a simplified pr -cedure (the de-

tai'q of this and benefit analysis in other areas of transportation are presented in

the following chapters).

For example, with actual snow removal operations over a three-year period

in Washington, D.C., the relationships between direct costs (of snow fighting and

1. It will be noted that these hypothetical values satisfy the requirements
described in the preceding chapter. The potential saving is large, compared with
the cost of the alternative action, out that cost is still too high to allow building
the procedure into the system as routine.

28
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inconveniences due to snowstorns) and predictive ability were investigated. While

!- a large numlber of factors were eonsidieced, it was found that only a few were needed

to explain the cost oehavior w che snow removal operation. In additio-n to ',-he hit-

and-miss record, the intensity of s storm and the lead time between mobil:'a-

ti, 5n)d initial snowfall were tho factors considered.

One can thiink of tie analysis that was done as representing a model of urban

snow fighting activity, calibrated for the specific case of Washington, D, C. Sililar

information was obtained for the cities of New York and Chicagc. The purpose wa.

o lend confidence to the approach derived for Washington, and to lend insight into

those factors needed to scale the benefits to a nationwide basis. The factors used

in the process oi scaling benefits to a U. S. total were population, snow removal

L dget, ,nd annual u, pth of snow.

This, then, is an example of how we would like to have measured direct bene-

fits to U.S. tranisportation in all areas of interes ---ground, sea, and air. In

actuality, as we indicated in the introduction, many areas of potential benefits

appeared, upon close scrutiny, to be poor candidates for analysis because the

potential for benefits was just not there (because decision-makers would not use

such information even when it is available), or the total potential dollar benefits

were not significantly large In othcr areas of potential benefits, the type of data

for doing an analysis similar to that above was not collected and: therefore i.inavail-

able to the study. The snow removal case is the principal instance in which we

were able to completely exercise the methodology initiated with the concept of an

operational forecast in Chapter 4 ard completed wIth the example described in the

preceding paragraphs.

BENEFIT CONCEPTS AND ASSUMPTIONS

By study definition we are limited to transportation benefits, to economic

ber'efits, and to projected benefits for the 1975 to 1985 period. Some other prc-

diction effects are less zl ;irly defineO as program benefits. For example, some
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improved prediction effects are truly net economic benefits and others are simply

transfer payments from some persons to others. In the following dicuEion, we

provide the rationale for excluding several types of program effects as be,.afits

of this study, while including other types "f program effects. We believe that our

experience and the experience of others in conducting similar studies have demon-

st. ated that the procedures folhLked provide the most valid methclologV for mna-

suring program benefits.

yle, f Bernefits

The fullowing simple taxonomy of benefits will guide the reader through th,

benefits discussion. Direct benefits are defined in thi, study as increased reiruns

to the operators and users of a transportation system .-esuiting from decisions

based on improved enVironmental prediction. Indirect benefits are simply those

that result from these transportation decisions for sectors of the economy other

tham transportation. The scope of this study limits our concern to the measure-

ment of direct ben-efits only. Seconmiary benefits represent the induced effects of

improvement from environmental prediction. Direct (and indirect) ben(efits aire

the immediate result of decisions to use imprc ed prediction; by contrast,

secondary benefits accrue only wi'a tht pa,.,sage of time when those groups in-

curring, direct benefits spend their additional incomes, thceby creating additional

r:uunds of benefits. Secondary benefits are jcneraly beyord the scope of this

analysis because of the complexities of measurement. An exception to this is the

ease where direct benefits to transportation lead to secondary benefits that remain

in transportation (for example, where travelers change modes of travel based on

prediction of bad weather).

PariLics Relevant to Direct Benefits

A person or organization that mAes the decisioi., to take an i-ternate action

with respect to a transportatic.1 activity represents a transportation decision-

maker for purposes of the tollowing discussion. A transportation decisioni-maker
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may be the driver of an automobde, the director of a state highway burea., the

owner of a large railroad company, cr the U. S. Secretary of Transportation; the

identifying factor is that e has the power of changing resource allocation de cisions

with respect to his tranportation activity in the light of predicted environmental
conditions. Providing the informaLion to influence such decisions falls in the same

classificat ion as any othr type of technological change. Technological ch,ge may

he broadly defined aL a recombination of inputs (or factors of production) to achieve

a greater output per unit of input. TecLnologicfl change is ofton conceived of as the

addition of new machinery> an economic enterprise. Howevr, the use of improved

environmental forecasting as the basis for altering resource allocation decisions

has the saine type of effect on tne production of goods 2nd servxocs as does the in-

stitution of capital improvement technology.

The decision-maker provided with an improved forecast cannot be presumed

to take an alternative action unless the benefits he anticipates exceed the costs to

him of taking that action. Consider, for ex.m..le, a fairly typical situation where

the decision-m.lker's response to improved prediction is consisten+ with t:c effec-

tive and efficient uF~e oi resources. If a local governent has Lhe resrPonsibility

for snow - "moval, it could be expected to act generally in the interest of both fhe

taxpayer -'nd Ie transportation user. If the snow removal activJ.ty wre not con-

ducted in the most efficient (least cost) manner, the taxpayers ,vould be expected

to inake their sentiments known to the governmnent through elections and c.mplaints.

But snow removal activities also 9ffeect tr sortation users, and to them the major

element of importance is that they get to where they are going in the safest and

fastest manner. if there are major bacips or accidents, they can be expected

to complain to those responsible for snow removal. Thus, if the decision-maker

has the opportunity to take a new set of actions based on improved know'_edge of

when and w,..:re a heavy snowfall occur, he would likely do so both becausa

of the users' possibility of lowering costs and because of the possibility of im-

proving service. Both result- are z'-nsidered benefits in this study.
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The nongovernmental Iecision-nraker is '-ubject to somne of the samre forces

tha,,t guide governmental decisions to be responsive In effective and efficient use

of resourets. Competition am(_ firmns p, ovides a check and balance on both the

cost- of providing transpor ition and the qr-lity ojf the transportation service,

Governmnt anti-truist and ,, gulatory actions atttrnpt to "%stc-r such cornpttition

and protect the interests of transportation~ users ard the public. Ht .vevcr, cases

may be found where private transportation decisions are not responsive- to the best

economic utilization of such resources fron) a total standpoint, Private ransporta-

lion decisions, therefore, are reviewed somtowtat inore crit,,.ally than public

decisions in~ this study to determine whether they result in benefits to the nation.

An examnple of the 2Ce types of inipruvzcments in efficiency. ---d service is

reprcsented by the following hypothes~is that vas developed prior to the nieasure-

int phase of 'his study. Snowstorms often de, end upon large cities with little

previous noti-e of their arrival. Suich stormis could be expected to L-th tie up

traffic and impose heavY costs upoi. city pub~lic works departments atterapting to

keep the roads qpcn. WVith only a short but accurate warning of such storms, the

iblic works depa:'tnients mnight find At advantageous to mnobilize their men and

materials and place themi at stratevkic locations to begin reducing t'he snow cover
as soon as it b~egins to accumulate. Such prior actio ig tice thedpat

ment's costs for snow reniov.A by reducin, reliance on high-cost but untrained

contractors, reducing overtime pay for regular cre~vs, and making miore efficient

usc_ Of machtnerv. and miaterias. Likewise, such prior action might improve the

d epa rtm ent's service for the highwaPY users by such means is (1) morce rapid

transit of vehicles, saving, the time and incomie of t :ivele rs and shippers: arid

(21) siafer transit, resulting in reduced oconoin~c (aiiu sooialb loss from a(.cldents.

Tv;(e gross econoiJ ooeflts. Mn tis cuxanpie are the aidditive effects of the

evinuelated0 cost savings an. service imp rovemie nts. The net economic henefits

are tne gross benefits less the .additionMal cost of the altornative action.



OTHER BENB-EP,'T CONSIDERATIONS

In the preceding section we indicated generally the types of direct benefits

that are th:2- concern of this study. in this section. we elabo rate on arditional

types of effects that must be considered irn a ccnmpiete benefit analysis.

For the most part -ir concern is not with ,ineconomic effects, JnCe we fo

not know how to quantify them in most cases. Fortunately, in this regard most

benefits aocruing to transportatio n systems are economic in nature. Put lives

,.jst in accidents ,:ze an important type of noneconomic effect and are include-d in

the analysis to the extcnt that data are av-ilable.

Secondary beneifts represent the induoed effects of improvem~ent from en.viik-

mental prediction. Direct (and indirect' brenefits are theimdae rc',sult of deci-

sions to use impro-ied prediction; by contrast, ,secondar btenefits accrue only

after those groups incurring direct benefits speiit' their additional incomes, thereby

creating additional rounds of benefits.

We are concerned 'n this study only wit' those types of secondary benefits to

the transportation sector that result from, the direct aictions of transpqortationi

decision-makers . An ex ample of this tNvpc ot secondar.- impact is a-s follows.

The transportation sector is characterized by highly compeotitive ni(ce. Thu:S a

change in weather forecasting that haS 'A majOr ~conomic -ffccet on the usage or

pricing pa ttern of onu mode will also have an imipor tant eft" t on omnpeting 1modes.

For exa-mple. adverse weather currently ha,'s aI very pronounced impact on thc n'(xio

of passenger travel between major. metro,)(oltta1n aireas, pa rticular-ly in the Northeast *

In bad weather, mnariv persons !switch fromi highx, avsnd air ta- raifl, where travel

delays are less pronounced. If better pred(.iction affec ts all mod(- simutlt aeou sl\

the nqet result may be that the total trfaffic congestion patitern In had we.4ther is

[ improved for all modes. Although such types of effects were, from a conceptual

standpoint, considered to be secondary benefits, it p'-ovud difficult to qtiantifv them.

As a re sult, the following chapters, allude to such benefits where th v prc sumaihlv

mate rialize ia air, grotuid, and! marine transportation, but 0 not sucessfulli de-

velop measures of such benefits.
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Another consideration has to ~owith the projection of potential bjenefitb

Quoting Professor Thompson: "It is iamportant to note Cthat one goal ofl ind!-btrial

technology is to desiz-n an initiiifly w-'ather-sensitive operation so that wl o

come independent of such environmental fjCtor's as the weather. "~We can expect

these technological developments to continu.e; obviously, .,s they do, the benefits

from irnprovod-i pree~ction will diminish, The totals may continue to increase as

the econot;. v and the population grow, but not in direct propoition. In the process

of mneasuring benefits, wve identify and , o ject such trends to the extent possible.

but ou aalysis ;.,; nec-sariiv crude.

Potential benefits also deperv on the futurc levcl of transportation activityN.

The den ad for transportation is de ved prim arily from the dema-nd for other

goods nd s.er vices. Thus the long-ti rn) trend in the aggrugate demand for trans-

portation depelids primarily or th' 1:n -terml trends in the requirements f,_r

tranispol taton on the part of husinesses, industries, iamilies, and governmea~t

c:tities- T'o evaluate these long tamn trends in, the aggregato is clearly beyond the

scope of thi study. To the oxtent that slw'h analyses have been conducedi they

Will Ile i T i he nti td ut, eon; al, such long-run trends in the (verall

den uId to, I. anspoat ation bxv The i7COnoCMY are not oxi nvevaiu ated1_

Th re, is at final fact or that should be nocted in Lhe introduiction of benefits: Fo r

Ilack o0. a better t it l:O we cl it sulbopt 11)m t iaton imlpact. InI some caIses of opelra-

tionill Jecision, the inlecsof acosother than en~ironnlontal incon1Venilenc

1t11e< aets!, lost, nl 01e nwof 4notre imorlntinfuece Fo vmiueIi. dielaxs

1 i 'n~rato ro'' n''ari f,, mal a deficienc% of trf4fic mdi cait

in- rel~tion to t1-: volumev of '!-Lfic. 1bad weteof cour11se, ACCCntualt._ a the

p roblc,1 1)- thel'e appearls ti. 1e I"lmitedacUo open !o the dl .o :tch ers or contromi l &- os

1. 1. C. Thomp on'I'he Pote- -~' nomic avnd Associated V 'luei; of th,2
Wold W..cttbcr W-1at01h Wol~ld Vet i t\ ait ci P1 :ini ng !hope rt Nio. -1 1W rId



based on impro 'ed Predictions, that '>~b he more -,"Trd mover, -iot c f passen-

gers In bd eath e.

The congestion of the airspace, particularrv in the vicinity of the most in-

portant, termi uds, dcies the airlines the fle .ihdlitv they v ould nee-! to minimize

direct operating c-'%sts irfluenced soleiy by th-e weather.
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AIR TRANS POR'IAT !ON

Tils cnapte usi e h enefits that would ice rue :rt ransportation as

a result of iripr:)vea Fbi'v ihy' it assuamves Wht 'Ai no essnr cv-eei-

-unmtin vv, i lc n hscatrw estimnate t hen iie ol Wise

bcenfir a >"unor"d how they were deriv-ed.

in discusin "vahe we eftfects-, on c ('3 th-nk of air transportation operations

ma ters of lt op eccnomies, and eorapetition. Aireraft operafions are

highiv e-itiv to t'' ' 'he 'o I Av'ar Tes in eg.pent both airborne and land--

Wed (0;I u r A, rast ten or UWcvee \p;1s ' s RI st' nt ii .,,hroloiia novle'ti

~of wete rue 'mx ' av' t in ojX ti. Wr W',mD1C le n

'.~np 4v7Ws'- ' i n W>.Ircrl. 'are a 1 rn rir

cra 'm r -zeo x'sWAY il1M' ons.

lloTever it is not the ;arypo-o his r'- to~' Wens rsl&.flri(lgl'i lw0e

"i' 1 tin~ Ili \I w Nn i rate ._nei OUnt'O(Z Tnttial eonmi~lc elliot ao es

xu te :"'o 'dtetn \)':irs, th broer wi yl of 1mW' Itii ''ea-d \ I.''

tIo' t'ec~u '- 'till" e ri ...n u~hs'j- -~1'va r a

AlrjM 10\itio all ;ruxinxiuo.. (;0 pkt'; M! the 0051 is neerr- eve if 10t .i',At,



s-t.ays on the ground. Co0mpetitio-n ws ithin the air trnurainirdustrv' is Ibase~d

oi1 passenger servrices, which in turn is baredi on adhierence- to scihedules. There

S, of course, a great effort to arrive on time. but, adh-erence to departuire schedules

is equally imnportant to the tra-_eling public. These conrsiderations haer-sutcd Inl

company poi,.cies, force by the exigencies of ccrm-potition, to initiate flights on

seWU-oe 4-'yn houh ter ~ hace that weather mu . cause a deiav or diversion.

Thle Potential risks -_ tile alternative, lower aircraft utilization. andis fpsegr

tocmeig airlines. are too severe to allow, sub-optimizatio.-n due to weather delays.

To isolate operationl dnecsions that mar 1)e influienced hr environm-ental Predic-

iowe must first determine the -ffect of wete n'rir prci oerat'ionls

ivnperfpct we th~er condlitions, no traffic congestion, and f0Percent aircraft

avalauflitL, airlines would essentiab"y comee er pu,,bli-shed schedule exacayV,

and the dispatching decision wvould he.0- t_' l-owe--wr, these co-htn raroiv

oocur; those that do act and interact to procdice a31berrationl in pulished scheduie

arioranceand to increase the opjeratingcot

P'lane.s unable to 1ions? at destination ternunats ecu of bel!ow mnimi'lumI visibility

are eithner div-erted to alteriate airports or h1od t leir patterns muwatt for the w eather

to. irmpro-ve. Obviously, poor v7isibilityv aggyrevates congection aelars. in addition,

flight11s canl be cancelled or diverted because of ooer ruway conditions cased by

Raumulated --now or ice.

Applying the met ,hodologn' described in Chapter .5 to air transportation Involves,

for the mocst part, s,;b cocess in predicting terminal conditions that change flight

plans. Althoujgh th, procedure is straightforward, the large numnber (over 10,000),

of operating airpoits in. the United States require a large samaple. The analysis of

each airport in. the sample has to include all. the operations into and out of thie ierninai

for which somie alternative, action, with econzomic -A,,Lnage, could he taken.

Thle first step of our analysis established the base case-the current effects- of

weather on air tranaspotiof'n rqjerations (the number and costs of ac cidents, delays,

vaice!iJdions, etc. ). The next btej) established the :lonrr ,,ecahle losses, tjose

lo8s2s for Whit no prc icalaernative xction avadiJ Io, eveni with conpdete



forek .wi'e (if ic weather conditions. For tixample, II the corxsite wind vector

in the flight plan is adve.,cse, the flight wiii either take longer and reqxire more fLei

or :1 wkill be cc-nicte' in normal flight time at a highs- cruise setting. Boti options

represi-nt an additional cost whether dle wind, were accurately predicted or not.

The third step, required bv the term s of thi s stu(h, eliminated ifron, he total

weather-incurred losses those losses that could have been prevented if t-e forecasts

made witn current predictive sidlls had been avaiiable and used. Fall forecasting

s ervice is not convenient to all points at which air operations take place, and inex-

per.ernced pilots have been novn to disregard its warnings. The remainder repre-

sents the losses, or costs, that could he avoided if al the uncertminties of weaher

were eliminated and appropriate operational decisions followed. These are the losses

that improved prediction can help recover.

We divided 1. S. air transportation activities into three groups.--general, com-

n-ercial, and military. The economic impact of weather is different ,n, each group,

and data have been accumulated separately f - r f -,

Gencral aviation consists of aircraft ownod i-y private individuals, flying clubs

and services, and corporations. They are used for sport, instruction, and ne-'-.onal

and business transpoi-,tion. Most ar- light aircraft with limited range and endurance

and do not carry the sophisticated electronics recqnired for instrument flying. A very

small pere.'age of general aviation pilots are instrument qualified. In general.

aviation, the costs dJue to vari. tions of schedules and operating inconvenience are

dwarfed by t- cost of accidents, We will look particularly at those accidents in

whi(, erroneous weather prediction was a contributing factor.

Commercial air opecations consist of trunk and feeder routes in ihe United States,

international flights by American-owned carriers operating to and from U. S. terminals,

and nonscheduled contract carriers. The economic imaot ,f weather conditions on these

operations are the costs of delays, cancellations, and diversions, Theoretlally, there

are also costs involved in carrying extra fuel as a he.lge against weather uncertainty.

There arc no recorded incidents in recent history of commercial carrier accidents

attributed solely or primarily to erroneous weaLhor prediction.

-I



AlRhough equipment and pilot qualifi>-tions are very similar, mnilitar-y air

tlransportt operations dl-"'r fromn those of commnercial carriers. The Milit-rv

Arlif ommnd does not o-peratc between po-ints wit!hf C in the continental U7nited

States. Domestic airlifl -requirements are met by commnercial carriers. T'he

domestic terminals of M[AC, with the possible exception of MeIGuire- Air Force

Base, are remote from the heavyr -taffic in the large metropolitan areas, and

MAC termin. als are -well equipped for handling their instruiment operations. As

a result, the effect of weather on landing and dep-iure delays is much Less than

commercial operations. However, we were unable to find quantitativ e data tko shU

Oxactly what' the relation is, and our conclusion is based on the opinicm.- i icidcuals

with operating exp rience in MAC. We believe that thf n;regated potential bcfl~of

lymprove weather prediction for commercial air Carier pra>wl be only slighltly

increasge by th inclusion of nilitary air transixi u-,erations.

in the following secetiois. w,.e have a-dopted the classification of Problem areas from

the Boliay report bccause- iticne all of thfe weather problems traditionally con-

fronting avi~on rtOfs

GENL'E fft- L AV 1A110 N A C %-"fD E.NT'S

th aio-a Trnpottion, Safety Board collects da'-a on U. S. general aviation

, ccidents, including the cause--related factors. These factors are classified into the

general areas of

* pilot,

0 personniel,

ep airframe,

* power plant,

a ''tns

1 . E~. Bollay Associates, Inc. , Economic Impact of Weather Informat;"n on

Aviation Operations (September 1962).
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* w1ntraments/1equiPrnent and accessories,

-S rotorcraft,

airports./airways and facilities,

0 weather,

* terrain, and

a rniscollaneous,

Table 3 sum narize,, these data for 1964 through 1967. This table presents the

U of ac.i.;ifents (total and fatal), the num-ber of accidents in which weather was

ScU -ctd~J~~ad h ubri hc an incorrect forecast was a cause-

K related factor.

Table 3

GENERAL AVIATION ACCIDENrTS

I1964 i1 o

All ),ccidents 5,069 15,229 5,738 6, 115 22,151
Weather cause related 1,020 95 5 i,212 1,476 4,663
Forecast cause related 4 13 16I 32

Fatal accidents 526 554 574 0 2,5
W,,hrcu , rltd330 436 3 7 413 1,536

Forecast cause related 1 13 54 2

Table 3 shows that even though 21 percent of all genci-a' aviation aceidenLi are slue

weather, only 0.15 percent are due to an incorrect forecast. Therefore, witlnr

the scope of this study, the potential benefits to lie gained from improved wea ther

predJiction are minor.

From 1964 through 1967, the data indicate 'chat there were approximately two

fatalities per fatal accidc-it, or an av(-rarg, of 12 fatalitiecs per year attribut.. )e to

incorrect weather forecasts. The NTSB data regarding equipment damianged or

destroyed in weather involved accidents in 1966 show 263 aircraft were de~troyed

and 633 aircraft were iubstantially damaged. The data for 1964 throllfgh 1967



show a total of 32 accidents in which an incorrect forecast was a cause- related

factor, or an average of 8 acc-idents Per year. Applying the factors fr19C.6,

we get

x8 2A4 aircraft destroyed per year
89

6 x 8 5.6 aircraft damaged per year

There were undoubtedly injuries sustained in somo of the nonfatal accidents.

The number of nonfatal accide. .; in which incorrect forecasts 0e a cause-reiated

* factor for these years was 7 (32 total minuis 25 fatal,, which averages approximately

* 2 per year. Assumirig two persons were involved in each accident, we can -.stimate

thc .njuries as 4 per year.

The table below presents a summary o the m.xmuuii potential benefits due to

mrproved weather prediction (i. e. , if --1 haza. &L .-iere forecast accu rately'

Yearly Losses, 1968

Fatalities 12.0
Injuries 4.0
Aircraft Destroyed 2.4
Aii,:raft Damag -d j 5.6

Based on NTSP data, Table 4 presents tho accident trend in tert-s of arcidlent r,,.es-

per hour and per plane-mile for 1957 through 9G7. These ua-mt show al ccn,,hlsive.

trend toward decreasing accident frates.

The linear extrapolation of this trend to 1985 shows an oxpccte6 aicoelt ratt

(per 100,ui)( hours) of 15, compared with. a rate of 28.5 in 196Th, thus giving a factor

of 0.525 (15/28.b), reflects the potential technological improvem~ent. Usinjg

another ihn,,ar extrapolation, basked on FAA data, we can forcoast 117 5 mii Iion

hours oft general aviation activity V1985, coniporcd with 2o.5 mifllion bours 61
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Table 4

ACCIDENT RATES

100,bvv Hours Million Plane Miles
Total Fatal Total Fatq I

1957 38.4 4.0 ?,9 0.31 J
1958 36.4 3.1 2.8 0.23
1959 35.5 3,5 2.7 0.26
1960 36.5 2.3 2.7 024
1961 24.0 3.1 2.5 0. 23
1962 33.4 3.0 2.5 0.22
19"3 11-1.0 3,2 .. 3 0.24
1964 32.2 3.2 2.3 0.23
1965 31.4 3.2 2,0 0 -2 1
1966 25.8 2.6 1.6 0,17
i967 27.1 2.6 1.'7 0.017
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1968, which results in a factor of 2.32 (47.5/20.5) and reflects the expected increase

in general aviation activity. 1 These two trends tonnd to cancel each other out and

result in a modest (0.525 x 2.32 - 1.22) factor for use in forecasting the increase

in losses for 1985.

We have not placed a dollar value on fatalities and injuries. 2 However, assumin:g
3a val,e c $16,000 per destroyed aircraft and $6,000 ppr damaged aircraft, the tWLal

losses for 1968 and 1985 become

1968

12 fatalities
0 4 injuries
* $72,000

9 1985 (1.22 x 1968 values)

o 15 fatalities
* 5 injuries
* $88,000

There are approximately 1,000 general aviation accido.its per year in which

weather was a cause-related factor but the forecast of those weather conditions

was essentially correct. This implies that some private pilots are either not

receiving weather briefings or are not reacting properly to them.

1. FAA (ffficc of Policy Development, Aviation Forecasts Pis. Years j9(;7-19,
(January 1967).

2. We are, however, familiar with a number of recent SUdiCS that do. But !he

assumptions they requi-e to arrive at a quantitative figure are so opcn to questio- that
we doubt the value of their results.

3. A 25-percent infiatior of the Boliay values.



AIR CARRIER DEELAN"S

In addrc-sji , t' 4ue,-.ticr of the delays attributable to wev'~hei' for cominurcial

air carriers, we should undert. Land that there are many factors tbr't act and interact

to cauu, all air carrie- ' deia~s. Accu.Aing to a recent FAA study,

,elay z in 'err'iid~ areas can be the result of a multitude of causes,
\Vt-~a~her, runway cp acitv limitations, taxiway provisions. approach

rtllr ' roku Urlnited ramp space, ARTCC capacity limita-
;ins id a;)-eraff i~cheduling to .iarne a few.

The tudy -..es o- t~o say that somie nirjx rt co figurations hav ., runway apacities

that i; y greatly 6, F -nding on weather eond.,tions. It emp, hasizes the strong depende .

of weather delay on inrst-riment landing system capab[lii K ,S at an airport:

A - -N par.aiiel r-unwm, at an airporL will add substaa:, C t VF7 Capacity.
n -FR weather , bowever, the nagnitude of the iare0 u6pends C,

whether or not the opc- ations on one runway., can be c,,onrolled L Jepen-
derflv fro-, - pera- 'onc- on the otht-, For exarnpcle, a single runway in
U-. can lajid about 35 aircraft, pcr hour or ab1out -, mnixed operation!3
(i. e. , landings ply takeoffs). The eapacit- Io a~us aall~ni~

(separated bY ic,;. han 3,500 feet or is specifiedl ;n A-~ l.) 71!V4\ is
about 50 IFPI ,e n *1 ions per eu ,whereas. wdt>-' VFT? eondiithons the
capacilv ol :os pa-Ullels is about c~auble ih~it at single runway. If die

runways ;ire Liepa ir-ted by more than 3,J00 feet, the IFR "Apaeitj for
lwtWbing ' proaehes independcutly from de,,-artures is ;Ohout 70 01>, ra-
tions pe. hour, i e. , - o., r mirx! e t ay if a rrivals~ -qual departures.
Additional close parallel runway! will not lncrtease the IFR C~aaity
unlIc- s simulnitaneous in, 1:-uineat approach eap-a il it is provi.ded. With
,;ivraithneous instrnm-nt approach capabili.: , IFR capac it., can he
torreased to about 140 Otperat~oas per hour depending (, ,t Tm nbr of
'"partiivc unaya .

We col l(,iIt (L'ta rolm a major U. S. trunk (inrrier slhowil g ts ap(e rating

e- crv w c'ith respe i to weather dlelays for 198 '1hese dta are summariled

;11 'Ia .Fig-re 2shows the exp~ected Sesi>pattern for the percentage of

I. 1 AA \tcrnative Approaches for lit icing !)elays' in 'i'eiia r

Pt )oA 11 0. 67-70 (Novembcr 19(67).
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flights' experi?rci;ng weathier de' These data were aggregated to formi the

following yearly -77-r, -e factors for this carrier:

a 0.65 percent of 4.1ll flights incuir weathic, delays,

* 55 minutes is th- ,tveragl- delay per incident, ard

*241,00.9 minutes of weathier delays oeccurred in 1968.

Table 5

WEATHER DELAYS FOR.A TPUNK CARRIER

Number -f Number of ln ,ki, nts Minutes of
~Scheciue Flights of Weather Dlavs WeathciDcavj

Jata, 5935 '13 34,737

Febuar 55, 2 8 1 . 374 A7,597

Mmh 55,541 'US5 23,330

~~5-1,2.7 1155,4
5,,~X,ui S 12:1 3,'*"55

'inc 54,5 11 183 79.

0, 2( , .4 10 2 :1), 4S

Aia, st ;,y 19 20,580

8pi, '19r 54,.)1 5 1,

\}etoh. G6, 621 :394 2 5.29

D( (Prc' -5,(;S z 7 -% .4,9o0

6 65,024 ,.U

A,-,rnng ost o $"0 J){'r Tru mute of t ±1av, 'eotal t-ist of weather dlm

c, ~.r 'nr v.i )proi\nvite~x' $2.4 iiS ion n 106S. At the same ti, Ci~fhf

de frol Thuic I' C 1 e-s are' 05? i n--tco to hav cosf at least S21 w~ill join in 1968,

.vhnc a~~j 10 to I ratii to tht, dex aiUsck byv weather.

1. ~ ~ o fi~x':4'0 for-enri.- ;ind rhrce-c-ngin;) p) s' (uln5'. j. C"~s~
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Extrapolating this particular carrier's experience, we estimate 'hat LhP total

U.S. weather delay penalty to all U. S. trunk and locpl service airl nes was approxi-

mately $11.8 million in 1968, on the basis of revenue miles. Unfortunately, the

rules that define a weather delay are not precise; the pilot determines the cause of

delay when he submits his report. Therefore, it is impossible to estimate what

portion of the reported delays, if any, might have boen avoided with improved

prediction. However, we can assert that the total weather delay costs will be

small in comparison with all delay "osts. We will. therefore, assume that

50 percent i^ the delays reported as weatner incurred co',ld be avoided wiLt cvun-

plete foreknowledge of weather condition.s 1

In addition to the cost of c"4ais to the airlinc, there are the indirect cos t s to

the passengers. There was a tota' of 22,000 hours of weather ae!ay in lt,68 textra-

pola-ing tie data we obtained), and tie average number of passengers per plane

was 50. If we ,3sume a passenger's hour is valued at $20, the max'mum cost of

lost r assenger time was $11 million. Applying our 50 pe.'rcent assumption to the

two delay cost totals, we arrive at a theoretically recoverable totI of approximate y

$11 million for 1968 !50 percent of [11.8 iIj,

The FAA document we used to project general aviation activity also contained

projections of air carrier growth. 2 Using a line.r extra!)olation of these data, ' c

found that the expected increase in air carrier opt *,ions resutts in, a growth factor

of 2.2 5 over 1968 traffic. To estimate the discants associated with technology,

we used a 50-percuat improvement rate at airports vkih VAA control towers i8.22!

and a 25-reent improvement rate at other airpilrt.s receiving schthdtud service
(202). T"he requirement for tnipi(ee,.et is univer al, h)ut we biect( thalt the

1. We assume that this knowledge will be used to regvlate traffic flow an
match the flow with terminal acceptance rates. This will redice thec duration,
not the number, of delavs.

2. FAA report, Aviation Forecasts 1967-.1?77.
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larger terminals, which have heavier air traific, will receive greater attention.

The result is a weighted teohnological improvement factor of 40 percent;

322(5) , 202(2)
524

The combined factor used for the 1985 projections of air carrier avoidable delay

costs is 1.41 : (2.35 x 0.6).

The following are estimates of annual air e-rrier Jelay benefits for 1968
anc 1985 associated with perfect prediction:

* 1968: $11 million

* 1985: $15.5 mtllion

AIR CARERIER CANCELLALTIONS

Flights arc not cancelled unless absolutely necessary. This is due patlNi to

the eost., !-flVxolvei in hyia plane sit idle on the ground and partly to passenger

service competition within the induistrY. Short-haul flights are cancelled nw1re

frequently thian long-haul flights, bhecause the alternates my 1)e ais far awaY from

die destinaition -)s the -rzn n feeder op~erat ions are often low'n into ai rports

with unsophisti-iited -lqi'oach and nayvigation aid~s.

Table 6 shows the operating cxpevrienLc of a miaJor Ui. S. air cairrier (! r:unk

ind feedvr) with respect to weather cane'liat ions. Ilfiese dat a aire plotted in

Figure 3, wNkhich shows the pceta Of t a! flightS eaC:11 le1d a'nd the pe rcenh. vC

Canel led becawuse (f Nkc(ithtir'

Figure -1 presents the direct rela)tionship between canIcel i at ions a d delays fo r

this carrier, It is interesting to note the verv simlilar pattcr-n ;1 these i l H (

vat iabtos. in the winter mionths, when ther- is mnore l ikel ihood of a i rrorts being

shu kvviifo log prios f ti m ,there are in-rc cancel lat ion-; than dlxs

However, in the sunaner month-s,, when ,,vathe r interriptions ire of rel at vel v

short duration, there :irL mire delavs than cainceliit iOns.
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Nz-o-her of '\4rnjoc of Nrjxmbey 'f Ights
SSchedAu !d F! bghi: ac~e~-~~h:

February 55,281 bO85 1

March 1 55,544 1,15 028

April 54(5345 -9

'Ma Z!i5,014 470 40I

August I 56,648 '663 17
Spebr5,,, .11 63314

October j 56,623 845 326

November 53,668 1,335 1860
IDecember 55,688 3,014 1,739

.1968 1 665,024 f 13,214 6.303

According to -idu-stry spokesmnen, ather cancellations are Lsuaily associated

wvith existing conditions that are predicted to persist through the period in which the

fligh 'uami be scheauieed. 'These predictions hove a very high degree o1 reliabi tity,

largely because of the nature of the weathier phenomena-heavy 1and widespread

snowstorms, iow and ice accumulation on the runways, etc. Recovera~le costs

would, of course, be associated with unnecessary cancellations, where vonjiitions

improve unexpectedly after 2 cancellation. However, Jur data provided no rec:orded

instances of this, and therefore we can assume that it rarely occurs.

When destination conditions remain below minimum ifter a flight is underwav,

A the potential for savings occurs in only two 2,ases--when the aircraft is forced to

return to its point of orion or when t has to divert to an alternate that repro"sents
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im~porat pr,1-iini1- c, a 1 (1, s~ Iaim ze r hi: S

frequency or CCos t x iNersionis.

E a se o- a n~llysis, xk- n.1i thfit ihe recoverable costs of c~elain

a r d lost opportunities to cancL~ C fro; improv~ed enrv ironmeniaI rictc.wlb

AIR CAERULER DIVE JON

Diversions occur when gn aircraft cannot land at its primary destinatio-i, and

must piroceed to an alternate facility. Diversions are caused by mnechanical diffi-

culties in the aircraft, approach 5syte1i, failure at the terminal, stronger than

forec.st hcadwidnds, below minimumM L-,rminal conditions, and, .rorE recently,

hijackings.

Except for hijackings, thcre has been a steady and mark,2d reduction in thc

number of unexpected diversions. "Aircraft and electronic equipment have become

extremnely reliable, wi-nd prediction is muzab more precise at jet altitudes, nn~

landing weather -minimums have ~n progressively lowered, reducing the number

of hours that operations must shut down.

An expected diversion is acceptable to the carriers, particuiarly on long-haul

flights, if the alternate is reasonably convenient to the itended destination and miostI. of the forward movement has been accomplished. It is more acceptable than a can-

cellation that gives no opportunity to i'ecovc heavy fixed costs. As one airline official

put it, "If our flight from New York lands at Ontario, ECalifernial instead of hcs Angeles,

our passengers are i ' A closer to where they want to go than when they started. And

we'll get Ehem there as fast as we can."

There are, however, costs associated with weather diversions. 'The Air Trans-

port. Association gave a current average cost of $3,000 per diversion for a Boeing 707.

Ti- -e are also the %costs to the passengers for the extra time required, but these may

well be lower than the cost of a cancelled flight.



Io4 So.2 ui Q j s.. ic,' .rir, wht.. no

I.? . a ccit c.0.- i30 2CV;,w , 443 us uiia.. s 40(1 0 C1 ,

t'4 
.

As ofux, p, e' ously, there is -no auvarmt:-,ge '.0 IC aineol ib, 01cnc;-iin Z(1'eXCCDL

cl P,- -Vs \VcII the J~c'2actoin-1p a shes no CC; folwardl lnovii-mnntci Zs ,

load. 'T he cost impact c- an unexcpected weather -iversion1 can, Jb partial"',, cc

if the forecast allows imore time,7 to optfir'ize the flight plan to the, aitorte destuica-

tion and alert ihe receiving facility. Exampics of these types of divezrsieno eciurrcd

dujrig a heavy snowstorm aog 1we northetast coast ini 196i. Suich xt-.acac

inflrequent however, anid we must conrlude i~hat the na>totadl .etvtl:Costs

IS insignif4ican't.

In stuIm, the annual recoverable costs and losses fior tUsc c -afty(X,; catcgc YLCs of

actlvity '.n '1935 arc a- felIlows.

______Categor.y _____ uoun

Gener al Aviation
Fatalities 15
in'uries 4
Aircraft Loss$8,0

Commercial Air Carriers
De!Flys S5.milo
Cancellations Negligpble
Diversions Negligible

Milltar:,, trrdncvPf

10 p reent etf Cornznerciatl Air C.'orr'iers $1.5 million

.1. Hijacking diversm-ors ax,.' undoubtedy anp exception, 1hut they lie outsidez the
realm of this stuady,
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Fatalities 15 15j 3 Aircraft Losses!I $88,000
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GTRUhND TRhANS 0G TAT LI&

I £ils CLI'.f t ;v, j(, j A.. Iwo ,jt'j -, Thit *it vresents outr tkem ''Al

and the Second presents ani example ow the sid-rcv door

GENERAL IIDi NGS

This section discuss ;the typos anQ aont of lcononnc -1cueisf t tOl

avail-able as a result of improved emtironmental prediction.

Rtail roads

Aithoqgh env iron mental conditions affect railroad ene ratih As and costs, we

founi it i mvos! ible to assicn a rea list ic dolla.r beniefit 'o t,:ie --ol hat 00i mr (

enlvironmental prediction might ply in' tfsetting xi:hr'.-Id'ersc fet

Hocwevee,7 we Gel ic !,hat d,.: potential benefit from) intprovIl hdpeic e~i 1;

is not sigificant. The re.. em)s for this concll 4 'ta. lit: ! "'''it' lQI

In 196GS, the total snow renmoval budget for all rn.n a-ids was 24 miii ion,

ni)pareil *it' ' est imnutted S-100 to $500 mill 0N itt sow reov'l Aldudtn t t';:', thC

'is ;Pwa is cuss ions with ,',_,7road ojtIial sreule in fewv effctive

xx avs 'Lho'se snow remnoval ("OstS lllig-ht b lowered withi i m;r-.ved pclcalii

sua liv, snk, removal equipment and c rews aire not depovod in tid-a net' of

stormns, so thex e appears to be little' Ttften jual feetntrp il rin--lrovcd

predict ion. iheY fux Lher said that eal i.1 and n-nre acuae ather

would ci Low little e ffect on the effieenci 'ted ef-otiven'sZ7% j. their opei'rZt iEt ion >t.

lHowevo~r, it must he noted that railroad offici,,xis wvere tnmIbl'.0 iot e'i annfi~t

q~uantitative _j-Lstif: ,Jtion fori- ste ad,.; theyv I-, '1, not : 'iousl', conN PIerad t e'w

j t of problem.
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A study of the effects of ice storms on railway operations evaluated the impact

of ice storms on railway operations and examined the effects of ice storms on loss
1

of communications and signal systems. This study concluded thnt ice storms do

not appreciably affect railway operations directly, but that communication and

signal systems are significantly affected, thereby disrupting rail operations and

delayinj service, which affects passengers and perishables. In such situations,

there appear to be few effective ways to take advantage of improved weather pre-

diction. Perhaps better emergency-crew training and, in the long run, under-

ground cables and conduits might help.

Hurricanes and floods have a significant effect on railroad operations. Recurring

flood situations, such as along the Mississppi River, and flash floods resulting from

hurricanes are two distinct types of problems. In a flood-prone area, measures are

taken that arc permanent in preventing destruction caused by hgh water. For ex-

ample, tracks are usually built up and fortified at vulnerable locations to protect

embankments and shoulders against the action of waves and currents. In addition,

temporary measures are taken that must be repeated with each flood to be effective

(e. g., sandbagging). Of the two, permanent protection is the more important in the

total scheme of flood protection. Permanent protection, when developed and improved

over a period of time, will diminish the potential magnitude of benefits possible from

improved prediction.

In 1969, the Mississippi River floods were predicted well in advance. Apparently,

the joint efforts of the Weather Bureau and the Army Corps of Engineers have over

time become quite effective in predicting when, where, and how high floods will crest

on the Mississippi. Thus, it appears that the potential for improving on present pre-

dictions in existing flood areas is quite limited.

1. William W. Hay, "Effect of Ice Storms on Railroad Transportation,"
Section 2B of Climatic Criteria Defining Efficiency Limits for Certain Industrial
Activities (University of Illinois, Department of Geography, undated).
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The potential economic bdnefits appear to be greater regarding flash floods or

hurricanes. If the time and intensity of such environmental effects could be predicted

more accurately, several types of alternative actions are open to railroads to prevent

loss of property and disruption of schedules. An article in Railway.A indicated the

types of preparations made by railroads based on warnings of an impending hurricane:

* Car brakes set and wheels chocked.

* Section crevs stationed at key points for immediaet repair.

e Standby power plants maintained.

* Signal and communications crews alerted and facilities protected.

* Wreck trains stationed at both sides of affected areas.

The amount of damage that might be prevented by such preparations will, of course,

depend on the situation. However, we were unable to find any significant data on

the amount of damage prevention.

In talking with C&O and B&O officials after Hurricane Camille, we learned what

types of losses were incurred and which of these could possibly have been prevented

with improved prediction. The C&O and B&O suffered an estimated loss of $1.2

million from damage to equipment, roadbeds, bridges, tracks, and other facilities.

Additional losses were not included in the above figure, such as rerouting and re-

scheduling of passengers and freight, which resulted in higher costs of operations

and losses of revenue. Included in the $1.2 million were the following:

* a freight train with perishables trapped for an extensive period
of time,

e a major bridge washed out for more than two weeks, and

0 600 freight cars in a yard completely inundated.

The first and third situations could have been avoided. However, the cost of

cleaning and repairing the freight cars was $10,000, and the loss attributed to the

1. Railway._Ae, 127 (1949), 1006.
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str; ded train was probably not much more. In uollar terms, the property losses.

such as the bridge washout, were probably much more significant. BuMt it is doubtful

that early warning would ha, L substantially redced these property losses. At best,

improved prediction would have added a few hours to the warning time. To have

estimated "he likelihood of bridge washout, railroad officials would have needed

L-formatior. on the height and velocity of the James River at flood crest stage, as

well as up-to-date information on the stress resistance of the bridges. Even then,

there would havo been insufficient time to take the necessary preventive steps.

Officials say that this type of damage, by far the largest economic losses in this

and similar ervironmental disasters, could not have been preverted even with

t"'lier and more accurate prediction.

The scheduling of additional passenger services in baU4 weather to pick up

diverted traffic from air and highway modes was another type of benefit we investi-

gated. However, railroads aie not as conscious of passenger convenience and

comfort az the a:rlines. The general rttitude of railrond officials is that these

passengers arO only occa.sional railroad travelers and snort delays while extra

cars 4nd trains wore put together is not unreasonable. Further, they said that

t' would take little or no action to improve passenger service based on inproved

pediction. They pointed out that primarily commuter services and short-haul

tLansit were affected by overflow traffic in bad weather. In general, the long-

distance air passenger will delay or cancel his trip rather than go by rail.
ia

In future analyses of this type, the effect of weather prediction on commuter

serices and short-haul transit should be investigated further, sinne the future

trend to high -;peed luxury trains may result in a rejuvenated demand for improved

prediction. It should be noted, however, that the hlgh-spee routeway may well

b:, covered or undergrc over a sizable portion of its length, thereby reducing

significantly potential economic benefit-

oad freight movenet s are also affected by major storms. We asked

railrc,, , officials whether there might be substantial benefI*p from rescheduling
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"and rerouting freight traffic based c improved prediction. Their answer was

generally negative, although they provided i: -ifficient rationaie for their response.

One hypothesis might be that the railroads can normally do better than their closest

freight competitor, the truckers, so they are under no compunction to expend addi-

tional funds to improve schedules, based on improved prediction. Officials say that

customers will forgive slight delays of merchandise due to bad weathr, but they will

not accept excuses for cther ty pes of delays.

Railroad official: are unaccustonmed to thinkinig abcrut the c(,ntribution of weather

prediction to their operations; consequently, our dato did not enable a quantitative

assessment of the ps+nntiai benefits of improved forecasting. If someone attempted

a definitive assessment of the benefits, he would have to design a data collection

and analysis project and ask the railroads to provide the type of data needed. A

partial guide to such types of data requirements is provided in our example of high-

way snow removal benefits in urban areas.

1.H.Highway s

Tne potential benefits of improved pi'edictlon to those who use and maintain the

highways is significantly greater than potential benefits to the railroads. The greatest

potential benefit appears to result from the mobilization of removal crews in the event

of an impending snowstorm; however, as we :-all show, this is also the area where

highway departments are currently utilizing pri oate consultants to provide timely

and specific predictions.

The types of benefits resulting from Improved prediction for highway users are:

* potential profitr Ic-r commercial carriers, bos, and trucking
firms;

* fewer accidents, resulting in economic savings to life and

property; and

0 time savings and convenience for individual motorists.

The types of benefits for highway maintenance officials are

* increased efficiency of operations, resulting in lower costs, and

* reduced incidence of accidents tnd increased convenience to
highway users resulting from more rapid clearing of htliways.
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Highway User Decisions

The tricking industr y is one area where the benefit potential is significant;

competition erourages efficient trucking operations. By propc- use of weather

information, truckers can in theory adjust schedules, plan alternate routes, post-

pone operations, reschedule personnel, select proper equipment, and brief drivers.

Such actions could minimize delays caused by weather, and improve the overall

efficiency of trucking operations. Minimum trucking delays and improved efficiency

mean savings in operating costs. Additional savings could be realized because of

reduced accidents.

We talked with officials of the American Trucking Association and several

major trucldng companies to determine whether the above benefits would result

from improved environmental prediction. Currently, truckers use very little

environmental prediction information in their scheduling operations. Schedules

are very important to truckers, and every effort is made to meet these schedules,

even if it entails the possibility of encountering bad weather. The ways by which

weather information might be used by truck lines are many: reschedule times,

reschedule routes, reschedule points of origin and destination, etc. All such

scheduling decisions are highly interdependent. Once juggling begins, it is

difficult to optimize scheduling based on improved predictability, especially

since the predictiop itself might change. Such scheduling decisions require

expensive computer systems and supporting information systems to disseminate

the results. Curiendly, the benefits from impro--ed prediction cannot ofiset the

costs involved, especially since the truckers do not, in general, take advantage

of the types of time and route-specific forecasts currently provided by private

consultants. It would take a concerted effort in the entire industry to implement,

across the board, any Piaproved scheduling systems based on weather prediction,

since there are a large number of companies in the industry, many of which are

too small to develop and use complex scheduling systems.
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Buses have difficulty rescheduling their operations to take advantage of improved

weather prediction. Bas companies must operate according to published time schedules

and travel routes, and cannot change these schedules and routes on the basis of expected

weather. During major storms, changes in schedules and routes are sometimes made;

however, these changes are really adjustments on the basis of existing weather condi-

tions rather than forecasts.

The reaction of individual highway motorists to improved predictability is an

area of many unknowns. The relationship between accidents and weather has not

been auequately established. It is very difficult to separate each of the causes of

accidents (driver, highway, weather conditions, etc.) since all such causes are,

to a certain degree, interrelated. The principal evidence we have is that more

accidents occur in bad weather than in good. The link between motorist behavior

and improved weather prediction is even more of an unknown. Data have not been

collected on the rescheduling decisions of motorists having information concerning

impending storms. Informracion is needeI concerning whether (a..d under what

conditions) trips are postponed cr cancelel, and whether alternate routes are

chosen. In discussi.ins with a Massachusetts Turnpike Authority statistician,

we learned that revenues from tolls fall significantly when bad weather is predicted.

In addition, the American Automobile Association operates a teletype system for

disseminating prodictive irformation 'to motorists in the Northeastern United States.

Thus, there appears to be some potential for benefits in this area, but further

research is needed to estimatec the magnitude of such benefits.

The need for improved predictability for motorists is only a part of a total

system that would enable motorists to have access to weather information. The

improved predictive information, unless combined with extensive diss. nination,

1. To review the effects of weather on highway accidents, see United Aircraft
Corporation, Ig.a Wea hier Service Pre~l -inary Design StUd, prepared for
ESSA, U.S. Department Cf Commerce (Decemt)er 10, 1965), pp. 6 and 7.j 6,9



would not prove to be effective. It is likely that more ervironrental p.,dictie

information is cur-ently being generateu than is effectively being 6isseminated

to the driving public. In a2dition, no mechanism pruvideF motorists with a re-

scheduling and rerouting system similar to that potentially available to tuiilckding

firms.

Highway Official Decisions

Highway maintenance operations are affected by weather to a much greater

extent than we originally thought. Snow removal, in particular, absorbs a large

part of city and state highway maintennce and operating budgets. A good deal of

a highway department's equipment is specially designed for snow removal and

cannot be converted to other uses, Large municipalities have complex snow

mobilization plans that outline a year's activities to prepare for snowstorms;

for example, salt and abrasives are purchased in the summei; contractors for

emergency situations are hired in the summer and fall; men and equipment are

tested in late fall to determine their degree of readiness; priority streets for

removal, vehicular travel, and parking are identified; alert syste -7s for removal

and policing personnel 2rv establishedi; etc. Weather prediction is considered an

Important factor in this process. A recent article on the costs of snow removal

in New York City notes the following, complexitie, connected with condu;cting snow

removal operations: 2

Undoubtedly, the greatest factor of cost control in s,1ow and iLe
removal is the command requirement for decisions as to what opxera-
tional procedures are to be employed in meeting any given snow
situation. These decisions are based primarily upon the available
pertinent data at the time of the storm. Some of these are, the day
of the week nd the time of day as relating to urban activities;

1. However, the weather service of the American Automobile Association may
be a model for same more comprehensive and more widcly available serv-ce.

2. Joseph T. Lennon, "Cost Analysis of Snow and Ice Control Operations,"
American PUlic Works Association Yearbook (1967), p. 158.
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weather conditions; traffic. conditions; predicted snow f 1; rate of
fail; duration of fall; long-range weather forecasts; and of para-
m,_ount importance, the availability of manpower, equipment, and
materials such as Phemicals. Yet in order to be at a stage of maxi-
mum readiness of any snowfall, all of the above factors have to be
sltudied in endless combinations well in advance of the snow season
itself. In New York City we are concerned with the answers to these
questions beginning with the end of e snow season in April right up
to the time 'that a decision must be made or the methods to be employed
for each snow situation.

in a following section, we develop the cost savings associated with im-

pro,..i weathei prediction in urban areas. Data were not available to permit

a simlar quantitative analysis for the intercity problems of snow removal as

afected by prediction. However, the analysis for the urban case will be used

t1o e timate the benefits from improved prediction in the intercity setting, based

on the similarities between the two situations.

State highway departments and transit authorities are the principal public

bodies involveo in the intercity problems oi snow removal as affected y prediction.

We ntacted the following state operations and maintenance departments, which

siemed to represent the areas of greatest traffic and snow hazards.

a New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDT)

* New York State Thruway Authority (NYSTA)

0 Massachusetts Turnpike Authority (MTA)

* Pennsylvania Turnpike Authority (PTA)

* llinois Division of Highways (IDH)

a New Jersey Highway Department (NJHD)

in addition, 4hc Bureau of Public Roads, U. S. Department of Transportation,

centributed to this facet of the study.

,,orae of the principal findings are follows:

* Varying budgetary figures were provided by the agencies for
the costs of their snow removal, but in all cases the estimated
dollar amounts were quite large.
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N YSTi' stimates that on hC1.alf of its annual budget of
$16 million W's for snow removaL

* NYEDT estinmatei. a snow re-moval buiget of $18.6 millkon.
Counties have the option of providing their own removal
s e z'heces.

*IDY. spends ahowt 15 -o 20 percent of a nnual m.-ten-
ance bud7t n-F U4 million for snow remnoval.

*All agencies ro-poit thfat they rely heavily on forecasts for
m'obilizing their snow removal forces. Por ,xainple, NYSDT
reports that theY -a7re provided with estimates o f the 4'Ime Of
arrival of a storm by county and by the intensi~ty of the storm.
These estimates alert maintenance personnel. T1he nature of
the furecast will determine how many people and trucks to
employ as well as metlod of removal (plowing versus salting)
and tyroe of material (calcium chloride or a mixture oll salt
and calcium chloride).

* The alerting o: crows in -1dvance depends oxithe prioriies
established for hlqghway traffic. Major expressways and
intracity commuter art~eries place a significant weight or.
muliqtaining dry pavements and, consequently, onl the early
alerting of removal c'rews,~ Rural and lower priority roa&s
often do not begin operations until precipitation begins. A
good example was provided by Wlinois,

0 A certer in Springfield controls snow removal operations
of nine of tn'e ten districts in Illinois. Te tenth district,
representing the Chicago area, has its awn center. 'The
Chicago Control Center is much more sophisticated thani
Springfield's beea'dse -,f the expressway systein in and
around Chicago and the need to move corimuters in , -d
ouit of the city. Chicago emploYs more removal personnel
per mile of highway than the rest nt iflinois. They
mobilize salting crews approximately two hours before
the snow,, starts. The remaining nine districts oait until
a quarter or half inch of snow has fallen bof-)re initiating
ope rations.

* The need for location and time specific forecasts was cited in several
instances. Pennsylvania represents an example.

* There are major county road commissions and garages opernted
in he state, so that the man in Altoona luiows it is snowing 70
mile:,7 to the west. However, he does not know when it is going
to hit him or how hard it will hit his area. It make., a differencej
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whether iU is going to -tart srnwing at 5 p. m. or at 8 p. m. and
how many inches will fan. This is where t- fo-cast has an
impact. The wa.y ne go-s about planning and mehilization will
ne altered quite a bit.

* NYSDT, NYSTA, MTA, PTA, and NJItD all employ the weather
prediction services of the Northeast Weather Forecasting Service
qBeuioiu, Iviassachusetts). IDIR - tilizcs two fcazz-14 in firms--
one in St. Louis and the other in Chicago. Most of the agencies
sampled believed that their requirements for environmental pre-
diction were being met by the present consulting forecasts they
receive. Typical comments are as follows:

* NYSTA has a direct teletype line with Northeast. They get
a daily forecast in the afternoon before the crews go home
so that they know whether it will be necessary to work into
the evening or night. Any change in weather conditions is
transmitted immediately to NYSTA. In addition to reporting
snowstorms, Northeast recently added a forecast for iog.
NYSTA re.Iorts that forecasts are provided far enough in ad-
vance for thern to plan and mobilize. They get forecasts with
a "high degree of accuracy."

* A says that Northeast has been able to predict the occurrence,
intensity, and time of arrival of snowstorms "95 percent of the
time. " This is probably a subjective estimate, but it does illus-
trate confidence in the service.

* 1DH was satisfied that presenl consulting services provided
the accurate two-hour warxi,-g time needed.

• NHI) reports 80 percent accuracy of forecasts and satisfaction
with present services.

That the major highway users are satisfied with the forecasts they currently

receive does not necessarily indicate that there is little or no benefit to be achieved

from improved prediction. A shortcoming of the estimates is that their accuracy

is generally based on best guesses rather than valid statistical measures of hits

and misses. Highway departments in general have not developed such data over

time. In addition, a system to improve prcdictabil.y ha n~t Yet been developed,

so that potential users of the system have not seen 'hat the improved forecasts

might look like Tnd, consequently, have not considered how they, might rearrange

their operations to take advantage of them.
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SNOWSTORMS IN METROPOLITAN AREAS

Snow and ice control in urban areas is a major activity in a large portion of

the U.S. During the severe winter of 1960-1961, Washington, D. C., Philidelphia,

and New York, which had a total population of 10.5 million, spent about $35 million
1

fighting snow (and ice). Of the 112.3 million people residing in all metropolitan

areas in 1960, about 67 percent lived in regions that average more than ten inches
2

of snow pt e r. A r.,-rngh nppnMY-mation. the three cities snow (and ice)

control costs represent 14 percent (= 10.5/[112.3][0.674]) of the national total for

that year. Further, snow and ice control in metropolitan areas costs ;bout $200

million per year, based on our calculations.

How m.ch of t~ese snow removal costs could be saved with improved environ-

mental prediction, and how could improved prediction reduce the costs of accidents

and traffic congestion ? in speaking witl. municipal government officials and reading

the studies dealing with the proceaures of snow and ice control, we acquired an

unc:-rqtanding of the mechanisms involved in determining the costs of fighting snowA

in urban areas. A detailed analysis was made of snow control costs, accident costs,

and traffic delays in Washington, D. C., to see how improvements in predictive ability

would affect these costs. We use' Washington as a modl for projecting these potential

benefits to a national scale, including both the central city and suburban segments of

metropolitan areas. These results were then projected to .1985.

Potential Benefits from Improved Prediction

Records of snow control activities for three winter seasons in \Vashington, I). C.,
3were obi, ined and analyzed. These records contained the 1". S. Weather Bureau

1. D. C. Office (J the Engineer Commissioner, Traffic Snow Emergencies in
Washington, D. C. (1961).

2. See derivation in Appendix C.

3. See Appendix A.
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forecast that prompted the activities; the actual amcunt of precipitation; when the

precipitation occurred; the timing of the mobilization and dispatch of spreading,

plowing, and hailing units; the number of units participating; and a summary of

the action. A report was made every time city forces engaged in snow control

activity, From November 1966 to March 1969, 40 such events occurred. In Oddi-

tion, 15 minor storms occurred that required no mobilization activity.

We were fortunate to have been provided with s,,ch a compreh9e _''." set of i.ta

on the many variables required to establish the links between environmental prediction

and snow removal action. These data were collected in much the same form that we

would have required if we had set up a research project to tesL the methodo'ogy devel-

oped in the beginning of this report. However, we have been unable to find comparable

data for other cities, so we have made an in-depth analysis for Washington and scaled

u 'wc benefits to a national level.

Since our purpose was to relate snow control costs to the accuracy of the forecasts,

a number of characteristics of each of the events were extracted in our search for sig-

nificant relationships, according.; die method in Chapter 4. First, w;c made a su..-

jective judgment of the qualit, of the forecasts, based on a comparison between the

predicted and actual events. 1The 40 events involviug mobilization w.,rc , assificd

as having "low or missed" forecasts, "gcxx" forecasts, or "high or false alarm"

forecasts. Lou forecasts result in inadequate initial actions, often causing more

traffic delays and higher ultimamte clean-up costs. tligh forecasts prompt an in-

"ppropri ,tely high leve' of initial activity relative to the actual intensity of the

storm, Ind therefore excess costs. The 15 events involving a small amount of

sno%% Lnd nk, mobilization activity were classified as having "good" forecasts.

'hese totals an(d the percentage distribition among the three categories of forecasts

are shown in Table S. Nearlv half the events had forecasts that could no, be classified

as "go(,d. " A similar calculation was made on data from the illinois Dlivusion of

1. The basis for ttis classlfication scheme is indicated in Appendix A.
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Highways. It is interesting to note that the quality of the forecasts is very similar

in these two cases, both ot which represent different kinds of activities mi different

climatic characteristics.

T 2b-1e 8

RELATIONSHIP OF SNOW CONTROL TO FORECAST .ACCUR1ACY

WVashing-ton, 1). C. Ili nois Dision
of Hi-hways

Classification of ForecastV
I Number of

_____ ____________I Ocuren~e Percent Percent

" Low or- Missed" 10 1 18.2 18.4

'Go" NO Action 15 1
Action -1452( u

'High or False Alarm' 6 __ ___ 29.2 23 S-_ _

Total 55 100.0 100. 0
L

Since we observetd that slightly less than 50 percent of the forecasts mL-,scd their

mai'> wcither high or low)--i. e. , 47 percent in Wi shingt an-d 42 percent in Illinois--

there is . Ixtential f(,-- imiproving forecasts and, con'sequentlY, generating economic

benefits. We evarnined this potwntial in significant detail as to ale iI and mob1)jiliz7ati;on

requirement:, for snow t moval in W-)shington with various coi~natior-s of accuracy

and lead time of forecast. tThe details of the. proccehires used! an6 the re-ilts obtained

are contained in Anivindix A. iA major finding was tha t snow 01)0 rat ions requitre a lead

time ior mobilization of one to two hours for most efficient and effe ,,tive operatiocns.

In actulal events, there wvere numnerous snOWy and ice storms when such lea~l timies

were no provided by the forecaster. In these cases there were potent~ai disixnefits

to society that could be overcome I v more accuratc nredict ion.

T"he re are three N-pes of he-m-fits *-hat could Ipos~ibly result from inpro':edi

pre~ifctzabil itv and i a rorc timely miohiliz a: ion of snow removal a r,:-s. T'he fi rs,

and most obv1(x-s, are the yoossible cost safvings to *he city% from more efv~cient

snowi removal optrations. Second, the nuinner c accidents Awould ;)rnhably
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of the storms. For the three successively better levels of predictive abidity, we

a gerved the snow control cost differences as more storms move tu the category

of "good" forecasts with one-hour lead time for mobilization. (The exponential

form is used for storras with snow measuring more than a trace. Zero truck hours

is used for storms with no snow or a trace.)

The three levels can be roughly described as 25-percent, 50-percent, and

100percent improvement in preu "ive ability, with L00 percent representing

"perfect" forecasts, i.e., elimination of all high and low forecasts and forecasts

with lead times other than one hour. (Table A-i in Appendix A shows this process

and shows the anticipated differences in truck hours over this three-year period

for the three levels of improvemt L) T'.ble 9 summarizes the. results. Each

successive improvement indicates a higher cost savings of snow control.

To translate these improvements Into annualized costs, the cost per truck

hour avoided must be calculated. In this aetting a "truck hour" has many aspects

that reflect a cost. The trucks may be cfty-owned or coitract trucks. They may

be specialized equipment (rotary blowers, spreaders) trucks usually used for

some other activity (sanitation, hauling) but adapted for snow control. The adapting

devices mai be chumical spreaders, plows, etc. The activities engaged in by these

trw~cks range from waiting (at city facilities or at critical sites such as bridges and

hills) to actual spreading of abrasives, plowing, or hauling. Nonproductive but

essen '" activities such as refueling, travel to work sites, and emergency repairs

also accom at for some truck hours. The cost to the city of a track hour consists of

the materials, labor, and equipment depreciation.

The calculation ol the cost p, , truck hour is presented in Appendix A. The

figure used ($22.62) is an average cost, accounting for equipment, materials, and

labor. Thls Ii -2 ,,alid cost, since we are talking about relativel, long-range changes

in the ope-itLg environment of the snow control activity. During the period of time

needed to realize a given change in predictive abiiity, it is assumed that the entire

level of operations coald be changed so as to gain the potential cost sn.vings indicated

by the averago cost figure.
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Table 9

ANNUAL POTENTIAL BENEFITS FRO IMPROVED FORECASTING
TO SNOW CONTROL EFFORT IN WASHINGTON, D. C.

Leve] Au Annual CostPotential Reduction bAnnial Savings in
Imprevement, Savings,Imprvemet, n Trick Hours a  I Truck Hours

percent r dollars

2 5 13,560 4,520 90,900

50 22,970 7,657 173,500

100 c  52,740 1 17,560 397,000

a. Three-year period.

b. One track hour costs $22.62, as explained in text.

c. "Perfect" forecast.

When this figure is applied to the differences in truck hours .ssociated with the

thrcee levels of improvement (shown in Table A-1 of Appendix A), we arrive at a

measure of the benefits that could be realized by improved prediction over the

three winter seasons. The resulting annual average potential savings are $90,900,

$173,500, and $397,000 for the three levels of improvement (see Table A-2).

Preventing Traffic Accidents

As a result of investigating the causes of traffic accidents associated with snow-

storms, we found that thore are two areas of potential benefits from improved fore-

casting--eiiminating accidents occurring during the early portion of a storm aid

eliminating accidents after the storm. Both are related to delayed action on the

part of the snow control forces. Tbh preventable accidents early in a storm would

occur on streets that had not yet been salted. Accidents occurring after a storm

would be associated with a delay in clearing due to a late start or a "low" forecast.

In either case, an increase in the warning time for mobilizing forces or eliminating

forecast errors on the low side should reduce the incidence of these types of accidents.
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It is important to remember, however, that weather and road conditions are

only some of the factors involved in causing accidents. In fact, there may be some

adverse effect from maintaining better road conditions by means of better forecasting.

Studies have shown that the unit cost of accidents on dry pavement is higher than on

snowy pavement, because drivers are more cautious on snowy streets and drive

more slowly, resulting in less damage and fewer personal injuries when accidents

d ccur. Eliminating accidents on snowy streets by means of better forecasting

will probably result in a smaller number of more severe accidents.

Potential savings with regard to accidents were calculated in two ways, which

provided a check on our results. First, the savings for Washington were esti-
=-: 1

mated by extrapolations of data collected for Chicago. As enumerated in Appendix B,

we estimated that approximately 1,300 accidents annually--at about a cost of $250
2per accident--could be avoided in Chicago. Perfect forecasts would save the

motor vehicle sector of the Chicago transportation industry about $325,000 per

* year.

Or the basis of differences in the scale of activities and intensity of snowfall

in Chicago and Washington, a ratio of the costs of accidents preventable was

estimated to be 6 to 1. Using the 6 to 1 ratio, we estimated that the maximum

savings in snow-related accidents for the District of Columbia would be $54,000

* per year.

To check this estimate, the record of accidents in the District of Columbia

was studied for a three-month period, using data provided by the D. C. government.

We estimated a maximum annual benefit from accident prevention of $64,000 per

year. This corroborates the $54,000 extrapolated from the Chicago study.

1,

1. APWA Research Foundation, Snow Rer:oval and Ice Control in Urban Areas,
Report No. 114 (1965).

2. The unit cost of accidents on snowy streets was reported at between $210
and $295 In the 1965 APWA study.
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Assuming a straight-line relationship between predictive improvement and

benefit, we get the following benefit estimates from three levels of improvement

(based on the Washington data):

Levd Improvement in Reducing Number of Benefit to Washington, D.C.
Low or Late Forecasts, percent in Reducing Accidents, dollars

1 25 16,000

2 50 32,003

3 100 (perfect forecast) 64,000

An estimate for excess fatal' 'es due to improved weather prediction was found to

be relatively insignificant- -i. e., eliminating up to 180 such accidents per year

would reduce the death trll by about 0.3 deaths per year.

Benefits from Reducing Transportation Delays and Inconvenience

The delays and inconveniences suffered by the road users are affected by traffic

characteristics, the layout and state of repair of the road system, the intensity of

the storm and resulting visibility and road conditions, the emergency procedureF

established to combat the effects of snowstorms, and compensatory actions taken

based on forecasts. It is this last effect that is of interest here.

Our investigation showed that the areas for reduction in the cobt of delays are

the same as for traffic accidents; late or low foreuasts will cause excess delays

both during the early portions of a storm and in the aftermath. Both of these effects

are related to the level of snow control activity, which in turn is sensitive to forecast

accuracy. The delays early in a storm are also affected by the number of people

choosinj- to travel during that period of time, and this is also related to the accuracy

of the predictions.

A detailed study of the forecasting effects on user delays would require informa-

tion on traffic levels and trip durations under varying road conditions that were in-

fluenced by forecasts of v irying levels of accuracy. Such data were not available for
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the Washington, D. C., area. During snow emergencies, a great strain is put

o-, both the operating and administrative plrsonnel in a city government, with physical

and labor resources being shifted to temporary emergency duties. It is not surprising,

therefore, that these data are unavailable.

The effect of predictive levels on user delays can be approximated indirectly.

1rom 1954 to 1961, federal and municipal employees working in the District of

Columbia were excused from work for a total of 34- hours during periods of snow

emergencies. The cost for the hours of work missed averaged 09 million per year.

Government officials take action in concert to excuse employees from work in response

to forecasts of severe snowstorms because of the cost, inconvenience, and dangers

Involved in having more than 200,000 motorists trapped on impassible highways. it:

is assumed that, based on the information available, the government officials take

sction for early release of employees (and consequently incur a loss in productive

labor) to offset a social cost (due to delays) of a magnitude equal to or greater than

the cost absorbed by the government in the early release. TI ,, the decision te;

dismiss employees early was made In the belief that the costs of the delays avoided

would exceed $2 million annually.

If the release dc.Isions are' Lsed on forecasts of the same relative accuracy as

those affecting snow control operations, thei, these forecasts would be distributed in

the following way:

Low or missed frecasts 18.2%
Good forecasts 52.6%

High or false alarm forecasts 29.2%

The "good" and "high" forecasts result in early dismissal and the "low" fore-

casts result in delay costs that are absorbed entirely by the road useis. If approxi-.

mately 82 percent oi the forecasts result in an annual cost to the U. '. and District

1. DC. Office of the Engineer Commissioner, Traffic Snow Emergencies in
Waahingtl'n, D. C.. (1961).
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governments of $2 million, then the remaining 18.2 percent of the forecasts imply

a cost to the traveiers of $445 thousand (= [18.2/81.8]$2 million). This estimate

is based on 2960 wages and employment levels. However, employment by the U.S.

and District governments in Washington rose from 250,000 in 1960 to 261,000 in

1967, an increase of 4 percent. If we use the increase in hourly wages in manu-

facturing in D.C. as an indicator k$2.20 in 1960 to $2.94 in 1968), ther is an in-

crease of 34 percent in the cost per hour of employees released and the hourly

cost of delays. 2 Thus, an estimate of the annual cost of delays caused by low or

missed forecasts, adjusted to present levels, is $620,000 per year (= $445,000 x

1.04 x 1.34, for Washington, D. C. Assuming a straight-line relationship between

reduction in the amount of these inaccurate forecasts and a reduction in ti,, cost of

traveler delays, the potential benefits for three levels of improvement in preL ctive

ability can be summarized as follows: 3

Improvement in Reducing Number of Annual Benefit to Washington, D. C.,
Low or Missed Forecasts, percent in Reduced Road-User Delays, dollars

1 25 155,000

2 50 310,000

. 100 (perfect forecast) 620,000

To some etent, these estimates understate the actual benefits to Washington, D. C.,

from reductions in traveler delay and inconvenience. Government employment in the

District accounts for about 52 percent of all employmtnt. When the federal govern-

ment authorizes the release of its employeeE, many other employers follow suit.

thus implying higher benefits than are presented above. Also, the figures above

1. U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Pocket Deta Book--
USA 1969.

2. Pocket Data Book.

3. The savings to employers from reducing the incidence of high or false claim
forecasts is a significant benefit, but outside the transportation sector.
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were derived by equating the cost of user delays to governmer.Z losses, whereas

these delays may be considerably greater than the government's losses.

However, the concentration of workers in one industry and under one centralized

control makes Washington rather unique. The release of citizens in other employment

centers is the result of many diverse decisions. We assume, then, than an improve-

ment in predictive ability will have relatively less of an impact in other cities. There-

fore, the scaling to national levels in the next section tends to overstate the impact of

improved prediction. In the ab.ence of more detailed information, we hope that the

understatement will cancel out the overstatement.

Extrapolation to Nationwide Benefits

Improving predictive ability ir vorecasting the onset and the intensity of snow-

storms should reduce snow and ice control costs, the costs of traffic accidents, and

the disbenefits associated with traffic tie-ups. Our experience with Washington

*uggests the mechanisms that would produce these benefits.

The c- -ts that result from snow falling in an urban area depend on many inter-

acting variables, some of which are quite random (such as time of snowfall, rate

of fall, number of travelers on the road, etc.). The cost of an individual storm can

be greatly affected by small variations in weather phenomena (such as ground temper-

ature). The annual cost of urban snowstorms in n area is the result of many mech-

anisms responding to a host of influences, only one of which is the quality of the

forecasts. To model these mechanisms and coitect the pertinent data for every

area in the U. S. wou_u be extremely difficult. Consequently, v . looked for a

simple way to relate the D. C. es"imates to a national scope with readily obtain-

able data.

Obviously, the snow removal costs for an individuai storm increase with the

amount of snow that falls (see Figures A-1, A-2, A-3 in Appendix A). Annul

snow control costs In Washington roflect this phenomenon (see Appendbx C,

Figures C-1 and C-2). In comparing annual costs among cities, the city size



also has a direct relationship to snow control costs. Our scaling factor thus reflects

the variations in snowfall over the country and the size of the areas affected.

Comparison of Washington, D.C., with Other Cities

A relationship between potential benefits for Washington and for a group of the

75 largest cities with significant snowfall was derived in Appendix C. Our exper-

ience with the District of Columbia guided us in selecting a relationship that makes

intuitive sense and its our data. We found that Washington's share of the potential

benefits for the c75 cities is 1.1.^ p^ruent ,f the tvwa. However, several of the

smaller cities were not Included on our list, so scaling fact ors were devised to pro-

vide for inclusion of the remaining central cities (details in Appendix C). Tihe factor

for scaling District of Columbia benefits to the total annual benefits for all cities was

calculated to be a multiplier of 128.7.

In 196G, 63 perce,t f%' the U. S. population Uived in the metropolitan areas listed
1

as SMSAs. Of these 113 million people, 54.5 million lived outside the central cities,

which compares xJth 58.3 million central city residents. This represents quite a

large target for potential benefits.

For thi - st uy, the suburban areas were assumed to be similar to small cities,

in terms of the expected benefit response to improved forecasting. The same mech-

anisms of cost incurrence (removal operations, accidents, and delays) exist, and

the suburban areas resemble many of the smaller central cities in their charactc:-

istics of land use and population density. For 1968 levels of population, the scaling

factor between Washington's benefits and those for all suburban areas was calculated

to be 260.

The benefits for the nation as a whole are thus found by multiplying the benefits

for Washington by a factor of 388.7 (128.7 for central cities plus 260 for the suburbs).

Projecting to 1968 Activity Levels

Trends in the growth rates of urban and suburban populations were extrapolated

into the future. Since the incidence of snowstorm: is not likely to change over the

1. Standard metropolitan statistical areas as defined by the Bureau of the Census.
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next few decades, any changes in the magnitude of benefits (aside from variations

In price) would have to be due to increased activity levels. Population was chosen

as the indicator of activity levels. The scaling factors derived for centra, cities

and sub "-' we-e then adjusted for projected changes in activity levels.

The assumptions that are important for the calculations carrie. out in

Appendix C are as follows: that ther, will be no change in the fractiun of U. S.

residents living in regions with significant snowfall (67.4 percent), centril cities

will exp-rience little or no net growth, and 70 percent of the projected growth in

- poPuIalvli Will 3ccur In uhurban areas. The scaling factors for central cities

and suburbs at assumed 1985 activity levels (1968 prices) are 128.7 and 486,

respectively (see Appendix C).

Adjusing for Technological Changes

It can be expected that the benefits from improved forecasting in 1985 will be

relatively less than at present for cities of comparable size. The reasons for this

stein from the changes that are likely to occur in transportation operations and from

technological innovations in fighting snowstorms and redihcing costs.

We would anticipate some decrease in street level traffic as more cities take

action to reduce urban congestion. Some cities, such as Washington, will have new

underground rapid transit syStem2 to relieve thc bukcJen on city streets. There will

also be an effect on traffic in tho surrounding suburb.; served by these systems ano

extensions of existing rapid transit systems. Other irnovatio-is such as fringe

parking for commuters at rapid transit terminals wiji become more widespread

and consequently reduce the volume of traffic. Such a reduction will make the

total cost target smaller, thus reducing the potential benefits.

Technological advances have lowered the cost of snow fighting. These include

the widespread use of salt on streets, the devulopraent of more efficient machinery
2for snow control, and the use of heated pavements on bridges, hilis, ind other

1. Used extensively in Washington only after 1945.

2. For eaxampl,, hydraulic powered spreaders, vibrating snowplow blades,
front loaders for nou , ,iling, etc.



isolated trouble spots. Snow removal operations have been aade more efficient by

the use of radio controlled equipment. There is considerable movement towards

making automobiles safer, and there continues to be pressure for reducing the cost

of accidents, in terms of personal injury and mechanical damage. While it is impossi-

ble to predict exactly what improvements will come in the next 15 years, it I3 assumed

that improvements will occur. These can only contribute to lowering the potential for

beneilLs due to imoro\ ed weather forecasting.

A subjective estimate of the reduction in potential benefits is that 20 percent per

decade is entirely feasible. Thus, benefits calculated for 1985 will be reduced by

about 35 percent to account for the changes in operations and technology between 1968

and 1985.

Benefit Computation--National, 1985

Table 9 shows the summation of benefits at .,e three levels of improved pre-

diction for Washington. D.C. Table 10 summarizes the derivation of the scaling

factc:'s for projecting the benefits found for Washington, D. C., to a national scope

for the 1985 time period. The annual benefits for the three levels of iniprovement

for the District of Coiumbia are shown in 1968 dollars. The resulting expected

national benefits are then shown in the lower right-hand column.

Extrapolation of Benefits to All Aspects of Ground Transpoitation

In deriving estimates of potential benefits from improved predictio:: for snow-

storms in urban settings, we illustrated a technique that could be ap.led to other

settings. Given sufficient time and resources to 2-ithr and analyze appropriatL

datzi, we could derive estimates of the benefits aspociated with other elements of

ground transportation, Our analysis of the urban snou problems, howec-er, permits

us make rough estimptes for the other areas of importance. These estimates are

arrived at Oy comparing the magnitudes of the activity levels between the urban snow

problem and the other elements of potential benefits frailroads and inter-urban high-

way transportaticn).
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Table 9

BENEFIT SUMMARY FOR WASHINGTON, D. r

Predictive Improvement I.-l Annual Benefits, Activities_______________________________dollars ____ _____

90,900 Removal
16,000 Accidents

Level 1 155,000 Delays

261,900 Total

173,500 I Removal
32,000 Accidents

Level 2 310,000 Delavs

315,500Total

397, 00o Rcnmoval
64,000 Aocidents

Level 3 620,000 Delays

1,0Rq3,000 i Total

Lf
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Tabie 10

hJMN1ARY OF NATIONAL BENEFI'IS-
IIMPRO,.TD FORECASTING OF SNOW STORMS

IN METROPOLIT! N AREAS

Scaling Factors from Washington i3enefi~s

j Central Cities Suburban Areas M toltan ra

1968 Activity' Levels12.20 h7
Fand Technology

19s35 ActivityLelsII
196S Technology 12. I8664

1985 Activity Levels, 84.0 21 Cl,0
1985 Technologyj

Washington, D. C. Benefits -1985 ActivitY Levels -1d Tech no. )p
!96, lkneflits for Tharee _____________________ _________

Levels of Predictive fota I
improementCentral Cities Suburban Areas Met :91~n rt~

Lev'el 1 (25 percent) $20mlin $8.7miinI $0.
$%261.9 U) ousand m2. ilo 27mlin '-147nillionl

Lvl2 i50 percent) $43.3 million $163.0 million $0,, ilo
'1z55.5 ~iouand

S~i5. thouan.4

l.ev-el :) j100 percent) ~ niln ~ i&. ~ 1 o
sl~.i.o tho usanid -ifo -4- i"n Z4320r11i
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As discussed earlier, railroads have certain small potential benefits such as

snow control and property damage reduction. The potential savings in the cost of

delays, however, seem to be negligible. We will assume that the benefits attainable

for railroads are comparable with those of snow in urban areas on the basis of the

relative mangitudes expended for snow removal: $24 million annually for railroads,

$200 million annually for nia.,opolitan areas. Thus we can apply a factor of 0.12

(= & '200) to the benefit categories of snow control and accidents of urban areas to

get the corresponding estimates for the railroads. In our judgment, this appears

to produce reasonable, if optimistic, benefit estimates.

We found that intercity highways were a source of benefits very similar to those

for urban areas; snow control, accidents, and delays are all important. Using the

relationships derived in Appendix C for extrapolating benefits, we estimate t)at the

annual cost of snow controi for the eight New York State cities in the sample accounted

to about $24 million. This compares with " total of $26.6 million spent annually by

the New York tate Thruway Authority ($8 million of its $16 -.illion budget) and the New
2

York State Departiaent of Transporation ($18.6 million). If the snow control cost

of tie suburban areas were added tt, the urban costs, the relationship between inter-

city areas and the total of metropolitan areas would be represented by a ratio of less

than 1;1 ($26.6/$24 million + suburban costs). New York State is atypical of the

country as a whole, However, It its great urban and surburban population. We will

assume. t 'i9efore, that an overall ratio of 1:1 between potential intercity benefits

and metropolitan benefits exists, and we will apply a factor of 1.0 to get the inter-

city highway bpnefits, a judgment factor that seems reasonable.

Table 1. sumnmarizes the application of these scaling factors and lists the total

estimate of be nefits for the ground transportation industry as a whole. These range

from $214.6 million annually for a 25 percent improvement in predictive ability to

$.86.1 million for the case ot perfect forecasts.

1. This was on th basis of population and snowfall as factors for scaling up

New York City's average of $7.9 million.

2. See the General Findings section of this chapter.
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The estimated benefits to ground transportation shown in Table 11 do not, of

course, represent the total potential benefits from improved predictability. Such

benefits do represent that proportion of total effects that could reasonably be

quantified using the mothodology developed in this study. Further research and

data collection are needed to provide the basis for quantification of benefits for

weather phenomena other than snow and ice storms and for rescheduling and

rerouting highway and railroad operations.
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8

MARINE TRANSPORTATION

For the most part, there are no quaatitative studies of the effects of weather

prediction and loss avoidance on marine transportation (setting aside for a

moment a few recent papers on optimum ship routin~,. This chapter, then, be-

gins with an overall assessment of weather and marine operations.

Normally, temperature extremes, snow, rain, or hail do not significantly

alter ,hip operations outside of the high latitudes, although these environmental

parameters can have a deterrent effect on ship speed and efficiency. On the o.,1r'

hand, wind and related wind waves have serious effects on a ship at sea. Port

operations are theoretically unaffected by wind, humidity, and temperature Ex-

trenies. Precipitation. though, can cause longshoremen to stop work, resulting

in nonproductive labor costs. These effects suggested the following areas for

investigation:

* reducing vessel transit time through ship routing;

* preventing vessel damages aik

* preventing cargo damages and losses;

* more efficient icebrealdng operations, due to improved scheduiing
of operations related to predictions of ice thaw and freeze-up;

* reducing fatalities due to adverse weather, and improving search
and rescue operations;

* increasing passenger comfort by routing ships around bad
weather; and

* reducing nonproductive port services--longshoremen labor costs
during rainouts, for example.
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In accordance with our methodology (see Chapter 4), we first assess the

magnitude of all recoverable costs or losses, in each area, assuming complete

elimination of environmental uncertainty. It should be understood, however, that

by "all" we mean those that are not recoverable by proper use of current predic-

tive skills. This procedure gives the upper limits of benefits that improved pre-

diction might achieve; attainable benefits will be less than these. As before, we

use these assessments to determine whether postulated levels of improvement

should be described precisely, according to the remainder of the methodology in

Chapter 4, or subjectively, as in Chapter 6.

REDUCING VESSEL TRANSIT TIME

The generic term for guiding a ship around adverse environmental conditions

is optimum ship routing (OSR), which can best be described as the selection of an

optimum track for ship transoceanic crossing by making use of predictions of
1

wind, waves, and current. Optimum is to be interpreted as a combination of

least time, r-xi'num safety (damage avoidance), or passenger comfort. The
2technique and results achieved have been well documented. Basically, the op-

timum ship routing forecaster applies his knowledge of the ship's performance

in a seaway to a forecast of sea-surface wind, wave, and current conditions in

1. Because of boundary (i. e., land) and destinatio- constraints, coastal ship
routes do not benefit as significantly from ship routing as & those ships on trans-
oceanic routes. Coastal voyages depend more on a surveillance watch than opti-
mum routing. Similarly, inland (lake and river) transportation does not benefit
from OSR.

2. R. W. James, AApl cation of Wave Forecasts to Marine Navigation, U. S.
Naval Oceanographic Office Publication SP-1 (Washington, July 1957); J. P. Powell.
Weather Routing of Mllta Sea Transportation Service Ships In the Noi 1i Atlantic,
Winter Months 1957-1958 (May 1958); R.W. James and G. L. Hanssen, Evaluation
of the U. S. Nay Hydrgraphic Office Ship Routing ro , U.S. Naval Oceano-

graphic Office Publication TR-53 (Washington, July 1968); and R.W. James and
G. L. Hanssen, "Optimum Ship Routing," Journal oi the Institute of Navigation,
XIII (J:ly 19fj0).
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the general pnth of transit, and constructs a chart of probable shii. speed along

any given track. With this information the methods of geometric optics are used

to construct the optimum track. Constant surveillance is maintained over the

routed ships and their routes are changed if necessary.

Despite a remarkable success with OSR, precision routing is limited by the

decreasing accuracy of environmental prediction with time. Sea-state, wind, and-

current forecasts can be prepared in some detail for two or three 'ays in advance.

The reliability of the prediction, however, decreases progressively after the first

day. Forecasts beyond three days must be issued in less specific terms. 1

Optimum ship routing is performed for all Navy ships by Fleet Weather Central

(FWC) in Alameda, California (Pacific crossings) and Norfolk, Virginia (Atlantic

crossings). Included in the Navy routings are military manned ships, Military Sea

Transportation Service ships, and all ships chartered to MSTS. In addition, com-

mercial ship routing, provided by four major companies, is available to the mer-

chant fleet. 2 Also, some steamship companies maintain an in-house environmental

prediction capability. Despite OSR's demonstrated capability, man5y commercial

steamship companies are reluctant to use a routing service due to insufficient con-

fidence in environmental forecasting sources and techniques--ship captains are un-

willing to accept a land-based meteorologist's advice over their intuitivu seamanship.

A classic example of OSR is the Bremerhaven to Norfolk case. Two MSTS

ships departed Bremerhaven, Germany, for Norfolk Virginia, within six hours

1. rCrrently, OSR activities are constrained by the number of relevant ob-

servations to a greater degree than forecast agencies concerned primarily with
the continent.

2. ALWEX (Allen Weather Corp.), Washington, D.C.; Bendix Commercial
Service Corp., New York; Pacific Weather Analysis Corp.. California; and

Weather Routing Inc., New York.

3. RMC conducted a telephone survey of 30 large U. S. -controlled steamship
firms in the New York and New Orleans areas. Of the total 1,500 transoceanic

c rossings ,er year reported by these companies, approximately 500 were routed
by a commercial ship routing service.
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of each other after receiving route recommendations from FWC NORVA. The

first ship to depart ignored the recommendation because the route suggested

transit through an area normally characterized by the Icelandic Low. The captain

took the time-honcred southern route. In doing so, the ship steamed directly irto

the Icelandic Low, which had moved abnormaily south. By following the OSR

recommendation, the second MSTS ship, although departing six hours after the

first, arrivel in Norfolk eight days before the first ship. Aside from time lost,

the first ship experienced considerable damage. 1

Although this example is not a normal occurrence, it illustrates the benefits

of OSR. Avcrage estimates of time saved , transoceanic voyages as a result of

OSR are presented in Table 12 for Atlantic and Pacific crossings.

Table 12

TRANSOCLANIC TIME SAVINGS

Estimate of Time Saved (hours)a

OSR Source
Atlantic Pacific

Allen Weather Corp. 10.0 25.0

Bendix Commercial Service Corp. 13.0 23.0

Fleet Weather Central (U.S. Navy) 13.0 19.0

Pacific Weather Analysis Corp. 12.0 24.0

Weather Routing Inc. 14.0 26.0

Average Hours Saved Per Crossing 12.4 23.4

a. Thede estimates represent time that has been saved due to OSR (i. e. historic)
and should not be construed as potential time savings.

When a comnercial or MSTS ship saves time as a result of OSR, this reduced

transit time has the direct effect of reducing operating costs and would be a bnefit

1. Mr. John Crozier, Fleet Weather Central, Norfolk, Virginia.
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to the steamship company for commercial vessels or to the government for MSTS

ships. Therefore, the remainder of this section will evaluate the effect that more

accurate OSR would represent. As such, three estimates were required to be

made:

* the number of merchant and MSTS voyages applicable to OSR,

" the average operating costs of merchar4 and MSTS ships, and

* the level of OSR improvement that could be expected as a result
of '.proved environmental prediction.

The annual number of Atlantic and Pacific crossings made by the merchant

and MSTS fleets was estimated from two sources--the Maritime Administration

and U. S. Navy Fleet Weather Centrals. The Maritime Administration (Trade

Route Studies Department) retains detailed statistics regarding the number of

U.S. merchant ships traveling the essential trade routes if the world. The

total number of U. . merchant ships traveling these routes Is presented In

Table 13 for 1958 and 1965.

COMSTSINST 3140.24 requires that all MSTS and MSTS-chartered ships

utilize OSR.2 Therefore, the annual summaries compiled by FWC Norfolk and

FWC Alameda were assumed to represent total Atlantic and Pacific MSTS cross-

lnge, respectively. Table 14 presents these totals for 1959 through 1967 where

available.

1. The yea: 1958 was selected to depicc trade route d_ nslt at the time of
OSR incept ion: 1465 was used because it was the last year that i' RAD had de-
tailed stal3stktcs cn trade route densities. Further, some routes cannot use OSR,
With OP3AVINST 3140.498 and COMSTSINST 3140.2A as baselines for OSR quali-
ficatlon: ... the length of voyrge should be 1,500 miles ur more in unrestricted
Aaters to realize stgnificant f .Jflt"

2. Subject to the 1,500-nile limittion.



Table 13

MERCHANT SHIP TRADE ROUTE DENSITY

Trade Aj De tb
1roue or U.S. Coastal Area Foreign Area Density

Route Ba 1958 1965

1 -- Atlantic East Coa!t Sout'. A:.,erica 1 6 2
c  124 c

2 -- Atlantic West Co , st South America 2 3 3 c 1 6 7 c

4 -- Atlantic Caribbean 8 0 0 c 4 6 9 c

5 A North Atlantic United Kingdom/Continent 406 321

6 A North Atlantic Scandinavia/Baltic 111 83
7 A North Atlantic United Kingdom/Continent 261 337
0,' A North Atlantic United Kingdom /Continent 1710 391

9 A North Atlantic Ur~ite Kingdom/Continent 312 296
lu A North Atlantic Mediterranean/Black Sea 611 543
11 A South Atlantic Unit-d Kingdom/North Europe 81 69
12 A Atlantic 7ar East 337 270
13 P South Atlantic/Gulh Mediterranean/Black Sea 238 296
14 A Atlantic--Service 1 West Africa 47 51
14 A Gulf--Service 2 West Africa 34 54
15A A Atlantic South and East Africa 139 82
15B A Gulf South and East Africa 39 33
16 P Atlantic/Gulf Australia/New Zealand 42 i 19
17 P Atlantic/Gulf/Pacific incionesia/Malaysia 210 201
18 A A ,tiantlciGulf India/Persian Gulf/Red Sea 334 423
19 -- Gulf Caribbean/Eastern Mexico 43 4

c  25 0 c
20 -- Gulf East Coast South America 11 2c  

1 0 7C
21 A Gulf U!rted Kingdom/Continent 275 172
22 P Gulf Far East 188 I 164
23 Pacific Caribbean/Eastern Mexico 4 8ci 2 9 c

24 -- Pacific East Coast South America 5 2 cl 4 1 c

25 . Pacific Western Mexico/Central and
hSouth America 80 c' 1 8 3 c

26 A PtcAflc Western Europe 16 15
27 P Pacific Austraiia/New Zealand 51 34

28 P Pacific Southwest Asia/Red Sea/Aden 188 144
29 P. Pacific Far East 985 768
31 -- Gulf West Coast South kmerlca 127 c  

4 2 c1

32 -- Great Lakeg Western Europe 0 1 5 c

I 1 33 -- Great Lakes Caribbean 0 0

34 A Great Lakes MediterraneanRed Sea/India'
] ,Pakistan 0 34

a. 9v,',Ject to OSR in the Atlantic (A'i or Pacific (P). H . . -

b. I -!present sallings of ships over 1,000 gt engaging in ocean-going trade.
c. Due to 1,500 miles in unrestricted waters limitation, these routes are not

applicable to OSR.
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Table 14

MSTS OCEANIC CROSSINGS

Routings Provided
Ocean/OSR Facility ,, R Prvie

1959 1960 I1961 19612 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967

(FWCNORVA) 320 528 522 617 662 780 895 845 909

Pacific (FWCALA) 335 758 J 868 876 873 918 808 a a

a. Data unavailable.

By utilizing the data in Tables 13 and 14, the total number of voyages applicable

to OSR was estimated under the following assumptions:

0 The average number of historic transoceanic voyages was assumed
to remain relalvely constant on an annual basis. 1 Further, the
average breakdown of Atlantic and Pacific crossings in Table 14
was assumed to remain relatively constant. 2

* The average number of Atlantic and Pacific routings provided by

FWC for MSTS and MSTS-chartered ships was assumed to be
indicative of future MSTS-oriented transoceanic crossings.

* T*he sum of the rerchant average and the MSTS average was as-

sumed to represent the total number of voyages applicable to
OSR.

Thus, the approximate numbers of voyages applicable to OSR were 4,000 acrosg the

Atlantic (3,150 merchant and 850 MSTS) and 2,600 across the Pacific (1,800 merchanit

and 800 MSTS).

1. Mrs. K. Vantoon, Trade RL,,te Audles Department, MLAPAD, stated that
"the majority of transoceanic voyages are rn on a scheduled basis year after
year--much the same as the airlines." Analysis of 1965 trade route data resulted
in 92 percent of transoceanic voyages being scheduled--the remaining 8 percent
were of an unsched(uled nature.

2. Comparison of the Atlantic and Pacific voyages listed in Table 13 did not
yield a qignificant difference--Atlantic: 3,124 (1957) versus 3,190 (1965; PacifP,-:
2,002 (1957) versus 1,600 (19651. 7-e apparent difference in Pacific crossings is
a result of the Vietnam War. fitps making a voyage under MSTS charter would not
be included in the 1967 total. They would be accounted for in the MSTS estimate,
however.
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III
I

To estimate the average operating cost of a merchant or MSTS ship, MSTS

Report 3110-3, Summary of Chartered Ships, was used. This report containsper

dierm -ates (as of September 1, 1969) on 20S ships that are available to MSTS for

charter. Assuming the listed per dtem rates to be representative of operating

costs, the average daily operating cost of merchant or MSTS-oriented ships is

approximately $4,500--or $190 per hour.

Two viewpoints were obtained in an attempt to assess the magnitude of OSR

improvement that coula be expected from improved environmental prediction--

that of the user (I. e., the steamship companies) and that of OSR personnel.

As a result of the previously referenced survey of large U. S. -controlled

shipping companies in New York and New Orleans, 10 of 30 companies acknow-

ledged the use of OSR. These 10 companies were asked to estimate the additional

t!me that could be saved per Atlantic or Pacific crossing should the data input to

the ship routers be improved. Three examples, typifying the replies, are pre-

sented below:

* OSR is extremely accurate now. Improved environmental pre-
diction would have only a marginal effect on reduction of transit
time." (Mr. Joseph Winer, American President Lines, Inc.)

* "Environmental prediction Is far from being a science. VN-thing
additional learned about the environment will, of course, benefit

everyone. However, how much ship routers will bene.it is not
certain. " (Captain 'hite, Isthmain Lines, Inc.)

* "Appreciably' 'The more inputs, the better the sorvice. The
North Atlantic Inputs are extremely good due to the quantity of
ships reporting Immediate conditinns. Thc South Atlantic,
Pacific, and Indian Oceans, however, do not renefit from this

quantity of reports. In SummarY, the more condition repo)rts
that are generated, the less ship rcuters are repured o
interpolate. " (Mr. Robert Kron, M'anagement and Shipping
Transport, Inc.)

The assessmeits of OSR imnprovement by the ship routers were more tangible

although none of the sources re,;porNled in \> e same manner. The various asqess-

ments are presented below:
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* tUtiliziing all presertly available data, about 1 route in 10 to 12
needs somne mnodification." (Milen Weqther Corp., This is
ALWEX)

* "Reccnt 'iimdsight analyses have yielded accuracy as high as
95 percent when recommended routes were compared to his-
toric optinmnm routes and allowing a 1-degree deviation.
Practically speaking, however, OSR is probably 85-percent
iccurate now and will never improve much above 92 as ap-
proximately 8 percent of the environment mrust be considered
purely random. 11(Mr. William Kaclak, President, Weather
Routing, Inc.)

* Fleet Weather -..rals report the percentage of "troutes com-
pleted without LAgnificant encounter with adverse weather" to
be 7! percent in the Atlantic and 84 percent in the Pacific.
(Fleet Weatier Central annual summnaries, 1959 through 1967)

Thus the total rec .verable copts resulting from improved environmental prediction

were estimated to be an additional 15 percent in the Atlan'tic and 10 percent in tae

Pacific. I herefore, equating time savings with OSR improvement, operating aosts,

and transoceanic voyages yielded the following equation:

T OR C[h(N a (H a)(Ah a + (N 1)H f h P

wihere

total recoverable costs attributable to optimum ship
rouingin rnsi tie ave 9- aresult of improved

environmental prediction;,

C $190 = cost per hour to operate a ship;
h

N q' N - 4,000, 2,600 = respective number of tr' nfs-Atl anti,
and tranis-Pacific voyages subject to C-SR;

Ha H 12.4, 23.4 - respective number of hours currently
saved on trans-Atlantic and trans-Pacific voyages
bv utilizing 08W, and

Ah .1h 0.15, 0.10 = retmectlve percentage of addi~'onal tiyme
a ~ that could potentially be saved on trans-Atlantic and

trans-Pacific crossings wiLn an improvement in en-
vironinental preeii qon.



Exercising the preceding equation yields a total recoverable cost benefit of

approximately $2.7 million per year. This estA'nate is assumed to be valid for

the future as well because the future U, S. merchant fleet will be newer and faster

(assuming present fleet revitalizatir efforts will be realized). Therefore, po-

tentially higher operating expenses will be offset by more rapid transit time.

PREVENTING VESSEL DAMAGE AND LOSS

The study analyzed a - estimated the 3conomic value of damages and losses

attributed to adverse weather for each of the following categories:

* merchant fleet,

* government fleet,

* small boats, and

* barge and towing.

Merchant Fleet

The merchant fleet, for the purpose of this study, includes those commercial

ships chartered to MSTS as well as the basic merchant fiet. The analysis of

total recoverable losses In the mie (;,ant fleet was made under two assumptions:

* The losses in the MSTS-chartered fleet are analogous to those
In the basic merchant fleet.

s With prior knowledge of adverse weather conditions (winds and
associated wave heights), ships can frequently avoid heavy sea
damage--the pounding that results in structural damage or
breakup.

Under these assumptions, the total recoverable loss was estimated by summnL6

the cost to repair those ships damaged by heavy weather and the cost to replace

those ships lost due to heavy weather.

1. The basic merchant fleet includes U.S. flag ships as well as U. S. -controlled
ships under a fr-eign flag. ESSO's entire tanker fleet, for example, sails under a
foreign flag.
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Damage

* In general, the analysis of heavy weather damage resulted in two assessments--

one qualitative and one quantitative. The qualitative assessment was derJved from

* questioning several steamoship ccmpanies now using OSR (10 out of -10 companies

queried). Each company was requested to quantify the reduct'ion in th~ir annual

expenditures for maintenance and repafr due to heavy weather since using OSR.

However, the companies -ere either unable or unwilling to give up this informa-

tion. They did, however, ma~ce qupll'ative a"se8&n71ents of one of the following

three statement types:

* heavy weather d.-mage has been reduced to almost rcthing;

* heavy weather damage has been redLCed somewhat; or

* have not used OSR long enough to adcquately asseits any

reduction in heavy weather damage.

The quantitative assessment of str-uctural damage reduction came from analyzinig

the .,esults of a study performed b~y the United States Salyage Assoclatio.i in 1.957,

and Comparig the study results to recent (1967 and 1968) heavy weather ine-uraiice

claims provided by the American Hull Insurapce Sy1 .dicate.

In 1957, th~e United States Salvage Assciiation completed a comprehensive

study of marine a: cide-ti tu, conventionally powered (i. e. , non-n~uclear) merchant

ships of 5,000 tons diplacement oc over for the yeairs 1953 Ihrougb 1956. The

purpose of the s"uy was to delineate the accident causation factors and to quantify

the extent of damage sustained by the ships. The portion of the study that analyzed

heavy weather damage concluded--, given a ship is damnaged by heavy weather, the

average cost of repair ranges from $32,000 to $53,000.

1. *rhe variance in repair cost is correlated with the hull configuration and
rated speed of the ships analyze,!. For example, a C-2 cargo ship would fall into
the $32,000 category and the newer, faster (at tha time) Challenger-class cargo
ship would be in the $53,000 category.
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The American Hull Insurance Svnaicate is the largest underwriter of American

hulls--55 shipping companies encoi.passing 900 large ships (no pleasure craft).

During the years 1967 and 1968 an average of 270 ships sustained some degree of

heavy weather damage, ,'esulting in claims totaling approximately $1.' million.

D3ased on the preceding data, those ships damaged by heavy weather filed an

average claim of approximately $6,000.

Since the earlier statistics were generated before, a1d the iater ones after,

the initiation of optimum ship routing, it is not unreasonable to credit USR for the

impressive reduction. A great deal of the potential heavy weather damage has

already been eliminatea. Ht-vever, using the data provided by the American Hull

Insurance Syndicate and the total number of ships now in the U. S. merchant fleet

(approximately 1,300), the total recoverable losses applicable to weather-damaged

vessels was as follows: 2

MD md md) m

where
TMD = total annual value of damage to the merchant fleet,

Cm, = $6,000 = average cost per incident of those merchant ships
experiencing heavy weathev' damage,

Dmd = 30 percent = estimated percentage of merchant ships ex-
periencing heavy weather damage per year, and

N = 1,300 = total number of ships in the merchant fleet.
m

1. These ships trqvel the major trade routes of the world. Therefore, the
data provided by the American Hull Insurance Syndicate were assumed to be rep-
resgntative of the U. S. merchant fleet.

2. As of June 30, 1.69, the Maritime Administration (Division of Ships
Statistics) accounted for 963 U. S. flk vessels. Mr. Schumacher, Deputy Man-
ager of the American Hull insurance Syndicate, estimates that of the 900 U. S.
hulls insured by AHIS, approximately 75 percent are U. S. flag vessels. This
75-peraent factor was applied to the MARAD figure to derive the 1,300 ships in
the U. S. merchant fleet.
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Exercising the equation yields a recoverable cost, TMD of approximately

$2.3 million per year.

Loss

The estimation of annual ship losses due to adverse weather conditions was

accomplished in a similar manner. The sources of data were the Liverpool

Underwriters Association, the U.S. Navy Salvage Office, and the U.S. Maritime

Administration.

The Liverpool Underwriters Association publishes an annual report, by

nationality, summarizing partial and total losses for all merchant ships of 500 gt

and above. These losses are also stratified by the nature of casualty--i. e.,

weather damage, strandings, collisions, fires, and explosions. Of the two loss

categories and the rne casualt stratifications reported by the Liverpool Under-

writers Association, only the tciP loss catego, and the weather damage and

stranding stratifications were considered relevant to estimating the total U. S.

merchant fleet losses due to heavy weather. This conclusion was drawn for the

following reasons:

* Partial losses due to he'avy weat',er were considered analogous
to the structural damage estii ,ate in the preceding section.

* There is no indication t,,'h, "T, S. merchant fleet has lost a
ship from foundering, cvullison, or fire , i a result of adverse
wenther since 1950.1

From 1960 through 1968, the Liverpool Underwriters Association reported

an average annua: loss of 4.8 U. S. merchant ships by all causes. To estimate

the portion of these total losses attributed to adverse weather, the following

factors were developed:

1. A recent cost-benefit study (June 1969) performed by RMC for the Super-
visor of Salage, U.S. Navy, has shown that of 310 noncombat zone salvage opera-
tions (approximately 50 percent were non-Navy ships) logged by the U. S. Navy
from 1959 through 1968, there were no total losses of U.S. merchant ships from
sinking, collisions, or fire as a resu'.t of adverse weather.
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the worldwide heavy weather losses, expressed as a percentage
of total worldwide losses, has averaged approximately 4 percent;
and

* the portiou of stranding losses attributed to weather--again ex-
pressed as a percentage of total worldwide losses--has averaged
approximately 22 percert,

Table 15 enumerates the data base from which the preceding factors were derived.

Table 15

WORLDWIDE SHIP LOSSESa

(vessels of 500 gt and over)

Weather Losses Stranding Losses
Year Total Percent Weather- Perc,"' t

Losses Number Nubeross ub of Total Relatedb of Total

1960 114 2 i.8 1 31 26.2

19 61 78 0 0.0 32 16 20.5

1962 124 4 3.2 68 34 27.4

1963 148 1 0.7 71 36 24.3

1964 117 6 2.0 47 24 20.5

1965 154 8 5.2 69 35 21.4

1966 159 14 9.1 52 26 16.3

1967 163 8 4.9 64 32 19.6

1968 157 15 9.6 61 31 19.7

a. As reported by the Liverpool Underwriters Association.

b. Based on the study results of salvage incidents involving the Supervisor of
Salvage, U. S. Navy; approximately 50 percent of ship losses due to stranding
are weather-related (see RMC Report UR-076, Cost-Benefit Analysis of U. S.

Na Salvae Operations [June 19691),

Assessing the value of a lost merchant ship depends on a number oi parameters

such as ship type (i. e., cargo or tanker), size, speed, and age. The Ship Valua-

tion Committee of the Maritime Administration maintains information on the
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1

market values of approximately 500 merchant ships. In their assessment of

ship value, the Ship Valuation Committee considers the ship characteristics noted

above and the nature of the domestic open market for ships. Using this informa-

tion, the average value of 500 ships in the U. S. merchant fleet was found to be

$2.4 million, with values ranging from $1MO,000 for a Wor'l War II victory ship

to $16 million for the S Manhattan (prior to the recent icebreaker conversion).

For the purpose of estimating the value of a merchant ship lost due to heavy

weather, $2.4 million was used.

Therefore, the total recovcrable costs with respect to merchant vessels lost

in heavy weather is the multiplicative sum of the preceding estimates, as follows:

TML = (Cml)(Wml - Sml)(N Ml

where

TML = total annual value of losses to the merchant fleet,

C 1  = $2.4 million 7 average worth of a merchant ship,

Wml = 4 percent = estimated percentage of ship losses explicitly
due to heavy weather,

S m = 22 percent = estimated percentage of stranding losses at-
tributed to adverse weather, and

N = 4.8 = average number of merchant ships lost annually due
to all causes.

Exercising the preceding equation yields a total recoverable value, TML, of

approximately $3.0 million per year.

The estimates of weather-related damages and/or losses to the U.S. norchant

fleet total approximately $5.3 million per year. This estimate is believed rea-

sonable for present and future time frames for two reasons:

1. "Values for War Risk Insurance," Federal Register, General Order 82,
Title 46, Chapter II, Subchapter G, Part 309.
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* As the average age of the present U. S. merchant fleet continues to
increase (now 23 years), the fleet will become less tolerant of ad-
verse weather. 1

* The present Administration has proposed a plan to revitalize "he
U. S. merchant fleet. Should this plan be raalized, the fleet toler-
ance will increase. However, a loss involving a new ship will be
more noticeable from an economic point of view

Although the percentage of ships lost due to heavy weather (Wml), the percentage

of ship strandings attributed to adverse weatLer (Sml), and the. number of mer, _nt

ships lost annually (N ml) should decrease, the average worth of a merchant ship (Cml

will increase. These factors will thus offset one another.

Government Fleets

Assessment of recoverable costs applicable to the U. S. govermient fleet was

accomplished by analyzing the heavy weather damage aid/or loss experienced by

the U. S. Navy/MSTS complex. This approach was taken since other government

fleets are more or less special-duty-oriented and, in te,-ms of fleet siLe, repre-

sent a minority. For example:

Much of the heavy weather damage experienced by U. S. Coast
Guard ships cannot be avoided due to operational requirements
(i.e., search and rescue, icebreaking, salvage assistance, etc.). 2

* The U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey ships are primarily desig-
nated for oceanographic/hydrographic research and/or recon-
naissanee. The various phenomena to be studied are normally
well defined and, at times, dictated by the environment (e.g.,
the examination and recharting of Alaskan waterways after the
earthquake in 1964) 3

1. Government Executive (August 1969).

2. Cdr David Kaetzel, Chief of Maintenance Branch, U.S. Coast Guard.

3. Assistance and Recoverylin Alaska: 1964, published by the U.S. De-
partment of Commerce under the joint authorship of ESSA and U'GS (March
1965).
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The evaluation concentrated, therefore, on heavy weather damage and ship

losses that may be expected for U.S. Navy military manned ships and M0TS

vessels. The records of heavy weather damage do not say whether it occurred

at sea or in port. Probably some did occur in port and, because of the mission's

military urgency, could not have been avoided. To the degree that this may have

been so, the estimate of potential recoverable lossee 4- inflated, but the amount

should be small. Most of the damage takes place in storms on the high seas;

with forewarning safer routes can be chosen so that losses will be reduced.

Data were gathered from Fleet Weather Central Norfolk, MSTS Atlantic, and

the U.S. Navy Salvage Office.

Fleet Weather Central, Norfclk, Virginia (FWCNORVA), and their Pacific

coast counterpart, Fleet Weather Central, Ajameda, California (FWCALA) pro-

vide optimum ship routing for all U. S. Navy and/or MSTS vessels making voyages

of 1,500 miles or more in unres+ricted waters. From 1959 until 1967, these ship

routing facilities tabulated the annual nfimber of routings provlded to U. S. Navy

_nd/or MSTS ships, as presented in Table 16.

During FY 1968 and FY 1969, the total cost to repair heavy weather c!amage

experienced by the MSTSLANT cargo ships averaged approxiraately *60.000.1

Therefore, applying this cost to repair average to the Pvecage number of MSTS

cargo ship routings made annually by FWCNORVA resulted in a heavy weather

damage cost estimate of approximate'* $220 per routing per ship. The preceding

estimate was applied to all U.S. Navy MSTS routings under the following

as sumptions:

* the routing service provided by FWCALA was assumed to be
identical to that of FWCNORVA; anid

the routing service rerdered to MSTSLANT cargo ships was
assumed to be representative of that s-,rvlce rendered to all
U.S. Navy MSTS ships.

1. LCdr M. E. Rug4iero, Assistant to the Engineeriag Officer, Maintenance
and Repair, MSTSLANT.
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Therefore, the total cstimated heavy weather damage experienced anually by

the government fleets, T was estimated as follows:

TGD = (Cr)(N mp +N me +Nmt +3Nn)

where

C = $220 = average annual cost to repair heavy weather damage
r per routing per ship,

N = 335 = average number of MSTS passenger ships routed permp year,

N = 518 = average number of MSTS cargo ships routed per year,mc
Nmt 133 = average number of MSTS tankers routed per year, and

N = 474 = average number of U. S. Navy rodtings provided pern
yeai.

Exercising the preceding equation -yielded an annual ecoverable cost of approximately

$530,000, This relatively low figure again emphasizes the impact that optimum ship

routi has had since incept!-n.

The evaluation of ai,,,. government fleet losses was accomp lished by analyzing

the records retained at the U.S. Navy Salvage Office under the following three
1

assumptions:

* the incident was correlated with adverse weather;

* the incident occurred after 1959 (1. e., after the inception of
OSR); Lnd

• the incident occurred outside a combat zone.

Based on the preceding assumptions, only four U.S. Navy ships and no MSTS ships

-uffered total lossed, none of which resulted from an OSR misjudgment. These

losses are presented in Table 17.

1. The terms governing this study did _ ot include environmental effects on
combat-type vessels. ,,-. k,"r, available data lnciudeu combat vessels, thus
providing another check on the magnti~de of potential benefits.
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Table 17

at GOVERNMENT SHIP LOSSES DUE TO ADVERSE WEATHER

Year Ship Lost ILoss Location Cause

1961 USS Baiwin (EX DD-624) New York While under +--', a storm
caused th , tow ship to drift
and the Baiwin grounded.

1963 USS Grouse tEX MSC0-15)j Cape Ann, The Grou.se grounded and
Massachusetts 'inclement weather pre-

vented successful salvage
operations.

1966 USS Johnson (EX DE-583) San P[rancisco The John-on was drh en
aground after tow line
parted during ai storm.

-1968 TJSS Blache (EX DI}-470) Rhodes, 50 knot winds and ittending
Greecf, seas caused an&~or to

drag. The Bache was
driven aground, breaking
(in rocks.

a. Source: U. S. Navy Salvage Office.



In view of the casualty frequency, the average annual loss due L adverse

weather was assumed to remain constant through 1985. T.c quantily Lih.5 loss

average, the value of the ships loEt was estimated to be $23.2 millio,. for de-

stroyers and $1.2 million for mine r- ft. Therefore, the total annual loss

experienced by the government Ficet, T was estimated as follows:
GL'

GL YNltgi

P~re

N ='nmber of type i government ships lost due tc adverse
gli weather (for this p'-rticular study 1 1 C . royers

and i =2 =mine craft);

Cg cost to the goverrnent to lose a ship of type i; ai~d

Y =10 =number oi years from which dat.a1 were analyzed

Exercising the preceding equation vielded a poten~.iall loss of approximately

$7.1 million per y'ear.

Consequently, thf, -tal economic loss applicable to the government flf-et,

TC is the sum of heavy weather damage, TcD and heavy weather losses,

TGL This sun1' is estimiated lo be approximately ' .6 million per Nenir.

1. Resource Management Corporation, Cost-Benefit Analysis of 1. S. Navy'
Saivcge w7peratons, RMC Report UR-076 (19639), estimates that the average cost
to replace lost destroyers or mine craft is $46.4 million and. $2.1 maillion, re-

ipectivelN. Hov~ever, the salvage value of a military ship is approximiately
50 perccat. Correspondingly., th,- loss value to the government was assumed
to >e 50 percent of the neplacement cosi.
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Small Boats

The estimation of total recoverable losses applicable to small boats was pe'-

formed in two parts-- Aeasure craft and commercial craft under 500 gt (i. e., tugs,

passenger ferries, fishing boats, and harbor service craft).

Pleasure Craft

Pleasure craft losses were estimated by analyzing accident data compileu by

the U.S. Coast Gul-d and qualitative assessments provided by small craft under-

writers. The U. S. Coast Guard publication, oating. Statistics kReport CG-357),

summarizes annually the number, causes, and value of pleasure craft accidents

that resulted in loss of life, personal injury incapacitating any person for more

than 72 hours, and propert-- iiage in excess of $100. in this section only the

damage criterion will be anai-;zed. The total recoverable losses applicalble to

pleasure craft were estimated using the property damage values presented in the

1967 and 1968 editions of Boating Statistics and the following -issumptions:

* the a.'erage dollar cost of to,,a! boating accidents during 1967 and
1968 was assumed to be representative--approximately $6.18 million;

a the total cost of future boating accidents will increase in direct pro-
portion to the historic growth rate of registered boats--approximately
4.5 pt-cent per year from 1963 to 1968; and

* the percentage of future boating accidents attributed to adverse wea-
ther conditions will remain the same as the 1967 to 1D'68 average:
approximately 6.2 percent.

9 Boatig Statistics accounts for 80 percent of all pleasure craft acci-
dents. (LCDR Harold B. Summey, Chief of the Accident Review and
Statistics Branch, USCG, attributes this high percentage to a national
newspaper clipping service that forwards boating accident articles to
the U.S. Coast Guard Headqarters. If an investigation of the accident
has not been recorded, the Coast Guard district is notified, an accident
investigation is made, and a report filed.)
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Based on the preceding assumptions, the total recoverable pleasure craft loss was

fc'rmuilated as follows:

T 1 + (G)

where

T ztotal recoverable losses among pleasure craft In year n ,

D PC=$6.18 million = present value of tntal damage to pleasure craft,

W = 6.2 percent percent of damage attribtuted to adverse weather
conditions,

R =80 percent =percent of pleasure craft acei-lents accounted for,

G = 4.5 percent annual growth rate of registeired boats, and

V number of years between 1968 and year t

Thus, in 1985 the otal recoverable losses applicable to pleasure craft is

estimated at approximately $1.0 million. This relatively small sum is substantiated

by small boat underwriters who regard the insuring of pleasure craft as a "necessaiy

evil and feel that damage could be greatly reducd if the general. 'public would heed

present weither warningb.

1. Mx~ermml~s Fund American insumrance Company staL-es that only one, half of
one percent of 1their total hustuess contends with pleasure craft underwriting and
they pay out L -ss tharn $25 2ious and in claims each year (due to all causes).

2. Exemplifying t~is po int Is a repo rt prepared by the U. S. Coast Guard Marin-
Board cf Investigtion following the Lake Michigan squalls oil September 23, 1967.

On Lh' j inorin kf Sember 23, 1967, smna-l craft warnings were posted and an
advisory bulletin stated that fishing, boats under 18 feet In length were not considered
safe on the exposed waters of Lakces Michigan and 'Supeior. Of the 16 boats reported
with substantial damage or loss, 15 were less than 18 feet in length.
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Commercial Craft

The U. S. Coast Guard (Office of Merchant Marine Safety) publishes the Pro-

Redings of the Merchant Marine Council (Report CG-129), which summarizes the

annual casualties to U. S. merchant vessels according to the nature of the casualty

(i. e. , collision. explosion, grounding, etc.) under thr6e different clsiitos

0 primary cause (storm, personrnel error, equipment faillure, etc.) .

* number of damaged vessels cla ssified by gross tonnage, and

* number of vessels totalIly lost,

To isolate the amount of damage and the loszes 2pplicaule to comynercla"

vessels under 500 gi; required integratirr- Lhe three natrices, undel the followiug

assumptions:

0 Env iroo mental conditions were assum%,d tto encompn.-ss the 'Istornis-
adverse wentlwrl anad "unusual currents" categories li.s ted under
priary c.ause.

A, For the purpOse of quantifyig the aiinuiil d]Ianage inflieted on smnall
conmvnlr -Ial :raft by adverse weather--the percentage of 500 gt

Irlssk vesseis in the "gross tonnage-versus -nature of casitaity"
ixuatrix was assumad to be directly proportion'al to the uumber of
woather damage Incidentts tn the "prin-iary cause-versu,.-nabare of
c2aualty"* matrix.

* For the purpose of eslmatlr- the annual losses of small nonmmercial
craft due to sdverse weather-- (a) the percentage of vesselo under
500 &I~ totally lost in the 'vessels totall-y lost-v ersus -nature of
casualty" matrix was assumed to be in direct proportion to the nuni-
Ler of vessels under 500 gt damaged in the "gross tonnage-versus-
nature of casualty" matrix; (b) tI_ percentage of casualties resulting

1. 7b'r example, in 1967, 336 vessels of various gross topnages grounded
with damage. Of the 336, 189--or approximately 56 percent--were vessels of
500 gt or under. This percentage was then appliee to the 41 incidents caused by
8torms or unusual currents that resulted in grounding with damage, thus yielding
23 vessels under 500 gt grounded with damage. This methodology was similarly
applied to each of the 17 "nature of casualty categories;' involving damage inflicted
by storms or unusual currents.
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from storms and unusual currents was derived by using the "pr ,
cause-versus-nature of casualty" matrix; (c) the number of vessels
under 500 gt lost by all causes (a) was then multiplied 1y the per-
centage of casualties involving adverse weather (b). I

The results were averaged to estimate the total number of small commerciad craft
2

anticipated to be damaged and lost in future years. This exercise yielded an average

annual casualty rate of 175 small craft damaged and 25 small craft lost due to adverse

weather. To evaluate these casualties, the following estimates were made:

2 ja e: no specific data source was located to assess the average
cost to repair small commercial craft damaged by heavy weather.
Therefore, the average repair cost was estimated to lbe the same as
that to repair a large merchant ship--$6,000.3 This assumption was
based on a smaller vessel, although not norrnaily subject to mid-ocean
environment, being vulnerable to a lower level of unfavorable environ-
mental conditions than a large merchant ship.

_ Loss: the Ship Valuation Committee of the Maritime Administration
evaluates the market value of craft as well as that of large
merchant ships. The average value of the small vessels contained
in this source is $117,000.

1. As an example, in 1967, 225 vessels of various gross tonnages foundered,
capsized, or flooded. Of the 255, 207--or appro: "mately 81 percent--were vessels
of 500 gt or under. This percentage was then applied to the 94 vessels totally lost
by foundering, capsizing, or flooding, thus yielding 76 small vessels lost by the
referenced natures. Of the total number of foundering, capsizing, or flooding
incidents (255), 26--or 10.4 percent-- were due to storms or unusual currents.
Tn.us, 10.4 percent of 76 small vessel losses (approximately 7.9 vessels) were
attributed to adverse weather. This proZedure was applied to each of the 17
":.atur of casualty categories" to quantify the small craft "weather losses."

2. The 1967 and 1968 casualty data were averaged to depict an Intermediate
level of environmental magnitude. 1967, largely due to the extensive damage in-
flicted by Hurricane Betsy on the Gulf Coasi, was a severe year with respect to
weather related damage. 1968, in comparison, was mild. For example, storms
or unusual cui..ents accounted for 36 small craft losses in 1967, compared with
14 similar losses in 1968.

3. The American Hull Insurance Syndicate. For the development of this value,
refer to the Merchant Fleet section of this report.
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Therefore, as a result of the preceding analysis, the total economic loss

applicable to small commercial craft, Tcc was formulated as fcllows:

CC (Ncd)(Ccr) + (Nl)(Cc)

where

N d = 175 = number of small commercial craft estimated to be damaged
per year due to adverse weather conditions,

C = $6,000 = cos'& to repair heavy weather damage to small craft,
ed

N = 25 = number of small commercial craft estimated to be lost
annual- Jue to adverse environmental conditions, and

C 1 = $117,000 = average value oi small craft.

The preceding equation yielded a total recoverable cost applicable to small

commernial craft of approximately $3.9 million.

Therefore, by sammarizing the pleasure craft ,nd commercial craft results,

a total recoverable cost of approximately $4.9 million per year is estimated for

small boats.

Although environmental forecasting will undoubtedly become more accurate

between now and 1985, the estimate of $4.9 million i, assumed to be relevant to

the 1985 timeframe. This assumption considers the present state of the forecasting

art and the recent havoc left by Hurricane Camille in September (of which no data

were available for this study). The damages and losses due to Camille itself will

more than likely exceed the small boat estimate presented here.

Barge and Towing

The total losses pertinent to the barge and towing aspects of marine trans-

portation were estimated in two parts-- inland oriented and ocean oriented. 1

1. This section considers only the towed portion of barge and towing. Weather

damage to tugs and towboats was estimated in the Small Boat section of this study.
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Irland

In general, the contacted companies state that present weather prediction is
2

more than adequate for inland waterways. They also stated that although adverse

weather conditions cause underway delays, these conditions have rarely, if ever,

caused severe damage or loss to tugs or tows. With respect to river traffic

(versus intercoastal waterways), weather forecasts and river stage foricasts3

are used to estimate arrivals; departures, however, are never rescheduled on

the basis of either forecast. The reasoning behind this never-sthp philosophy is

that a tug windbound in port is not making money while an underway barge-train,~4
although temporarily weather-bound, is.

Adverse weather -countered on the relatively narrow intercoastal waterways

(124 feet wide) is circumvented by towing empty barges along the leeward side of

the waterway and the loaded barges along the windward side. In the presence of

a storm the loaded barges are virtually unaffected, due to the stability induced by

the cargo, and the empty barges, if affected, are bou-iced against the shore and

not blown inte oncoming traffic. Thus, as was the case with river towing, nono

of the companies contacted could recall losing or sever.iy damaging a towboat

or barge.

Based on our replies from the barge and towing companies, the economic

losses were considered negligible and no further attempt was made w) quantify

this particular sector of marine transportation.
1.

1. Inland wa3 defined as including tows on the major tributaries and intand
waterways.

2. Ingram Barge Company and Chotin Company (New Orleans); Crowly Launch
and Tugboat Company (San Francisco); and PIdget Sound Tug and D rge Company
(Seattle).

3. A river stage ^)recast predicts the rise or fall along a river for a five-day
period. This forecast is used to determine the optimum barge load (i. e., maximum
draft allowable) as well as estimating transit time.

4. In the cpinion oi Mr. Verner (Ingram Barge Company) and Mr. Leche
(Chotin Company), only under dire circumrstances will a towboat tie-up along a
river to ride out a storm. This is because river fog-rain-or-snow sto.-ms are
usually of short duration. Howevar, maintenance costs would :)robably be reduced
by rescieduling towing operations in the face of an adverse en, ronment. althougn
corresponding reductions in revenue would rapidly pass a point . mbalance.
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Ocean

Total recoverable losses applicable to ocean-oriented barging or towing were
2

assessed as the sum of three components: ocean barging, oil rigs, and dre g~ng2

Ocean Bargkg. The quantitative evaluation of adverse weather effects on ocean

barging operations was made by averaging detrimental weather factcrs provided by

three large ocean towing ccmpanies representative of the industry: Foss Launch and

Tug Compmy (Seattle); Gulf Mississippi Marine Corporation (Nw Orleans); and

Moran Towing and Transport Company (New York',

These companies indicated that littl att tic % is Ijv_, ) the quality of environ-

mentai predictions now received (or to the possit lit3 of realizing benefits from

improved prediction), since ocean tows rarely confront heavy weather without

forewarning. In essence, the companies were satisfied with the lead time and

reliability of present forecasting. 3 An exception to this general obsen-tion is

in the Arctic regions, where predictions are notoriously unre'lable: predictions

of ice movements and ice cover are poor and barges are often trapped and dam -ged

without warning.

Quantitative estimates of heavy weather damage 0lr loss to oceanic barges w re

not made by the representative companies since these casualities have not occurred

often enough to justify detailed statistics However, as iost ocean tows are per-

formed on aper diem basis, estimates oi incremental costs due to environmental

1. Research for this portion of the study was performed by Ocean Science
and Engineering, Inc., under subcontract to RMC; ocean was defined as including
coastal and transoceanic towing operations.

2. Only the transportation aspect of these operations was considered (i. e.,
while an oil rig or dredge is under tow to an offshore site).

3. For short-term castal barging (two to three days) present prediction is
satisfactory. However, for long-term transoceanic barging (average 25 days)
prese- urediction of stormb and storm movements is not sufficient to effectively
plan to -, prior to departure.
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delays were available. These delays were estimated tv be approximately 3 percent

and encompassed time lost putting to sea and time lost durin. transit.

The number of trips b ocean-goln oarges was estimated to be about 1,006 per

year , d thL average duration of an ocean barge trip is 25 days at a cost of $1,000

per day. The trip duration e, imate of 25 days (based on an average underway

speed of 8 kts) could be reduced to about 10 days should the now proposed ea-

going barge-train become a reality (speed estimated to be 22 kts). 2 Should this

approach prcvi feasible, the effects of adverse weather on ocean barging would

t, reduced. Assurming that future ocean barging will be influenced by the barge-

train concept, the followii.- adjustmerts wlere made:

* Pr sent operationai delays will be reduced from 3 percent to an
esimated 1 percent.

* The ni.nber of barge trips will initially decline JIte to the 10 barge
capacity of the proposed barge-train. However, after the initial
decline the 1,000 trips per year will be rc-established by 1985 due
to mounting requirements.

* The avcrage barge trip duration, as previously stated, will Oe

appror<:'nately 10 days.

* The -,,erage per die-q cost will increase tro-M -he iresent level
.f $.,000 to an est tiated $3,000. 'This estimate considers the
present barge per diem (i. e., $1,000) and present merchant
ship operating costs (approximately $4,500 per day). .

Foriaulating tho preceding estimates, the pot2nti.: average annual cost in 1985 for

perational d(dlays ns a result of adverse weatf, ,r, rOD' was estimated as follows:

TOD = (Nt)(Nd)(Cpd(Pod'

1. e tlbreshhold of operational delay is a wind ex. ,eedinr a Beaufort force 6
or 7 (2.2 to 23 i-ts) or prediction of a storm within -4 h-urs of schedule& ,eparture.

2. As reported in "Oceamgoing Barges Set for Tryoct," The Washlr 1 ton Post
(August 25, ]969), the Straddler Ship Company expects to comn'ence prototype
construction of a 128,000 ton catamaran capable of straddling 1 12,000-ton barges
f(,r transoceanic use. The Straddler will be capable of transorting any kind of
crgo -wet bulk, dry bulk, general, or containerized.

See the Reducing Transit Time section of this chapter.
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where

N = 1,000 =number u ocean-going barge trips per year,

Nd  = 10 = average n 'mber of days per ocean barge trip,
dICp= $3,000 = average er dimcost per barge trip, and

P od = 1percent = amount of trip tin, spent in dc-lays.

Exercising the preceding equation yields t total recoverable cost of $0.3 1 ili'n

per year.

Oil Rigs. Here, only the tow a ig to an offshore site was onsilerea. Oil
rig losses due to adverse weather ,lf cierating on station or u-)n cons+rMc, -nI or implantation of the oil rig on station - ,re not considered.

Offshore rigs are particularly susceptible to environmental conditions de to
their inherent instability while under tow. Also, oil rigs can only be towd at
speeds up to 4 kts, thus subjecting the rig to any environmental chang.s f 7 some

Itime. Therefore, as oil production proceeds farther offshore' ano irK. different
environments, long-range forecasts will become increasingly irnportw The

following assessments exemplify this point:

* The Gulf of Mexico currently offers the most accurate eiviroi. nent l
forecasts of the several areas in which extensive oil drilling onera
tions take place. 2 However, even in the Gulf, these feec:'sts rebecoming marginal for predicting optimum tow- Ag times 0lie to
operations farther out on 'he Continental Shelf. 3

1. Mr. W. A. Boudreaux, Transportation Section, Oft:,hore Division, Shelt
Oil Company.

2. Mr. Carl LeBoeuf, Marine Superintendent of the (4ulf Mississippi Marine
Corporation, estimates the acciracy of forecasting storms in the Gulf to be about
Q percent for a 24-hour period. Mr. LeBoeuf attributes this level of accurflcY to
"the ring of land encompassing the Gulf and to in-situ renorts from each offshore
rig, constructim site, tug, etc., operating in the Gulf.

3. Mr. D. G. Russell, Production Manager, -hell 0;' Comipny, estinated that"substantial drilling will be conducted to the 1,000 ft water depth and some beyond
prior to 1985.
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Oil and hydrocarbon discoveries made recently by the join' Ocean-
ographic Institution Deep Earth Sampling (JOIDES) expendition by
the Glomar Challenger in tLi cepths of the Gulf, Atiantic, and
Pacific indicate that by the 180's oil rlgs may be operating up
to 1,000 miles offshore. Rigs for use in deep ocean, however, 2
will require special design to withstand the oceanic environment.

-_The continuing oil expioration of Alaska has already presented an
environmental prediction problem. Lead time predictions in the
Pacific Northwest -re very poor and even a 12-hour prediction is
marginal. 3

Although much of the present and past damages and/or losses experienced by

oil rigs has been attributable to adverse weather, the majority of these casualities

while under tow are due to factors other than weather. 4

The evaluation of recoverable costs applicable to oil rig towing was expressied

as the sum of the following two estimates:

* damage and/or loss of oil rigs while under tow due to adverse weather,

* delays in oil rig transport due to adverse conditions or false predictions.

To estimate the damages, founderings, and losses of rigs under tow due to

heavy weather, a liting of all rig casualties valued at $1 million or greater was

obtained from the Insurance Company of North America for 1955 to 1961-. Eval-

uation of casualties valued under $1 million were not obtainable as rig operators

1. iDeep Sea--A Habitat for Petroleum?" Undersea Technolo
(October .169).

2. i4 ep Ocean Technology, Inc., for example, has designed iin offshore
rig for d,.!ep sea onerations down to 2,500 ft.

3. Mr. S. Pederson, Marine Superintendent, Foss Launch and TV g Company,
states that "weather prediction is generally quite poor in the Pacific No'thwest.
For e:.ample, it i difficult to get a 12-hour prediction in Seattle for the mouth of
the StrAits of Juan de Fuca. Tugs leaving Seattle with a tow generally proceed to
the north of the Straits (about an 18-hour run) and then intuitively decide whether
or not to continue based on observ .i conditions.

4. Mr. J.A. Armstrong, S(;-,retary-Underwriting, Insurance Company of
North America, estimates that about 25 percent of major oil rig casualties are
a ,irect result of adverse weather during tow. Tle remaining 75 perccat is
attributed to human misjudgments such as underestimating towing stresses.
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and owners are reluctant to acknowledge any casualties. However, losses over

$1 million generally become public knowledge in a rather short time. Therefore.

only casualties of over $1 million could be considered in this analys1

INA listed 29 rigs damaged or lost from 1955 to 1969. Of the 29, 1' were

listed as damaged or lost due to adverse weather and eight were listed as occurring

during transport.

The average annual damage/loss for the 1955 Lo 1969 time period is approxi-

mately 1.3 million. However, six of the eight towing casualties occurred from

1965 to 1969. This would seem to be indicative of tows proceeuing farther out

to sea, subjecting an unstable rig to a greater chance of encountering unfore-

seen environmental cha.--es. Therefore, the 1965 to 1969 average of about

$2.9 million per year is used to ty-pify the magnitude of recoverable costs in 1985.

This estimate considers the fact that the new generation oil rigs are being built

to better contend with adverse weather, which would tend to lower the 'oss rate

However, these new rig- are 'so more costly, and any heavy weather damages

(because of this high cost) would tend to offset the gain Li losses.

To evaluate the economic etfect of environmental delays and false environ-

mental predictions, four major drilling compa-,ies were contactd:

* Aquatic Contractors and 'Engineers (New Orletns),

Ocean Drilling and Explor"tion Company ((DECO) (N, w )rlens),

* Sante Fe Drilling Company (Los Angeles), and

* Western Offshore Drill:_ng And Exploration Company (os ngele-

The following estimates of delays ald false alarms rep'esent the colective opinion

of these four companies.

1. Mr. W.A. Boudreaux, Shell Oil Company, indicated thai Oil rig Insurance
premiums can be as hig. as 10 percent of the total rig value. Orating companies
sometimes self-insure their own rigs--particularly if their historic losq rate is
below the industrv average.
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At present, the cost Der day to tox\ an oii rig is approximately $7,000. Thks 6

cost is deri-ved from tdie number of tugs normally required to tow a bulky and im-
stable ~ ~ _e~ ri ndtet hdem cogth. Present tug requirements vary from three

to four, depending on rig size and type; thee ~diem rate for each tug is approxia-

mitely $2,000 T 1hese towing costs are paid by a drilling c mpany on a ditem

ba.is such that underway environmental delays or false environmTrenta-l predictions

at towA commencement are costly.

The average percentage of tunderway time spent in unforeseen environmental

delays was estimated to be approximately 3 percent. Since oil rigs have a relatively

low environmental accernta-nce level, forecasts of limiting conditions that subsequent,.,-

fail to niaterialize ii. c, "false -alarms.. are not uncommon. The referenced drilling

companies .ndicated that falIse alarms cost as much annually as do underway delaYs.

The per..entage of tmo now, subject to environmental oelays or f.alse alarms was

estimated to be 6 :xereent.I
To determine the total number of towvs perfornied per year, the ratio of the

number of rigs ow-ned by the contacted drilling companies (47)~ to the annual numbe~r

of tows 73) was assumed to be m-presentative of the drilling, industry. By thing()

the sample rat i< to the total number of American-owned rigs (approximately 30

the prescnt numbei of oi rig tows~ per year was estimateki b e approyikxnateiv 540.I

T'he-av erage tow duration reported Iy the four drilling comipanies was 17 days.

This duiration was olso assumedI to typify- the drilling xndustrn- as lon.g tows trans-

oceanici and short tows (everal hundred miles on the Continental Shelfi were

inlude114d in the sarmple average.

The preceding estimates depict present operations oni, To estimate the total

costs ,lpplicablv t- oil rig towing in the 19S5 tirnefranie, Vt following zssumpilo-is

were made:

1. As listed in the .1969 edition. " f tue Offshoro. Drilling anid Cc nsti-ion
Contractort, Directory
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and false alarm rates .viti remain t )e-& *ej.

T * he number of rigs will increase from the 'rereC.t 350 to an esti-
mate- 450 by PM due - Alask .a- reqnuicnents and deepe

,rlrn. The rato of rigs to arnuai tows will remain the game.
yielding approximately 710 tows per year.

6 The A.ltakan and deot ocean developments wil result in a tow
duxt'.tion increase of about 25 percent. Therefore, the average
:ow will require about 21 days to complete.

Based on the preceding assumptions, the totai annual c )st applicable to delays and

false alarms. TDFA , was formulated as follows:

DFA (Cdt)(P)dfaV t(LV

where

- $7,000 = cost per day to 'ow an oi l rg,
dIt

Pdfa 6 percent = amount of time spent in env iomnental delays

and co-+endlng with false alarms,

Nt  '.'10 = number of oil r- tows anticipated in 1985. aid

Lt  :21 days = duration of the average tow in 1985.

Thas, tke preceding equation yields a recoverable cost of approximately $8.3 million

:for the 1985 timeframe. Su-nmiig the estimates for oil rig damage/loss and oil rig

delay/false alarm a total recoverable cost apnlicable to towing oil ri. is approxi-

mately $11.2 million.

Dredging. The following evaluation of environmental prediction applicable to

offshore dredvgig operations was obtained through the following dredging firms:

0 Ocean Science and Engineering, hic. (Bethesda, Mairyland),

* Potomac ,,and qnd Gravel Company (Washitigton, D. C.),
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h~I.~ v V vn nt~is, , ine. (Ne,, -e., - ls)

At the- pn'eqpnt Uime jitfl& dredirg' workj, i, on of~hnr +n -k"'~

Po his reason. dredge operators c a rpresea~t weather condit' -Is -defu tc as

coastal dzt-dge mo-vements extend only a, few hiudre-d -dies at the mlost. Also,

dredges are stationed at a number of locations along all- coasts, thli iak,.nizing

t~ows of any length.

Future sea 'bottom iining, however, may require dredgec to move farthier

-1fis'nore and to wo.-k a greater percentp-e of the time in Itively unprotected

waters. T1he most likely prodUct Le be mined in the near future is sand and gravel

for construction Lvurposes and for use in replenishing eruded bechebs. As off'shore

dredges begin to be operated fartl~er offshore, damage and/or losqes c uring tow

duie to dvt.erse AVc--xchor will beconi- more proraincit. However, futurn mining

dredges are b'-ng specially designed for offshore work. These designs include

completely submersible dredges that would be essentially immrune to the

environmient. Until these new generation dredges become available, however, tho,

iure convenitional dredge.s will be used in offshore mining and construction projects.

A need for improved weather prediction will exist altliough Lctal economic savings

will be small ard are not estimated.

Summarizing the three preceding components of ocean- oriented barge and

towii.g, &.e total recoverable costs are estimated to be $11.5 miillion.

sPRlEVENTING CARGO DAMAGE AND LOSS

'There are three types of damages jr losises that can b-e attributed to weather;

cargo lost overboard, cargo shifting, and water damage. if heavy. veather could be

accurately forecast before a ship departs, avoidance tactics could be employed (?r

the departure could be rescheduled, thus minimizing the chance of cargo darnage

or loss.
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ic1 Ist:i '-uay:~ .~thr~~c ocn U.

~;'rr~~ Ude 'viL sA:sociation.

l~~Ynsuran' e Compary of Noeut- America, largesi domestic underwvriters of

Arnerican cargo, classifies c'.rgo rlaims into two Tnalcr cteois-'rvnai

and unpreventable. Heavy wealther cia-.ms are irncluded ir. dre un-p--eventa' iu cate-

gory aand, exmressed as a percen~age, amnount to app-1 'r ately 3 percei.. of the total

claims paid. Table .18 quaiitifies the heavy we-ther claims processed by !INA from

i'.I2 trgh -4.968.

Table 18

Value of Claims,

thcusands of dollars

1962 312 -

1963 413-eI
) 9r,4341
1065 581
1966 465

-LJVI651
1968 987

I Total 3'-

Since INA underwriteb about 15 percent of uJ. S. cargo insura:ice wri"ttn f

typ*;cal spread of claims. Heavy weather cargo losses, projected to cncompass

thehevyweather claims paid by tho entire American marine insurance market,

1~Preventable claims axnoint to wny'rny~cmately 55 pe-rcent of the total claims
and includes those claims regarding contaminatlo:', leakage, pilferage, etc. The
remaining '15 percent are unpreventable claims. These claims result fromi cargo
damage and/or loss involving rraxi&ng, collision, fire, and heavy weather.
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cargo- is insu-ced [,y A-iqrican nei-writtrs. On this -,rremise the Sf .en-ye'nr coSL.jof U. S. heavy we ,ather car.-o Ios--'s was extra~ooated to -3 sur prox irat in',

JPeferring again to Table .18, heavy weather cargo damage is obseive& fo bcl

increasinf; with time. Thbis trend apj~aared to be out of coofe-d in. view of the declingili

heavy weather damiage and lo...z, to the U. S. merchant fleet. Tfhe probable answer as

Lo why heavy weather cargo losses portray this increasing trend was provided by
Mr. A. E -Gibson, U.S. Maritime Administratur. In a recent interview, Mre. Cibson

statt I- "The U. S. today is carrying only about 5 percent of its foreign cninerce on

American flag bottoms. This percentage has been dropping sharply every yca2r from

a high of 57.5 per,;ent in 1960. . . .The presont U. S. fleet is simply not coafigured

to compet-e i tociayls trading envii'onment.

In an atiempt to assess the poxssilie detrimental effect of transporting American

carg byforiai shis, istricl woid~idc;"l casualty data compiled by,,, the

Liverpool Underwriters Association w~s analyzed for the 1962 to 1968 timeframe

(i. e. , the same seven-year period represented by the INA claims data). This

analysis was performed under the hy-potf is that ship damage and loss due to ad~-

verse weather are correlated with heavy weather cargo damage or loss. Analysis

of the Liverpool Und-rwriters Aseociation _data reveal"ed that approximately .L,000

ships per year experienced substantial heavy weather damage (i. e. , partial or

total loss). To estimate the number of U. S. merchant ships included in this annual

zjLuthstic, the percentage of total U. S. merchant fleet losses was assumed to be

representative. From 1962 throueh 1968, this was only about 4 percent. Therefor-,

a very high pei'centage of hea,", weather damnage to U. S. cargo can be equated with

foreign shipping.

1. "The Americi Merchant Marine: Tere -re _IauscL for Dec~p Conce~rn

Militarily, Industrially, Politically," Government Executive (August 1969).
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the pr cedr assessment- the "' ....I d i.nsge due ... io nrdverse weather coudld L retarded (or eversed"r sould the :e ,-t

Admninitration's effots to revitalize the American merchan t fleet be realized. The

revitilizatior, plan cails for constr ction 30 merchart f for 0.e next

ten years. Presumably, these new merchant ships will be capable of transpo.ing

a more sabstantial share of U. S, and fc_'cign commerce, thus decreasing U. S.

dependence on foreign shipping that has hi, -teically been more susceptible to heavy

wea .. 'n age. Baacd on the assumpt'or %da the total heavy weather damage

Lo cargo in i985 will approximate ,.te 1462 LO 1968 average, a total annual cost

of approximately $9.3 million was ostimateJ. This considers that the amount of

commerce transpor ed by U.S. merchant ships vill increase with time. 3ubj::ating

a larger volume to the environment.

ICE f V ln A I--f ,%

The importance of environmental prediction of ice are discussed in r;, pa.As--

gov-,mrnt and commaercial. The government aspect, for the purpose of this study,

was limited to the res--pply of U. S. polar outposts (militarT and scientific) and the

reliance on U. S. Coast Guard icebreaking operations to optimize seasonal access1 1
to these outposts. The commc -ial aspect presents a speculative ebtimace of the

dependence hat the commercial sectors of m-arine transportation will place on

environmental prelctlon in the future.

Glovernment.

Initially, improved prediction of ice treeze and ice thaw in the polar regions

wei e thought to be potentially beneficial :-, the purpose of correlating icebreaking

w1Ji resupply schedules on an optimum-environment basis. Nuw, however, these

Arctic and Antarctic operations are not heavily dependent on freeze/thaw prediction.

1. Polar resupply Is performed b MIS.'S ships--primarily tankers providing
fuel oil.
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A.\rt: tic

While the ear u7 whrnig sites we . nde- constructio,; in *t, Arctic, he

accurate prediction of freeze/"iaw wan etrerely crltlci to optimize the ifove-

ments of crews, Inierials, and Supplies. however, since eDmpietion of thest, early

warning sites, these predictions are not as L:itica: because resu-ply of the existing

military and scientific outposts (primarily oil) can now be accomplished dit4 ' " .

summer, when environmental conditions are historically favorable (normally

August 7 to September 7). Aso, olar bases (Arctic and Antarctic) retain an

18-month supply of vital resoure=c, L-LU-her indicating the lack of dependence on

optimum forecasting. Therefore, kmowing the environmental conditions prior to

a resupply operation -dove" not _ignMicantly aid in planning k cebreaking operatIoGns. -

Ice operations performed during the Arctic winter are of scientific nature ^or

the purpose of determining environmental parameters and were considered immune

to any potential benefi., of improved environme, I rrediction

Antarctic

According to MSTS personnel, there is only one resupply mission that presents

any problem to scheduling--the resupply of the McMurdo Sound outpost, which now

reqnires four POL trips annually. This past year, while making the fourth POL to

McMurdo Sound, the tanker was delayed In New Zealand for a week more than

scheduled. This delay resulted in cocniuaie ice damage Lo tie tanker ,vdor $100

thousand to repair). Next year, however, MSTS will assign a larger tarL*er to the

McMurdo Sound resupply oute. Thereafter, the neces :ty for accurate freeze/thaw

prediction will be ce-em,.hasiz,.d as the larger tanker wil! be of sufficient capacity
3

to roepa-" :nl" ;n f+ 'i ner -ar Into MeMurdo Sau'.d.

1. Mr. Donald Dhl, Tanker Dtvis!nn, MSTS Headquarters.

2. LCdr D. Super, Polar Operations Branch, U. S. Coast Guard.

3. Dahl.
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T u cxeirplify the m inirnal rccovcrable coss it I resdL f . . r d, UM

ervii.- ner 1 -al prediction, the Ma'ntcnanc,. and RI," . , a ', t.e MST'fl ae.

Division provided the annu,9l costg; to repair M STS tankers exi-,iivVnC1g ice da.magc

in the polar regions from 19C.(, through 10 09. 'iese data are presented ii. Table 19.

Table 19

I~f' DA1,A.GE TO MSTS TANKERS

Total Number ofF Ye Spn d Total Nunber of Total Number >ft Total Repair Costs,Year Ships Involved inI

Polar Operations Port Calls Ice Casuaities thousands of dollars

1963 9 25
1964 8 18 6 1(.

1965 10 15 0 0
- 19 1 .6

1967 8 18 1 39
10018 11 24 0 0ZY it, 1o I2 130

Commercial

Before the oil discovery on the North Slope of Arc-,, Alaska, there was little

commercial interest in the polar regions. However, the magnitude of this dis--

cevery will increase the irnortance of Arctic environmental prediction in 4he

future. The following I s oiuicative of the Impc-tance of fully iviLizing

environ iaental prediction to optimize Arctic Alaska operations:

With 10 wells now completed and twice that many now being drilled
danands for supplies have caused - race against time for oil com-
panies trying to get supplies to the north slope before winter. Re-
cently a fleet of 31 seagoing barges waf towed to the north slope
frzom Seattle. Now 130 longshoremen aie workLig against the clock
to get the barges unloaded and bp"k to Seattle before the winter
sets in. 1

1. "Rush on to Tap New Alaskan Oil Fields,': The Washington Post,
September 1969.
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the i,- In~ . ao tria thv' ~~

Al 1, tht' b is toeric Voy-471 Oif P1I atort2, n ~eeel "

an 'in environmentillv depeadent trade route ha i .orerca i-d. 'Xre-c srevm 'i

-141cr uil couil-anic a making plans to proc>!re $50 million (250,U00 dwt) ice

tan1kers' to tr_ isport Alaskan cdil to thE Easi iroast. Thus with volumne shipping

chaileng-ng he A--ti c environment, a' Eophi sticait d environmental routing seri ic

(ice ri 'utirig) will undoubtedly be rq~d

The preserit state of the ice rcutiog art is represe-ted bY that service provided
3

by Fleet W-qther Central Norfolk to the MVS'J ships on polar' r. iupply missions.

Even this service, however, does not wholly contend with the problems that will

confront a 250,000 dAwt tanker in the icebound straills of the Nortlhwest Pass-.7e.

For example, the 10 percent lece-coveragc limitation7 placed on MTSTS shMix_4

presents a lesser prediction problem to ice-routers than did the rrnnreclictiOP

cCtegant ice "loes pushed by '0 mph winds that tem porarily trappecd tht!

Mvanhattan and the Canadi~i icebreaker, Sir Joh'n M~acDonald.

1. Hu~iable Oil and R~efining Cor'panyv ;.-ticipates that the ice tanker fleet
buil' to transport the Alast-an crude coild number 25 to 301 by 1980 ('Northwe-.st
P~assage ... What It Could Mean, O.0cean 1ndutn' [Jui 1969].

2). C-i ee oms nato 0-" ck. st of shipping oil to the East Coast viv
T-' N'u'L-w P. ;,. aoimt naif of the $1.66 per barrel required

to transport tho- oil via pipeline and shir 1o tho West, Coast (U. S. Coast Guard,
war_ Transportation Tiequirements L_ ovembei: 19681).

:3. Mr. George Frances, Head of OThSR F'WVCNORVA, states that the accuracy
of present ice routing In the Atlantic Arctic (Goose Bay, Sondrestron., Thule, et,.

is directly reiated to the NWCED (Naval Weather Center- -Environ mental Detach-I

ment--Argentina, Newfoundland) budget. -?rior to providi' ',- an ice routing
iWNORVA requests NWCE Dto perform -tn air reconnaissance fromr which the

routing is made. These ice- reconnaissance missions are performed upor Kut
until the buQ'get is exhausted. Thereafter, F WCNORVA must rely on other sources--
local condition reports, satellites, etc,

4. Mr. Denald Dahl, Tankor Civision, MSTS Headquarters.

5. "Manatta Reaches Pruidhoe Bay, 1 Ocean Industrv ()ctohor 1969).
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REDUCING FATALITIES AND IMPROVING SEARCH AND RESCUE

During 1967 and 1968, Boating Statistics reported an average of 66 pleasure
1

craft fatalities involving adverse weather conditions. Future weather fatalities

were assumed to remain at a level appro-dmatlng 60 to 70 per year. This estimate

was assumed to be valid for the following reasons:

e The number of registered pleasure craft has increased at a rate
of approximately 4.5 percent per year from 1963 through 1968.
Also increasing along with the quantity of pleasure craft is the
number of naive owners who are likely to fall prey to adverse
conditions. 2

* Fatalities could be avoided now if the general public would heed
existing weather warnings. 3

* Sudden storms will continue to catch pleasure craft unaware. 4

As was the case In pleasure craft fatalities, the analysis of 1967 and 1968 data

formed the basis for estimating merchant marine fatalities. In the years cited,

the Proceedings of the Merchant Marine Council attribute only one death to adverse

weather conditions. Therefore, the future reduction In fatalities was assumed to

be zero.

1. LCdr Harold B. Summey, Chief of the Accident Review and Statistics
Branch, USCG, Is confident that all pleasure craft fatalities are accounted for
In Boating Statistics. The U. S. Coast Guard subscribes to a national newspaper
clipping service that forwards boating accident articles to U. S. Coast Guard
Headquartern.

2. Capt Howard Saffer, small craft underwriter for Fireman's Fund American
Insurance Company.

3. Exemplifying this point is a report prepared by the U. S. Coast Guard Marine
Board of Investigation following the Lake Michigan squalls of September 23, 1967.
On the morning of September 23, 1967, small craft warnings were pooted. The
subsequent storm claimed seven lives--all pleasure craft operators or passengers.

4. For example, the sudden and unforeseen storm on Lake Erie on July 4, 1969
caught hundreds of pleasure boats unaware in 100 mph winds. (MLe Washington post,
July 5, 1969).
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Search and rescue missions rely on accurate local condition reports and near

term forecasts. Environmental data retgured to formulate search and rescue

missions includes wind force and direction, current speed and direction, and wave

heights. These environmental parameters used in conjunction with the stricken

vessels' destination and last point of contact serve to determine optimum search

patterns. Thus, the more accurate these environmental parameters are, the greater

the chance of rapidly finding a vessel In distress.

INCREASING PASSENGER COMFORT

Passenger comfort was analyzed from a qualitative viewpoint since this topic is

highly subjective and opinionated. This study attempted to assess the degree of

impr'ovement that could be expected. To accomplish the preceding, two general

sources were investigated:

9 commercial steamship companies offering passenger liner service, and

* Fleet Weather Central (Norfolk, Virginia, and Alameda, California),
who provide routings for MSTS passenger ships.

Five steamship companies were contacted: American President Lines, Central
Gulf Steamship Company, Cunard Steamshil Company, Grace Line, and Moore-

McCormack Lines. Assuming a voyage not encountering adverse weather to be

indicative of passenger comfort, each of the companies was asked to qualitatively

evaluate OSR techniques in relation to passenger comfort. The answers ranged

from 11. . a great deal of improvement since OSR services were introduced" to

"we have provided comfortable Atlantic crossings for 150 years without OSR and

do not need the service now."

Next, the annual routing statistics provided by fleet Weather Central (NORVA

and ALA) were analyzed. Again assuming that passenger discomfort is correlated

with adverse weather, the accuracy of forecasting should be directly related to

passenger- comfort. Therefore, the percentage of routes encountering adverse

weather considered avoidable by more accurate forecasting was deemed a proxy
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for Das -ager, co. Lr ii& eet 'Fbe 20 summarizes Ahis percenitage -T:: .n

Dnu-d ba)sis and irdicat,'es the; number of routirigs from which this percentage was

derived.

Fable 20

ADVERSE WEATHER AVOTDAXBTP BY MORE ACCURATE FORECASTING

Routes Encounte ring Ad-versc Weo-

Year Total Routingi Provided ther Consideced A4voidable by
More Accurate Foretasting,

_______________ ______ ______ percent ____________________
NORVA AA t_ A~V

1W~l 528 7 758 5 9

1961 540 878 4 2

1962 1 617 876 3 1)

1963 662 87 3 3 1

1964 780 918 12

1965 841 908 1 2

1966{ 845 Data Not Available 1 2. ata Not Available

In view of these small percentages, it would appear that passenger comfort is

becoming asymptotic with the opimum, and potential benefits will be negligible.

IMPROVING POIRT SERVICES

Initially, reduiction of nonproductive longshoreiren labor costs (rainouts) was

Lhougbt to be a direct benefit of -mproved environmental r rediction. However,

closer inivestigation of thr. real-world situation revealed that thc;~ie potential savings

wou'Ad not be roalized.

At cargo ship iii port is loaded and tunlo. led by members of the International

Teamster nicn By: 3 p. m. each day, ~ pping company must notify a stevedore
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company, who in turn orders longshoremen- for the following day. in New York,

although the slightest preelpitation will ca,,se ork stoppage (rainout), the long-

shoremen are still paid in four-hour increments; whenever rain occurs and long-

shoremern are scheduled, they are paid for this nonproductive time. Ideally, a

shipping company using precipitation forec .siz could elect not to order longshore-

men if a rainout were predicted. However, two factors preclude this potential

cost savings from being realized:

A tuiou agreement includes an annual work guarantee clause ranging
from 1,600 hours 'Norfolk) to 2,080 hours (New York). These guarantees
do not include a rainout clause. Every longshoreman who reports for
work and cannot work for a variety of reasons beyond his control can
obtain pay by applying for the guarantee. This guarantee is managed
by shipping associations in each port and Is fulfilled Ly taxing the steve-
doring companies for their appropriate share. To compensate for this
tax the stevedore employer includes a factor for rainouts in the rate
charged to the shipping company. Thus, the savings that would appear
to result from a steamship company's cancelling cargo operations
because of precipitation are only superficial.

* One experienced stevedore employer mentioned that even If he did not
schedule cargo operations on a day of precipitation, he would find it
very difficult to obtain longshoremen on the following day due to his
diversion from the unwritten rules of tie game.

CONCLUSION

Summarizing the results of the analyses prc.en,,ed in this chapter, the total

annual recoverable costs and losses In marine transp(.-tation for the 1985 time-

frame are as tollows:

Annual Recoverabie Costs,

Catgory millions of doliars

Vessel transit time reduction 2.7

Vessel damage/loss prevention

Merchant Ileet 5.3
Government fleet 7.6
Small boats 4.9
Barge and towing 11.5
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Anunual Recoverable Costs,
Category millions of dollars

Cargo damage/loss prevention 9.3

lce operatons Negligible

Fatalities 60-70

Passenger comfort Negligible

Port serviices Negligible

Table 21 consolidates these potential savings and indicates what might be

expected at predictive Improvement levels of 25 percent and 50 percent.

Table 21

ANNUAL RECO3VERAB LE COSTS--MARINE TRANSPORTATION
(1985)

Leve Savings In I Total

Vessel Transit Time $0.7 million
Vessel 1" .a1 g./Losq $7.5 million $10.5 million

25 Percent Cargo Damage/Loss $2.3 million
JFatalities ____15-18 15-18

2 Vessel Transit Time I $1.4 million
Vessel Damage/Loss $15.0 million $20i.6 million

50Pecet Car-go Damiage/Loss $4.6 million
50F Pecnatalities 30-35 30-35

Ve-sel Transit Time $2.7 million

3 Vessel Damage/Loss $29_.3 million__ $41.3 million
Cargo Damage/Loss $9.3 million
Fatalities 60-70 60-70
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APPENDIX A

BENEFITS FROM REDUCED SNOW AND ICE CONTROL

This Appendix cortains the detailed analysis of snow control costs and the anticipated

benefits from improved weather forecasting for the Washington, D. C., area,

Washington, aside from its proxfmitv to RMC's facilities, was chosen largely

because detailed data were available from sources within the District government.

To project bencfits from improved forecasts, it was necessary to analyze the costs

associated with individual storms of varying intensity and forecast quality. The

Washington data fit well into our analytic framework. The size of the data collection

and analysis task would preclude doing a similar analysi on niore than a few cities

in any practical study.

DATA COLLECTED FOR WASHINGTON, D. C.

Records of U.e snow control activity for three winter seasons wtre obtaind and
1

analyzed. These records contained the U. S. Weather Bureau forecast that prompted

the activity, the actuA precipitation that fell and its timing, the ttming of the mobiliz.a-

tion and dLspatch of spreading, plowing and hauling units, the number of units partic-

ipating, and a summary of ah action A report was made every time city forces

engaged in snow control activity. During the period of November 1966 to March 1969,

40 such events occurred. !n addition, 15 minor storms occurred that required no

mobilization activityN.

1. These were made available tirough the courtesy of the Department of
Highways and Traffic, Government of the District of Columbia.
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VWashington, D. C. Illinois Dtvision
Direcast HstoryofHgwy 

I
I- Classification cf Forpeast Nurnber of

Predittion Event I Percent Percent
___ ~ ~ ~ ccrene __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ i_ _ _ _

Yes "Lw or Missed" 10 18.2 18.4
No

INo No Action 15
"Good" 52.6 57.3

Yes fAction I 14
Yes- ____ _______ _

No "ih or Fai3e Aiarm" f 16 29.2 23.8

~Totd 55 100.0 100.0

The rationale behind the classification of forecasts as 'good, "'low or miissed,"

or "high or false alarm" followed from our position that forecasts should be judged

In relation to the use made of them. Snow control officials respond to forecasts of

Impending snowstorms by mobilizing some portion of the sn~ow control force at a

particular time. The streefs generally require control activitty if more than a trace

of snow actually falls. Thus, timing and amount of snow are both important. to the

snow cont.,ol officials, the resulingr costs, and the effectiveness of the -actions taken.

A forecast was termed "loxv or missed" if it predicted substantially less snow than

actually fell, predicted rain rather than snow, or failed to predict any precipitation

that would rcquire action. A forecast was classified as "high or falsc alarm'" if it

prompted a much larger initial mobilization than was necessary for what actually

occurred or If a predicted storm never materialized. All other storms fell alto the

category of having ':good' forecasts. "Good" forecasts with a one-hour lead timle

are 'this"; all others are shades of "misses."

T he events falling into the three forecast quality categories were analy zed as

separate groups, on the assumption that different mechanisms would be operating

In h dcin of costs betwen the groupe From the records, a number of

!temB of Informiation relating to the storm charact*eri stics and the control activities

were collected. These Include the following:
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* ep~h of snow (intensity),

* storm duration,

*time bc-tween first mobilizatior and precipitation (lead time,
mobil ization),

* time between first dispatch and preipitatilon (lead tLme, dispatch),4

* duration -)f snow alert, and

0 number of truck hours worked.

In a number of cases, approximations h;Fd to be mnade, but we believe th.i!t 'Pzeo

approximations were in line with the factF From these data,, v Jlues, a number of

measures were dicrived, in bopes that they might help to e.;plain the cost behavior

as related to lorecasqt accuracy. Th(,se included

a st4orm11 'Uration/alert dura..ion;

* ti'uck hours/storm duration;

0 rate of snow fall (intensity/durattui4, ?

* lead time, i-obilization/alert duration; and

*a loid time, dispatch/alert duration.

HyNpotheses were developed for funictional relationships u xtwbeel aI 71umberI U'

variables. We bcliev.ed that truck hours should he an increasing function wvith

some measure of storm severity, and that the qualitY of the forecast shwvid ils

,Iffect the cost out-ome. Graphical displays of many of the potentially irelev'imt

relati17ons hips wvere used toc eliminate some, while helping isolste a few relaLtion-

s4hips that '--1 good descriptive powe.

Line ,r regressions :Lnd reg-ressionts on transformations of some of the 'ariiblc-

were run to determine the best relationshipp in ternis of :sr1uiclardI statistiCal

mlea.SUres.

For the category "high or false lP:rm" fore,.z2_f, ho, only useful relationmn'.-

isF an arithmectic averagVe of the number of truc-k hours. The record of the-se events

is show~kn in Figure A-1, which plots truck hours vc'rgsU storm IntensitY. The avcraig.

j number of truck hours for these events is 6395. Potential &npIanatc--v varlahl-,s, ,zuch

ais predicted intensity or forecast lead time, were not uniformy avilstl iL--i: qu rlifi'h't

form for these events (e. g. , "C"Iance of snow b%, mo rning.
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The group of low or misse--d" forecasts is best described by a relationship

between storm intensity and the logarithm (base 10) of truck hours. in this form,

a linear relationship exists, with reasonably good statistical measures. A trans-

formation of the equation results In an exponential form

TH (494) i015580

where

TH = truck hours

= intensity of storm (inches)

Figwe A-2 displays this relationship, along with the data points.

The mobilization events Lhat fell into the category of "good" forecasts related

best to both intensity of the storms and the parameter 'lead time, mobilization." The

relation is also log-linear, and the linear form of it has fair statistical measures.

This relationship is plotted along with the data points and statistical information

in Figure A-3. A transformation to exp,)nential form predicts truck hours by the

equation:

TH = 640 • 0.031671 10 "I 342LTM

where

LTM lead time, mobilization.

Snow control officials in Washington try to have a mobilization lead time of one

to two hours. This permits the ability to respond quickly to the first affects of a

snowstorm. If they operated with lower (zero or negativel lead time, their costs

would be lower, which indicates that there are substantial disbenefits to society 1!
from such delayed reaetion, as discussed under the sections on traffic accidents

and road user dclays.

Assuming that snow control operations proceed most efficiently when lead time

for mobilization is one hour, then the equation derived can be used to measure the
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excess cost incurred q snow control operations from deviations above this level. of

operation. Deviations below this level would result in extra costs incurred by other

oectors of the transportation industry.

The difference in magnitude between the ideal situation (good forecasts with

tne hour lead time) and that of the low forecasts also is an added cost to the city

from inadequate forecasts. Finally, high forecasts or false alarms is the third

component of the excess costs caused by present levels of predictive ability.

To illustrate an application of our methodology, we will take the record of the

55 snow occurrences in this three-season time period and compare the results of

present levels of forecasting accuracy with those of three levels of improved predictive

ability. For thz '-z- case, we will apply the appropriate estimating relationships

to the storm characteristics and forecast category for each of the storms. For the

three successively better levels of predictive ability, we will observe the snow con-

trol cost difference as more storw'9 move to the category of "good" forecasts with

one hour lead t!mc for mobilization. (The exponential form is ,sed for storms

with snow fall above a trace. Zero truck hours is used for storms with no snow or

a trace.)

Tb) three levels can be roughly described as 25 percent, 50 percent, and 100

percent improvement in predictive abil.y, wit, -. '0 percent representing "perfect"

forecasts, i.e., elimination of all deviations from normality. Table A-I summarizes

these results and shows the anticipated differen,is in truck hours over this three-

year period for the three levels of imp. ,ement. As can be seen from the table,

otach successive improvemcnt indicates a lower net cost of snow control.

To translate these improvements into annualized costs, the avoidable cost per

truck hour avoided must be found. In this setting a truck hour has many aspects

to it, which then have a reflection in cost. The trucks may be city-owned or contract

trucks. They may be specialized equipment (rotary blowers, spreade's) or trucks

whose major purposes are some other activity (sanitation, hauling) equipped 'th

some device to adapt it to the snow control activity. These devices may be chemical
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spreading devices or plows, and there is a variety of types and ages of these in

use in the District of Columbia. The activities engaged in by the trucks range

from waiting (at city facilities or at critical sites such as bridges and hills) to

actual sp, ,,:1ding of abrasives, plowing, or hauling. Non--productive but essential

activities such as refueling, travel to work sites, and emergency repairs also

account for some truck hours. The cost to the city of a truck hour consists of the

element-b materials, labcr, and equipment depreciation.

The materials expended through truck usage are fuel, repair materials, and

salt and other materials spread on the streets. The sand and salt used in fighting

snowstorms is related most closely to the actual storm characteristics and not to

the accuracy of the forecast; officials in charge of snow and ice control say that

these materials are not spreacl until snow actually starts falling, and they are spread

until the snow reaches a depth of about two inches, Therefore, the cost of these

materia.ls are of no concern in differentiating between actions taken on forecasts of

varying qualities. The costs of fuel and materials for repair are relevant items,

however.

MosE of the costs are covered in the truck rental paid to contractors on the

srn~w control effort. In 1968, this rate was $17.90 per hour plus a $150 annual

retainer and includes the use of the truck, one operator, and all fuel and maintenance

costs. We will assume that the contract rate is a fair representation of the costs of

these e'ements for the city-operated vehicles, too. To the horly ost irust be added

the cost of the attached specialized equipment, administrative costs, and the cost of

s, ,ervisory personnel.

The major spectaliz-d equipment items are spreaders and plows. Abrasive

spreaders can be bought for about $2,500. They require about two hours of cleaning

and maintenance between uses and a comparable amount of time for mainten.wnoe

between seasons. A ten-foot reversible plow with the "A" frame and axle bracket

necessary for attachment costs about $750 and requires about half the cleaning and

maintenance of a spreader unit.

1. Personal communication from Mr. C. Carroll, Department of Highways
and Traffic, District of Columbia.
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Both items have useful lifetimes of aroand ten years. Assuming $50 as the

annual cost oi maintenance and cleaning of a spreader unit, our estimates of the

annualimd costs of owning .nd operating these equipment items are

Spreader: $2,500/10 + 50 = $300

Plow: $ 750/10 + 25 = $100

If the $150 retainer fee reflects adrrnistrative costs to the contractors, which are

mirrored by ccmparable costs for the city, then the total annual costs for these

items is

Spreaaer: $450

Plow: $250

During the storm of Febru,.ry 6, 1967, 90 spreader units and 253 plows wer."

dployed. If the total annual "qt reflects this peak, then the use of spreaders and

plows indicates an annual expenditure of $103,700 (= 90 x $450 + 253 x $250). Over

the xree-year period qtudled, the number of truck hours averaged 25,140 per year.

T1,is, the average cost per .:uck hour of these equipment items amotuts to $4.12

The estimated ccst of supervisory personnel allocated to truck hours is about

$1.00, based on an approximation of 20 to 25 headquarters and field pelisonnel and

abo,:t 100 vehicles.

Adding together all the elements gives us $22.62 (= $17.50 S $4.12 + $1.00) per

truck hour as the estimate to apply to the reductions shown by the three levels of

limprovemeni in predictive ability. It is fair to use this average cost, since we

are talking of relatively long-range chanes in the operating environment of the

snow control actlvit During the peric I of time needed to realize a given change

in predictive ability, it Is assumed that the entire level of operations could be

changed so as to gain the potential cost savings indicated by the average cost figure.

When this figure i applied to the differences In truck hours associa :d with the

three levels of improvement shown in Table A-1, we arrive at a measuze iii the

bnefits that could be realized by improved prediction over the three-year perod

in quo iton. The resulting annual average potential savings are reported in Table A-2.
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Table A- 2

ANNUAL POT'PVIAL BE.. FIM
FROM IMPROVED FORECASTING

TO 13NOVI CONTROL EFFORT IN YvASHINGTON, D. C.

Potential Reductions An'lAvig nua >s

Level of Ixnproveraent in Truck Ho- irTukHur aig

25~1356 imroemnt Three-Year Period $9,0

5 improvement 2 2,9 70 7,7$7,00

3 -100" T improvement 52,740 1 1.;;6 $397,000
(perfect foreca.t'30
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APPENDIX B

BENEFITS FROM REDUCED TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

As a result of investigating the causes of traffic accidents associated with snow-

storms, we found that there are two areas for potential reduction in costs from

improved f: -ecasting: (1) eliminating accidents occurring during the early portion

of a storm, and (2) eliminating traffic accidents after the storm. Both are

associated with delayed action on the part of snow control aJtivities. The prevent-

able accidents occurring early in a storm would occur on streets that had not yet

been salted. Accidents occurring after a storm are associated with a delay In the

clean up of streets, due to a late start or a low forecast. In either case, an in-

crease in the warning time for mobilizing forces or the elimination of forecast

erzors on the -w side should reduce the incidence of these accidents.

An important point to remember, however, is that weather and road conditions

are only some of the factors involved in causing accidents, and that other factors

will still be present to cause accidents, even if an improvement can be made in

weather forecasting. In fact, there may be some adverse effect from maintaining

better road conditions. Studies have shown that the unit cost of accidents on dry

pavement is higher than on snowy pavement, because drivers are more cautious

on snowy streets and drive more slowly, resulting in less, damage and fewer
1

personal injuries when accidents do occur. Eliminating accidents on snowy

streets by means of better forecasting will generate a smaller number of more

severe accidents.

1. Robert K. Lockwood, ed., Snow Removal and Ice Control in Urban Ars-
APWA Research Foundation Project No. 114, (Chicago 1965), and Motor Vehicles
Accident Costs--Wasingn Metropolitan Area, Wilbur Smith & Associates, (1965).
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Some indication of the magnitude of the potential savings can be determined by

examining data collected for CLicago. I It was estimated that an inch of snow

caused about 200 accidents in excess of what would have occurred under good con-

ditions. Of these, 72 percent occurred after the storms ended. If the weather

forecasts for Chicago are as accurate as those in Washington, this indicates that

about 32 percent of all storms are predicted on the low side or without ample
2

warning. Thus, a maximum of 32 percent of the zrw.,storin accidents might be

attributable to these forecasts. In Chicago, with a mean annual snowL..il of 37. 6

inches, there would be I maximum target of 2400 accidents that could be eliminated

(32% x 200 x 37.6). A more reasonable assumption is that the effect of a low or

late forecast on accidents occurring after a storm is much less thn on those in the

first hours of the storm. This - so because the persons in charge of snow control

operations make adjustments in their plans as a storm progresses. if we assume

that low or late forecasts have an effect on only 25 percent to 50 percent of the

tariget accidents occurring after a storm, then the net annual target number of

I I accidents that may be Aliminated is 1110 to 1540 = 2400 x (28% 4 25% x 72%)

or= 2400x (28% 4 50% x 72%).

Thus, if forecasting could be improved so as to eliminate all such errors,

approximately 1300 accidents annually, at about a cost of $250 per accident, could
3

be avoided. Perfect forecasts would save the motor vehicle sector of the trans-

portation industry in Chicago about $325, 000 per year.

1. Lockwood.

2. In the 1966-1969 period, 10 storms in Washingtnk had low forecasts and

seven of the 55 were not predicted with sufficient warn ng.

3. The unit cost of accidents on snowy streets was reported at between $210
and $295 in the 1965 APWA study.

- B-2
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Chicago has twice the annual snowfall and Vve times the population of Washing-

ton, D. C. The monthly accident ratc in the Chicago APWA study was 12,200

(1963 to 1969), while for Washington it ranged between 2,640 (1966) and 2, 960
1(1969). On the basis of these differences in scale, an appropriate ratio aiween

ti-. potential savin gs for Chicago and Washington would be between 4:1 and 10:1.

Taking 6:1 as a compromise, we arr-ve at an estimate of the maximum savings

in sno. -related accidents for the Dist-ict of Columbia of $54, 000 per year.

To corroborate this estimate, the record of accidents in the District of

Columbia was studied for a three-month period during 1969. During this time,

Washington snow control units were mobilized 11 times, and 6.9 inches of snow

fell. For each of the storms, the reports of the individual accidents occurring at

that time or in its aftermath were studied and the prevailing weather and road con-

ditions tabulated. These are listed in Table B-1.

By associating the time of the snowstorms and the warning times available to

sno3w control forces, we estimated that 49 of the 280 accidents occurring in snowy

or sleeting weather might be attributed to a late or low forecast. This is 17.5 per-

cent of that category. It was assumed that virtually none of the 222 accidents

occurring under conditions of fog, mist, or rain was preventable by improved fore-

casts. If we apply he 17.5 percent figure to the category of clear, wet, or icy, ve

ge, 18 accidents occurring after the storms that might have been prevented by

improved forecasts. The estimate, then, is that 67 (49 # 18) accidents during this

period were the result of low or late forecasts.

This time period sustainiJ 6.9 inches of snow, or 37 percent of a median

j, ar's annual accumulation. This suggests that o " average year, there would be

1. Metropolitan Police, District of Columbia, Official Traffic Accident
Sunmmary Reports, 1966, 1967, 1978, January, February, March, 1969.
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Table B-1

SUMMARY OF ACCIDENTS IN WASHINGTON
ASSOCIATED WITH SNOWSTORMS -- Jan.- March 1969

Road Condition Total

Wet or Icy Dry

Snow, 275 5 280
Sleet

Weather Fog, Rain22022

or Miat22022

Clear 102 1 203

Total 599 6 605

B-4



about 180 acci, ats potentially preventable. Using a previously derLved figure for

the fully allocated direct cost per accident of $328 (1965), we get $59,000 as *he
1

estimate for Washington, D. C. This compares with the $54,000 estimate arrived

at indirectly from the Chicago information.

Using the wholesale price index of motor vehicles and equipment to arrive at
2

1968 dollars, we have $59K (104. 5/100. 7) = $64, 000 maximum annual benefit.

Assuming a straight-line relationship between predictive improveme.' and benefit,

we get the following estimates ior benefits due to three levels of improvement.

Improvement in Reducing Number of Benefit to Washington, D. C. in
Level Low or Late Forecasts Reducing Accidents

1 257 $16,000

2 50% 32,000

3 100 % (pefect forecast) 64,000

We believe these estimates are fair reflections of the potential benefits in

this area. Simplifying assumptions were made in deriving these figures, but a

fair balance seems to have been struck between assumptions that would inflate the

estimates and those which would tend to deflate them. We made no accounting of

the number of accidents on dry pavement that would replace some of those pre-

vented from occurri .g on icy or wet pavement. The judgment applied to the acci-

dent figures tended to be on the conservative side in attributing accidents to low

or late forecasts.

One ft. ther factor to be considered Is the number of fatalities that may be

eliminated. By the police record, between . 1 percent and .2 percent of all acci-

dents occurring on snowy or icy streets ' re fatal. Thus, the elimination of up to

180 such accidents per year would reduce the death toll by about .3 deaths per year.

1. Motor Vehicle Accident Costs--Washington Metropolitan Area.

2. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Pocket Data Book--

USA 1969.
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APPENDIX C

EXTRAPOLATION TO NATIONWIDE BENEFITS

This appendix presents how factors were derived fo, extrapolating the benefits

found for Washington, D. C., to national totals.

We found that the snow removal costs for an individual storm in Washington

were an increasing function with the depth of snow (see Figures A-i, A-2, and A-3).

Annual snow control costs also reflect this phenomenon (see Figures C-1 and C-2).

In comparing annual costs among cities, the city size also has a direct relationship

to snow control costs. Table C-1 shows the snow fighting costs for three eastern

cities during one season, along with their 1960 population an! land area. Our

scaling factor will ref'ect the variations in snowfall over the country and the size

of the areas affected.

COMPARISON OF WASHINGTON, D. C., WITH OTHER CENTRAL CITIES

With this in mind, we looked for a rclations ' that seemed reasonable for

use as a scaling factor. A sample of 75 cities was chosen for investigating

potential relationships. These were the 75 largest cities (by 1960 population) with

mean ,nnual snowfalls of more than 10 inches. As measures of size, statistics on

population, land area, total municipal expenditure (1964-1965), and highway

expenditure (f,r the sameyears) were compiled. Measures of snowstorm intensity

that were collected for each city wee mean aniual depth of snowfall P'- ,aean

innual number of days with inowfall greater than one inch.

We assume that the n'agnitude tf benefits attainable for a city from a given

improvement in predictive abilty wi!l be a function of the city s size and the
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Table C-

SNOW fGHTING COSTS FOR 1960-1961 SEASON--
COMPARISON FOR THREE CITIES

(!+y Population ]Land Area Total Municipal Expenditure
(sq. ml. a n Snow Fighting

Washington, D. C. 763,956 61 $ 1,420,000

Philadelphia 2,002,512 129 $ 5,000,t:00

New York 7,781,984 300 $22,500,000

Sources: 1960 Census; "Traffic Snow Emergencies in Washington, D. C.,"
Office of the Engineer Commissioner, Governmeut of the District
of Columbia, 1961; "Cost Analysis of Snow and lce Control Operations,"
J. T. -,nnon, APWA Yearbook, 1967.
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intensity of its snowfall. For city i, this can be represented as

B f (Ps, Lg E1 , Hi. Sit N1 )

where

Bi  benefit for city i

P. = p alation, city i

land area, city I1

F. total annual expenditure, city II

1 t =annual highwa expenditure, city I

Si  mEIMu annual snowfall, city I

Ni  mean number* of ,days with snowfall > 1.0 inch

If it is assumed that the benefits for iach city of a given group of cities is

governed the same relaionishp, then the total benefits for this group is

represented by the summation

BT f (P LiEH ,SirNall i (P L E "S N"
1 1 1 i

City ' reiationship to the total can be expressed as a percentage in tme form

BP 1  (B,/ BT) 1003,

A n'.mber of functional forms were tried for the B re'ationahlp, cumbining the

various ii, asures of city size and snow intensity in simple wayF. The Bifs for the

list of 75 cities were calculated, and BP 'o for a few cities were exanuined. These

awe reported in Tabie C-2 for Washington, Philadelphia, aad New York.

It mwt be emphasized that the B function and the repultin- BT are proxies

j(r the costs of snua- control, snow related traffic accidents, and traffic delays

due to snow. These PctuaI costs are -,l -'aced with finctlon of variables that
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Table C-2

PROPORTIONS OF 75 CITY TOTAL FOR 3 SELECTED CITIES,
RESULTING FROM TRIAL FUNCTIONAL FORMS

~Functiomal For Washington, D. C. Pidladelphia, Pa. New York, N.Y.

Bi (percent) (percent) (percent)

k P, S, 1.195 3.42 19.35

kP N 1.075 3.38 17.54

k P, S, N, .46( 1.59 12.02

kP L S .592 3.59 47.19

PLiSiN .295 214 37.55

k 1 .869 2.01 6.79

k L Ni .774 1.9t, 6.09

SE Hi Si 1,811) .73 87,85

k E, Hi N, 1.780 .79 86.92

k E. S, 2.625 2.55 37. 98
I k

kH Is 4.630 2.10 24.60

5x HN 4.190 2.10 22,60

k PiSo1 1.020 1.80 5.18

551
k (PI 1 N. .967 1.79 4.93

k Pi S 5 1.675 4.57 21.50

k Pi Ni5  1. 590 4.56 20.50

lrP 6 2 S, 1.106 2.1.9 7.40
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Table C-2 Contiued

Data Values 'Aas hington, D.- C. Philadelphia, Pa. New York, N. Y.

P.: population76.202578.
176.2025772

(thousands)

L. 'Land area6112.30
1 (sq. ii.) 1 2.30

E.: municipal expend.
1 ~OO)370. 328. 3,359.

($1000)

S.: mean annual 1. 042.
snowfall (inches)

N f. ay with 5. 6. 8.

snowfall> 1.0 in.
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are more readily available. We will assume that the benefits attainable for

different areas will be proportional to the snow-related costs, so that the function

selected can be used to relate the benefits found for Washington, D. C., to the

national total.

In looking for a scaling factor, we want the function from which it is aerived

to give "reasonable" results, in terms of the relatin between an individual city's

cost and the total, and among the cities. The trial functional forms give widely

varying estimates of Washington's contribuxtion to the 75 city total. ranging from

.295 percent to 4.63 percent. New York's contribution ranges up to 87.05 icei,

and these extremes seem unreasonable. In addition, five of the trial forms

produce estimates in which Philadelphia's costs are smaLer than those of

Washington. Some of these presumed anomalies seem to be explained by the fact

that the data for municipal expendiures and highway expenditures are for one

specific year and therefore could induce fluctuations that are avoided by using

population or land area figures. Some of the functional forms seem to over-stress

the differences in city size and, in one case, result in estimated proportions for

Washngton and New York of .295 percent and 37.55 percent, respectively.

We looked for a solution that fit in with our preference for a middle ground

among these extremes and also fit in with the few data points available to us. The

one chosen was of the form
aBi  kP i SI

A value of the exponent a was derived by taking the cases of New York and

Washington and assuming that the benefits for each would be proportional to an

average value of their snew fighting expenditures. In the 1960 to 1967 period,1
Washington's snow expenditures averaged $1.18 million per year, while comparable

expenditures for New York averaged $?.89 million. 2 Equating the ratio of these

1. Official Snow Removal Reports, District of Columbia.

2. J. T. Lennon, "Cost Analysis of Snow and Ice Control Operations,"
APWA Yearbook (1967).
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expenditures; to the ratios f the functions of population and snowfall allows us to

solve for a = .62. The use of this form, as shown in Table C-2, gives results

t A are in line with our intuitive feel for the situation. It indicates that

Washington's share of the potential benefits for these 75 cities would be 1.106 percent,

It is instructive to look at the cumulative effect of this benefit generating

function as it is applied to the list of 75 cities. Figure C-3 illustrates the way in

which the function BT = S kP "62S responds to adding cities to the list, largest

first. The horizontal axis represents cun ilative populatiun (in thousands) of all

cities coridered, and the vertical axis represents the resulting value of BT

(for k = 1). The first point represents the value oi BT for New York alone, the

second represents the combined effect of New York and Chicago, while the last

point represents the effect of all 75 cities, including Utica, the last and smallest.

The 1.106 percent figure for Washington is the result of dividing its B1 by the

BT at the last point:

BiiBT = 1,145.5/103,982 = 1.106%
ti

To review what we have done, a relationship between potential enefits for

Washington and for a group of the 75 largest & .,es with significant snowfall was

derived. Our experience with the Distri& of Columbia information guided us in

the selection of a relationship that makes intuitive sense and fits with our limited

data. We will now extend this w:rz t. te other metropolitan areas not represented

in the list of 75 central cities. This includes all tht non-central metropolitan areas.

ADJUSTMENT TO INCLUDE OTHER CENTRAL CITIES

An estimate of the first group is obtaln& Ly cxamining the list of the 130 central

cities that reported populations greater than 100,000 in the 1960 census. Cf the

50.7 million persons In this group, 34.15 million 167.4 percent) lived in cities

that receive more than 10 inches of snow annually. In 1960, a total of 58.3 million

people lived In central cities, so that 7.4 million resided in cities smaller than the

100,000 minimum in our sample. If the 67.4 percent factor applies to this grip
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as well as to the 75 city group, then the total population of centi al city dwellers

of concern to us would be 34.15 + (.674)(7.4) = 39.11 million. Extrapolating the

relationship shown in Figure C-3 to this cumulative population yields a BT of

147,000,

Thus, we conclude that the benefits found for Washington would be 2778 percent

{1,145.5/147,000) of the benefits for all central cities. To scale District of Columbia

benefits to total central olty benefits, we apply a factor of 128.7.

Inclusion of Suburban Areas

The other areas of concern for beneflt related to improved prediction of snow-

storms are the suburban fringes surrounding the city centers. In 1960, 63.0 percent

lived in the metropolitan areas listed as SMSAs. Of these 133 million people,

54.5 million lived outside the central cities, which compares with 58.3 million

central city residents. Thus, this represents a great target for potential benefits.

For the purpose of this study, the suburban areas were assumed to be similar

to small central cities in terms of the expected benefit response to improved
forecasting. The same mechanisms of cost incurrence (removal operations,

accidents, and delays) exist, and the suburban areas resemble many of the smaller

central cities in their characteristics of land use and population density.

It was reasoned that if two areas had comparable population densities and

comparable amounts of land devoted to streets, they would be comparable in their

incurrence of costs due to snowstorms. Therefore, a change in predictive ability

would have similar effects on reducing overall costs for the two areas.

Among a group of eighi central cities, we found that the proportions of land

area devoted to streets is a generally increasing function with population density.

(See Table C-3 and Figure C-4.) Information was available for three metropolitan

areas, relating population and land use to the distance from the center of the city,

represented by a set of generally concentric rings. Table C-4 displays the street

area percentage and population density by ring for the Chicago, Pittsburgh, and

Baltimore SMSAs. The approximate division between the central city and the
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Table C-3

POPULATION LAND USE CHAR~ACTERISTICS FOR
EIGHT CENTRAL CITIES

cityPopuadonPopulation Density Percent Land Used for
New Yor 7,78226.0 3.
Ciao35016.0 25.9
Wsigo#DC.7412.4 27.8

Detroit 1,670 12.1 30.8
Pittsburgh 604 11.0 25.0

Minneapolis-St. Paul -iG7.5 29.1
Chattanooga 130 3.6 23.9
Tucson 213 3.0 28.3

Source: The Economic easibility of Decentralized Metropolitan Reios
H. R. Woltman, et al., PRC, Los Angeles, October 1965.
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Table C-4

RELATIVE STREET AREA AND POPULATION DENSITIES FOR
REGIONS AROUND CITY CENTERS

c Percent Land Devoted Pop. Density in Pop. Density Pop. Density
to Streets Ring (1000/sq. mi.) Central City Suburbs

Chicago 0 35.8 5.3
1 36.1 29.1
2 30.4 30.5 16.0
3 31.9 26.7
4 31,6 18.1

5 32.3 I 9.3
6 30.0 5.6 5.3
7 36.6 4.1

Total 32.8 11.7

Pittsburgh 0 41.5 6.0
1 34.4 20.7
2 30.3 18.6
3 29.3 16.0

4 26.7 11.9
5 27.7 8.3
6 27.0 3.2 7.7
7 30.5 4.5

Total 28.2 9.26

Baltimore 0 38.6 4.6
1 31.4 28.4 12.0
2 26.8 15.5

3 19.2 7.3
4 16.0 4.1 4.2
5 17.0 2.6

Total 18.7 6.55

Source: The Economic Feasibility of Decentralized Metropolitan Regions,

H. R. Woltman, etal., PRC, Los Angeles, October 1965.
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surrounding suburbs is indicated by the heavy line, and the population density for

those two segments of the SMSA is also shown. Figure C-5 shows the relationship

between population density and relative street area graphically.

For each of these three metropolitan areas, both population density and the

fraction of land devoted to streets declines from the central city to the suburbs, with

a slight increase in street area at the outer ring. The levels of density and street

area in the suburbs are comparable, however, with those in the smaller of the

central cities listed in Table C-3. Of the 25 smallest cities in our sample of 75

with significant snowfall, all but two have population densities in the range of the

suburbs shown in Figure C-5. The, - cities range in size from 100,410 people

(Utica) to 141,543 (Evansville, Indiana) and vary in snowfall from 11.9 inches to

97.5 inches.

Our conclusion is that these cities represent the physical and climatological

characteristics of the suburban areas reasonably well. We shall assume that the

benefits per capita accrL -, the suburbs will be similar to those in the central

cities with a population of 100,000 to 142,000. Referring back to Figure C-5,

the slope of the curve in the vicinity of these cities gives us a measure of this

rate of benefit incurrence, RBT. This has a value of 6.78 BT per 1000 persons.

PROJECTING TO 1985 ACTIVITY LEVELS

A comparison cween 1960 and 1968 populations 1 shows a net increase of 20.5

million persons in metropolitan areas, all of which occurred outside the central

cities. We assume that this trend will continue into the 1985 time period. Thus,

the population for central cities for 1960 will be assumed to apply for 1985 as

well.

Projections of total U.S. population for 1985 range from 241.7 million to

274.7 million, averaging 258.5 million. This is an increase of 58.7 million from

1. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Pocket Data Book--
USA 1969.
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1968. Seventy percent of the total U. S poptiation growth from 1960 to 1968

was in suburban areas. if this relationship holds into the future, there w"l be a

net increase of 41.0 million persons in the suburbs from 1968 to 1985, bringing

the total to 109.8 million. If r7.4 perce of this population lives in regions with

significant snowfall (as is true wvith r atral city inhabitants), then 74.0 mi'licn

people will be affected. Multiplying this figure by the rate of benefit incurrence

fouud above yields

13T (6.78) (74,000K)
suburbs

= 501,000

The value of B for Washington is 0.206 percent of the BT tur the suburbs ini

1985. The scaling factor is 486 (=1J/206 percent).

ADJUSY1ING FOR OPERATING TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES

It can be expected that the benefits from improved forecasting in 1985 will be

relatively less than at present for cities of comparable size. The reasons for

this stem from the changes that are likely to occur in transport ition operations

and from technological innovations in fighting snowstorc:is and reducing their costs.

We would anticipatr ,ome decrease in street level traffic as more cities take

action to combat urban congestion. Some cities, such as Washington, will have

new underground rapid transit s)stems to relieve sonw of the burden oz tb, :ity

streets. There will also be an effect on traffic in the surrounding suburbs served

ky these systems an,) extercions of existing rapid transit bystems. Otl'-r innovations

such as ""iinge parking" at rapid terminals will become more widesprc' -I and

consequent'y reduce the volume of traffic. Such a reduction will make the total

cost target smaller, thus reducing the potential benefits.

Technologicd advances have oL urred over the previous few decades to lower

the cost of fighting snow. These include the widespread use of salt -n streets, th

dev,-lopmemt of more efficient machinery for snow control, and the ",-:e of heated

pavements on iLridges, hills, etc. Operetions have bten made more efficien! by
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the use of radio controlled equipment and as more serious thought has been

put into organizing and control irg the snow control fimtion. There has been

considerable pressure for maldng Ltomobiles safer, and there continues to be

pressure for reducing the cost of accidents, in terms of personal injury and

mechanical damage. While it is not posS hle tO predict what improvements will

come in the next 15 years, it is very likely that some changes will occur. These

changes ca only contribute tc lowering the potential for benefits due to improve.

weather forecasting.

A subjective estimate of the reduction in potential benefits is that 28 percent

per decade is entirely teasible. Thus, benefits calculated for 1985 will be

io .duc -A by 35 percent to account for the charges in operations and technology

between 1968 and 1985.

BENEFIT COMPUTATION--NATIONAL, 1985

Table 10 of Chapter 7 summarizes the derivation of the scaling factors for

projecting the benefits found for Washington, D. C., to a national scope in the

1985 time period. The annual benefits for the three levels of Improvement for

the District of Columbia are shown in 1968 dollars. he resulting expected

national benefits are then shown in the right-hand column.
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